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Foreword

Envisioning Corrections in 2030: Where Should the Evidence Take Us?
Frank J. Porporino, Ph.D., Editor ICPA Advancing Corrections
Yogi Berra, the American baseball hero who was noted for his satirical, philosophical musings, once
remarked that “It’s tough to make predictions, especially about the future.” Prediction is certainly
difficult, and often wrong, in most spheres of human endeavour,
but we keep trying to do better. Prediction is also an unavoidable
challenge in our efforts to design and deliver correctional services,
and we have to keep trying to do better, a theme that was explored
in our last Edition of Advancing Corrections on Understanding,
Assessing, Managing and Reducing Risk. But there is another
sense to ‘prediction’ that has less to do with how accurately we
can predict an actual future and more to do with how well we
can imagine or envision a possible future. Imagining a possible
‘negative’ future can help us mobilize action to avoid it (as, for
example, has been done relatively effectively with climate change).
On the other hand, imagining a desirable ‘positive’ future can help
us mobilize action to realize it (as, for example, has been done in
developing vaccines to combat the Covid pandemic). Getting back to Yogi Berra, he also said, “You’ve
got to be very careful if you don’t know where you are going, because you might not get there.” The
theme for this Edition of Advancing Corrections asked researchers and practitioners to Envision
Corrections in 2030. Most of the contributors were forward looking in a positive way, presenting
their vision of what corrections could and should aspire to, not as pie-in-the-sky optimism, but as
evidence-informed reflection about where we should be going and how we might get there. A few
contributors outlined some possible negative futures for corrections, with some legitimate analysis
of the kinds of mis-directions we can take if we don’t remain vigilant. Readers of this Edition of
Advancing Corrections will have their own imagined futures for our field, but the papers in the Edition
will hopefully help crystallize and refine those visions, and help accelerate progress towards the
positive.
I invited Rob Allen to contribute our introductory, featured article not just because of his vast
experience with the world of corrections globally but because when Rob observes, he typically looks
through a very clear, wide-angle lens. Rob lays out the core issues for the future of corrections so
convincingly that one is left with one simple reaction --- why is it that we can’t seem to become more
resolute in doing these few things that make so much sense? Quite simply, in Building Back Better
after the raging pandemic crisis, we need to send fewer people to prison, shorten sentences for those
we do send to prison, create prison environments that make people better rather than worse, and
ultimately, especially in the developing world, help in finding ways to reduce crime rather than just
punish it. A simple agenda in theory but one that seems to continue eluding us. In the words of the
two Obamas, I say let’s just get Fired Up and Let’s Move!!!
The next paper from the Singapore Prison Service (SPS) is a wonderful example of a jurisdiction
that is steadily stepping forward into the future with confidence and clarity of purpose. The SPS
became recognized internationally a number of years ago for their innovative Yellow Ribbon initiative,
engaging the community and a host of stakeholders to give offenders a realistic second chance. But
5
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the SPS has embraced an impressive paradigm of incremental, evidence-informed improvement in
all aspects of their operations. They have excelled, in particular, in conducting their own research so
as to adapt and adjust the available international evidence to suit their own particular circumstances
and needs. In this paper outlining the design and implementation of their ‘Transformational
Environment’, they describe their integrated focus on Purpose, People, Processes, Programs,
and Place … a cohesive model of practice that should serve as a blueprint for every jurisdiction in
Envisioning Corrections in 2030.
The next paper presents a bold and what for some readers of Advancing Corrections may be a rather
controversial and unnecessary option for ‘reinventing the architecture of incarceration’, especially in
a country like America where hyper-incarceration has been tried and failed so glaringly in reducing
crime. But Steve Carter and Stanley Hallett, the two authors with impeccable credentials in urban
design and architecture, argue for Rehab City not as a way to ‘incarcerate’ in the traditional sense,
but as a way to begin thinking of how we can sanction the law-breaker but still keep them connected
to the community. Steve and Stanley responded to the criticism from several reviewers that we
‘don’t need more prisons’ by admitting that America has advanced ‘miserable solutions’ in the last
number of decades. But they insisted that “we stand by our belief that since the vast majority of lawbreakers in America come from impoverished inner-city neighborhoods, the next decade of solutions
should recognize that, and if we build anything at all, we should build solutions that are a part of the
community.” Importantly, Rehab City is not just an abstract or theoretical concept, it is being looked
at seriously by at least one jurisdiction in America. Regardless of our views on the need for more
prisons, I would think that we can all agree that how prisons can do less harm is something certainly
worth exploring.
The next two papers tackle two particularly critical issues in how we approach managing offenders
towards 2030. Shawn Sowerbutts and his colleagues in the Department for Correctional Services of
South Australia, argue convincingly that our current paradigms for program design should not just
be ‘adapted’ for use with Aboriginal peoples, they should be totally reconceptualized into a culturesensitive framework that is respectful of traditions, understandings, beliefs, language and other
culture-specific factors. Although their discussion deals with development of a Violence Prevention
Program for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander men, grounded in the Aboriginal concept of
kanyini, I would suggest that a similar argument can be made easily for other Aboriginal peoples, and
perhaps even other cultural minorities that corrections keeps trying to squeeze through a ‘one size
fits all’ approach to intervention.
The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) monitors conditions of detention in over
90 countries, consistently attuned to ways of improving those conditions in line with laws and
internationally recognized standards but while always remaining respectful of the very difficult
challenges many countries face in managing those conditions. A particularly thorny issue for
corrections is finding alternatives to the too heavy reliance on restrictive detention regimes …
alternatives that are more than just a change in designation or terminology. Anne-Julie Deniel & Sara
Snell document the findings of an exhaustive review in use of these kinds of regimes in Europe and
Central Asia between 2018 and 2020. Perhaps not surprisingly, they point to the prevalence, often
deplorable characteristics and the continued ‘widening of the net’ in use of these regimes. The paper
concludes with a comprehensive and realistic set of recommendations that may help us realize a more
6
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humane corrections by 2030 where “the harmful practice of restrictive regimes is no longer the dark
hole of criminal justice systems.”
The next two papers focus on how we might envisage Community Corrections towards 2030. Steve
Pitts & Leo Tigges know about the workings of probation and community corrections much beyond
the borders of where they live.1 They summarize what we know about effective practice, outlining the
array of evidence and international practice guidance that underpins much of the work of probation,
but while recognizing what Fergus McNeil and others have pointed to astutely that “Desistance
is bigger and broader than a professional practice process.” The paper acknowledges that there
is a possible ‘pessimistic’ scenario should economies unravel post-Covid and ‘monitor & control’
ideologies begin to strengthen. However, the paper excels in setting forth the steps that could be
taken in arriving at the more optimistic scenario. As the Authors summarize, that scenario would
mean that “In envisioning 2030, we aspire to a situation in which community-based provision has
a substantially higher profile than is often now the case … with a significantly greater proportion
of cases relative to prison than at present … (and where) services have sufficient and well-trained
staff … who manage risk and compliance in ways that are procedurally just … embrace technology
positively and engage fully with communities, including volunteers … (and where) … global learning
is supported by improved sharing and policy exchange, informed by research … including service user
co-production… (and) guided by international standards that reflect human rights and are sensitive to
global diversity.” That about says it all!
In the next paper, Rely Vîlcică & Steven Belenko address what is perhaps one of the most important
yet difficult issues for corrections to get right … supporting the transition from prison to the
community for successful reintegration.2 We all recognize that after the often numbing impact of the
prison sentence, there is typically no welcoming community (or even family) for offenders to return
to, no easy access to employment or affordable housing, limited availability of addiction or mental
health services, and a range of difficult emotional and interpersonal hurdles for offenders to jump over
without falling. Despite our acceptance of these evident truths, the core responsibility to ‘reintegrate’
is often still left to the offender. In the last several decades, in America and elsewhere, Re-Entry
programming has come into vogue. Vîlcică & Belenko describe the varied shape and spectrum of
programming that falls under this rubric of ‘re-entry’ or ‘pre-release’ … and they argue that too often
there may be lofty goals in theory but only lip service in practice. Their paper is nicely organized
around not just describing four major areas of challenge for developing effective re-entry services …
but offering a set of very practical solutions for each. Importantly, the Authors remind us that the
solutions will “require broad-range systemic changes, as well as societal shifts that go beyond what
corrections alone can do. This may be over-reaching, but it is fitting.”
No Journal edition that tries to Envision Corrections in 2030 could be complete without some focus
on the inevitable influence, and the possible benefits and risks, of Technology. Technology permeates
our world and our lives and how it will evolve in the next decade to shape and re-shape corrections is
in many ways truly unpredictable. I have debated vigorously in the last while with Hans Meurisse, a
Tech-sophisticated ICPA colleague (and Vice-President of ICPA), on the merits, pitfalls and potential
1

The authors use the term ‘probation’ in the European sense as also encompassing parole.

2

The Authors use the term ‘pre-release’ to encompass not just the period before release from ‘prison’ but also various
types of re-entry programming in the community while still under sentence.
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moral paradoxes corrections will face in embracing Technology. Hans’s latest conclusion has been
that Technology should simply be considered as an “enabler … and not as an ambition in and of itself”.
He argues that the central question should be what can Tech “do” for corrections, staff and offenders
both more effectively and more humanely. I agree, and the two Tech papers in this Edition I believe
begin from that fundamental position of what can Tech do, quite practically and appropriately, to help
us do things better. Pia Puolakka & Steven Van De Steene give us an objective and very balanced
analysis of the potential of one particular emerging technology in their paper on An Exploration on
the Future of Artificial Intelligence in Prisons. Based on a useful survey they conducted of some
20 jurisdictions globally, they admit that currently “the use of AI is not much further developed than
some basic trials and pilots.” They forecast, with some clear examples, how AI might nonetheless
become a new normal in corrections for a variety of applications … but they caution as well that
this should be realized in “an ethical and human-centered manner” … as part of a “complex exercise
where we need to analyse the use of technology outside its pure instrumental value, in the broader
context and culture of prisons and offender management.” They conclude, with perhaps some level of
trepidation, that it will be “up to the human to engage and make sure that technology will make good
things better instead of making bad things worse.”
In his paper Technology and Business as Strategic Partners, Simon Bonk, the Chief Information
Officer for Correctional Service Canada (CSC) presents CSC’s Offender Management System
Modernization (OMS-M) Project as a Case Study of how technology can be designed to fit (and
support) the needs of the organization and its correctional process, rather than force the constantly
evolving correctional process to fit and adjust to the technology. As Simon notes, as a sort of
culmination of CSC’s long history of working to improve correctional outcomes, they have now
embraced a “digital-first future for corrections, wherein correctional outcomes are better enabled,
costs are saved, institutions are more secure, and data critical for decision making is available.” Simon
concretizes what the transformation will look like with some clear, operational examples of how OMS
2030 will better serve the needs of CSC at all levels, both for line staff and management.
The two papers in this Edition’s Views & Reviews section I think are excellent examples of well
thought out perspectives that should shake us up a little. With a Foreword from David Brown (Chief
Executive, Department for Correctional Services of South Australia), Jennifer Galouzis, a practitioner
and the Director of Corrections Research, Evaluation and Statistics, Corrective Services NSW, and
Andrew Day, a seasoned academic and highly respected corrections researcher, come together but
also separately, for a discussion rooted in their particular lived experience with research. This is a
paper that articulates concerns that have percolated in my own mind for quite some time, but never
quite crystalized. Jennifer and Andrew point to what is often a narrow understanding of ‘evidence’ and
they thoughtfully foreground the issue of how evidence should be viewed in its totality to support
improvement in our correctional process(es). Evidence is a big word, understood in different ways
by researchers and corrections practitioners, managers, policy-makers and government officials. I
recall a heated debate at the second ICPA Correctional Research Symposium in Prague in 2018 on the
question of ‘what is good prison research?’ Some practitioners argued that ‘good’ prison research
should be ‘fast, cheap, and clear.’ Of course, the researchers replied that this was unrealistic, and
would give little value. Should corrections apply ‘weak’ evidence if it is practical, or should we
wait for evidence to become incontrovertible. Can any evidence(s) really ever be incontrovertible or
definitive? How do we accommodate different kinds of evidence, using different methodologies and
8
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coming from different disciplinary, personal and even philosophical approaches about what is ‘good’,
how it should be understood and where, how and when it should be enacted? To some degree, we may
need to accept the continued divide between academic research and correctional policy and practice,
but it should also be mediated by some common territory bending towards what matters. To that
end, Jennifer and Andrew argue for more collaborative dialogue between researchers and correctional
practitioners, drawing on both the scholarly literature and their own experience in exploring the
benefits, conflicts and risks of researcher-practitioner collaboration and application of evidence. David
Brown summarizes nicely that what is needed towards 2030 is “multi-factorial sources of evidence,
including the considered application of academic theories, elevating practice wisdom and placing
greater weight on the knowledge of stakeholders and communities.” If you have time to read only one
paper in this Edition, this is the one to read!
Like most of us, Associate Professor Susan Hopkins from Australia, has been attuned to the
consequences for prisons and correctional services against the wider backdrop of the still evolving
Pandemic era. In Susan’s case, she justifiably worries about a possible post-Covid world for
corrections in the social context of increasing surveillance and securitization. She challenges us
to consider how the at-risk and low-income populations we work with may be disproportionately
disadvantaged before, during and after incarceration by the increasing importance of all-seeing,
all-knowing communication and surveillance technologies in everyday life. In correspondence I
had with Susan about her paper’s perhaps too critical perspective on technology, she argued that
“technologies don’t just set people free, they can also keep people trapped or incapacitated, and they
don’t just make people feel informed and connected, increasingly technologies can make people feel
lost, alienated and violated. It’s not just the lack of access to technology that keeps the poor and
educated in a kind of real and representational “lockdown,” it’s the new forms of tracking, recording
and exposing that keeps prisoners, ex-prisoners and yet-to-be-prisoners from poor neighbourhoods
stuck at the bottom of the social system.” Her stance may be controversial for some, but her
conclusion I believe is easy to agree with … that we should aim for a future in corrections (and in
society more broadly) that is more human and humane and where we remain critical of the operations
and (unintended, unequal) effects of technology, especially on the already poor and marginalised.
This Edition’s Practice Innovation in Corrections section features two seemingly unrelated
contributions that are actually connected in one important way … they both ask how we can innovate
quickly and effectively when a new area of concern emerges suddenly? Preventing prisons from
becoming the breeding grounds for radicalization and making efforts to deradicalize the already
committed, has become a core issue for many correctional jurisdictions in the last few years. Yosuke
Nagai & Kanu Maeda from Japan, based on their work in Somalia and a number of other violent
conflict zones, argue that there is no clear evidence-base that can guide work with Violent Extremist
Offenders across the board, and certainly not in what they characterize as ‘shifting situations’ where
there is a complex interplay of social-political factors that create quickly changing circumstances.
They suggest that rather than focus on confirmation of the limited existing knowledge, “researchers
need to surf on the changing situations, while opening their senses to discover newly arising
questions and potentially important issues.” The Authors describe how they came to design their
innovative Re-define, Prepare, Action (RPA) model that was developed with full recognition of “the
perspectives of various stakeholders (e.g., service providers, recipients, criminal justice agencies, and
community representatives) and at different levels from micro-individual to macro-society involving
9
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adjacent fields (e.g., reconciliation, transitional justice, conflict resolution, and peacebuilding).” This is
thoughtful, evidence-informed innovation under incredibly difficult conditions.
Our last paper in this Edition, authored by Charles Mautz & Todd Ishee from the North Carolina
Department of Public Safety, describes an interesting approach for giving greater profile, and
attaching more importance, to Continuous Innovation in Corrections. They outline the rationale and
strategic focus for establishing an Innovation Institute that they expect can be “a central resource
for review and assimilation of best-practices” and over time to “become a premier thought leader
in corrections locally and globally.” Of course, the authors fully recognize that innovation is not a
new concept, in corrections or in other fields, but they argue that there is untapped “potential for
dedicated and experienced staff in corrections to harness and utilize knowledge to inform and support
advancements specific to our profession.” Encouragingly, they make a case to not just involve their
own line-staff, managers and leaders in this ongoing envisioning exercise but to “seek out and engage
with entities … nationally and internationally to broaden the perspective of how North Carolina
prisons can operate” … and to support a “re-imagining of corrections in North Carolina, in the United
States of America, and across the globe.” This is an initiative that is certainly worth watching and I
believe the paper is a good way to close this particular Edition of Advancing Corrections.
Putting together this Edition of Advancing Corrections has given me a sustaining dose of optimism.
There is incredible creativity and determination out there in our corrections community and the
passion to do better has perhaps even strengthened during this Pandemic period that we have
all had to endure, personally and professionally. I send a very loud applause to all the line-staff
and managers who have kept corrections going during the last while and I hope that this Edition
of Advancing Corrections will help in your own efforts to Envision Corrections Towards 2030
and beyond. As usual, I want to thank all of the contributors to this Edition for their patience and
responsiveness during the Editorial review process. I also send my usual thanks to the reviewers on
our Editorial Board for this and other Editions of Advancing Corrections.
I write this Foreword to each Edition with the intent that it may direct readers to particular papers
they might be most interested in reading. I welcome your feedback, either regarding my Foreword,
this Edition or any other matter pertaining to our Advancing Corrections vision. Stay safe and
optimistic!
Frank J. Porporino, Ph.D.
Editor, ICPA Advancing Corrections Journal
E-mail: frankporporino@icpa.org; fporporino@rogers.com
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BUILDING BACK BETTER:
A VISION FOR CORRECTIONS IN 2030 AND BEYOND
Rob Allen
Independent Researcher and Co-Director Justice and Prisons,
United Kingdom

Abstract
This paper sets out a vision for the future of corrections in the wake of the global pandemic. Its
two key elements are the reduction in the use of imprisonment through the creation of a better
balance between community based and custodial measures; and the development of a diversity of
institutions more able to address the range of needs experienced by people in prison and to offer
meaningful opportunities for desistance from crime. It focusses on the role that corrections staff can
play in bringing about and implementing such a vision, arguing that in the poorest countries more
fundamental questions need to be asked about whether the development of prisons offers the most
sustainable correctional future.
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Introduction
If the catastrophic COVID 19 pandemic has forced social institutions to adjust drastically the way they
work day to day, it also provides an opportunity to reflect on some more basic questions about their
purposes, priorities, and practices. Under the mantras of “building back better” and “creating a new
normal”, policy makers and practitioners are thinking not simply about returning to business as usual
but how to create approaches which produce more in the way of economic, social, and ethical benefits
for citizens, almost certainly in the context of reduced budgets. This paper makes suggestions about
the principles which should underpin such thinking in relation to the way we respond to people in
conflict with the law - and what should comprise a vision for corrections in 2030 and beyond. It
suggests a vision with two main components. The first is improving the balance between community
and custodial corrections by reducing the use of imprisonment. The second aims to make corrections
more effective by increasing the diversity of institutions, investing more in staff, and expanding
rehabilitation practices.
Identifying principles for the future of corrections is by no means straightforward. Given the differing
ways that corrections are imposed and implemented around the world, grand global visions of the
future can run the risk either of being irrelevant to many practitioners or at such a high level of
abstraction to be almost devoid of practical meaning. The world’s prisoners include young men
doing drill in military style boot camps while others are counselled in therapeutic communities.
Dangerous prisoners may be held in almost total isolation in the highest “supermax” conditions of
security; low risk prisoners approaching their date of release go out to work during the day from
open establishments. Some convicted prisoners can spend years in remote labour colonies, pre-trial
detainees a few weeks in city centre lock ups. Probation officers range from armed officials with
powers of arrest to local volunteers hosting the people they supervise in their homes.
In addition to the span of correctional activity, it is well established that the trajectory of criminal
justice developments in particular countries depends on political, economic, social, cultural, and
emotional influences, interacting with each other in uncertain ways (Garland, 1991). Take the economic
dimension. In the poorest countries, the proportion of the population suspected of or arrested for a
criminal offence is 10% of the level of contact people have with police in the richest nations, raising
issues about “what effective justice provision looks like and illustrates the scale of the challenges in
providing access to formal justice in low-income countries” (Manuel & Manuel, 2018 p. 10).
In 231 of the poorest countries, prison conditions have been assessed as life threatening in 21, with
prison populations holding twice their capacity in six (Allen, 2020). It is still the case, as the United
Nations (UN) Special Rapporteur on Torture complained 12 years ago, that in too many countries
“prison authorities simply do not regard it as their responsibility to provide detainees with the most
basic services necessary for survival, let alone for a dignified existence” (UN, 2009 p.10). In these
settings, while the short-term priority must be to address what is a humanitarian disaster, there is
a more fundamental long-term question. To what extent should the correctional vision be to create,
develop and expand the same or similar forms of institutional arrangements which characterise richer
nations? Or would more diverse and pluralistic models embracing informal and alternative forms
of justice provide a more affordable and effective roadmap for development than simply expanding
1

These comprise the 20 countries with the lowest level of GDP per capita according to the World Bank plus Bangladesh,
India, and Nigeria.
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‘cops, courts and corrections’? For example, last year saw Kenya launch a major policy to mainstream
customary or traditional forms of justice (UN, 2020).
There are also substantial international differences in the way corrections are managed, with prison
governance in custodial establishments in most countries resting to a greater or lesser extent with
prisoners rather than officials. Needless to say, it is difficult to frame a vision for the future which
speaks on the one hand to the extremes of self-governing institutions in Latin America, and to the
more officially ordered prisons in Scandinavia (Skarbeck, 2020).
Yet despite the seemingly widespread variety of correctional contexts and practices, there is merit in
seeking to identify what evidence can tell us about the directions which prison and probation policy
should take. After all, one of the United Nations sustainable development goals is to “provide access
to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels” and we should
be able to say something about what these institutions should look like (UN, undated). There are
of course standard minimum rules for the treatment of prisoners and for non-custodial sanctions,
although the latter are in urgent need of updating or supplementing with international standards on
how best to reduce re-offending (Justice and Prisons, 2019).
International bodies, such as the UN’s Sub-committee on Torture, monitor prisons of every kind and
many international organisations, including the International Corrections and Prisons Association
(ICPA) work to raise the quality of correctional services in a wide range of settings. What criteria
should guide these efforts?
While some policy and institutional developments in the richest countries may be of limited direct
relevance and value to policymakers in the poorest ones, discourses and practices have always
circulated widely among prison administrators and professionals around the world. This helps explain
why despite apparent variety in corrections systems, almost all countries share a surprising degree
of institutional conformity. This is illustrated by the fact that correctional staff and experts generally
find it easy to exchange experiences and practices with their international counterparts, even those
who operate in very different cultures and settings. Identifying what kinds of conversations they
might fruitfully have about the future is a highly worthwhile task.
Key to the vision proposed in this paper are, on the one hand, a more restrained use of imprisonment,
and on the other a more diversified and effective set of correctional arrangements within individual
jurisdictions, which better meet the varying needs of people in conflict with the law. This is by no
means a comprehensive or original agenda and can only be sketched out here. It draws on reflections
on pieces of prison reform and evaluation work undertaken by the author in recent years - particularly
an assessment of correctional services programmes funded by the Norway Grants programme in six
Eastern European countries (INBAS, 2020). For the most part the ideas in the paper involve building
on existing initiatives underway in one part of the world or another, sometimes for many years.
What they have in common is that corrections practitioners have an important role to play in their
development.
Improving the Balance between Community and Custodial Corrections
The evidence for seeking to limit the use of imprisonment is based on the central paradox that an
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institution whose ostensible purpose is to reduce crime in many cases contributes to it. Despite the
popular appeal of harsh sentencing, “approaches that have led to an explosion in imprisonment have
also proved to do more harm than good” (Task Force for Justice, 2019 p.49 ). As the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) have put it “considering the human, social and financial costs
of detention, prison should only be used as a last resort and that alternatives to detention should
be more seriously explored and developed” (ICRC, 2019). Financial costs are likely to loom large
as pressures on public spending continue to bite during and after the pandemic, while increasing
inequality could lead to spikes in crime increasing demands on criminal justice services (Stiglitz, 2020;
Economist, 2018).
While policy and practice decisions about the use of imprisonment and other measures are matters
for legislatures, and the judiciary, there is a case for corrections professionals to be more heavily
involved in informing those decisions. Equally, there is an argument that courts should take account
of the often dire realities of prison overcrowding when deciding whether to add to it by imposing a
custodial remand or sentence and determining its length.
Limiting unnecessary prison use in a direct way requires attention in three areas: reducing pre-trial
detention, developing alternatives to short prison sentences, and reducing the length of sentences for
serious crime. What can corrections services do to bring these about?
High levels of remand reflect slow and underfunded court systems, whose performance in many
countries has suffered badly during the pandemic. Pressures can be mitigated by diversion
programmes which deal with minor cases out of court, legal and para legal advice systems, and bail
information and support which can reduce the need for pre-trial detention. Some schemes in Africa
are organised in conjunction with prisons; others in Europe are operated by probation services. While
seemingly at the edge of the correctional mandate, given the impact of pre-trial detention on prison
populations, contributing to efforts at reducing its use should arguably be a high priority. This can
only be part of the solution, however. Thanks in part to the work of the Para Legal Advisory Service,
the proportion of pre-trial detainees in Malawi’s prisons has almost halved in 20 years, but occupancy
levels remain at 200% of capacity.
To reduce the use of short prison terms, systems need a wide range of non-custodial penalties and
the capacity to supervise them. Recent years have seen significant developments in Africa, the Middle
East, and former Soviet countries, including most recently Russia (RAPSI, 2021). We know that
the creation of community corrections does not always divert offenders from prison “acting as an
alternative and as a net-widener, to varying degrees across time and place” (Phelps 2013). The vision
for 2030 must therefore be to design and implement them in ways which reduce imprisonment and
avoid supervising low level cases otherwise dealt with by fines and other non-custodial penalties.
For example, too much of the caseload in the young probation services in Eastern Europe comprise
people convicted of traffic offences and other very minor infractions. Also, there are not always
opportunities for community corrections staff to make recommendations to sentencing courts based
on pre-sentence assessments. Focussing on these areas will help maximise the diversionary potential
of probation.
A third and more challenging area is to reduce the length of prison terms imposed on people convicted
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of serious crimes. England and Wales, for example, has seen an extraordinary growth in the numbers
of prisoners serving 15 years or more, “sentences that until recently, were not only highly unusual
but were considered barely survivable” (Crewe et al., 2019 p.282). Lengthening sentences produces
little marginal benefit in terms of future offending but sentence inflation as a policy or in practice has
been a widespread trend. Several former soviet countries have countered it, reducing the going rate
for crimes through so-called humanisation policies. Others, such as Latvia, have also looked to reduce
the proportion of sentences served by extending conditional release via enhanced supervision by
probation staff in the community and with electronic monitoring. This is a promising way forward, but
only if implemented in a way that provides sufficient support to enable prisoners to succeed and limits
recalls to prison to substantial rather than technical failures to comply with conditions. Otherwise,
early release schemes can simply end up recycling people in and out of prison.
Increasing the Effectiveness of Corrections
A more appropriately balanced use of correctional resources should help to enable prisons to fulfil
their essential aim of reformation and social rehabilitation -- though it may be important to avoid a
more rehabilitative focus making custody “a more alluring sentencing option” (Tata, 2015). What
should a vision for 2030 include in respect of the form and nature of corrections? Three areas are ripe
for development; diversifying the range of correctional institutions and approaches; investing in staff
and expanding opportunities for rehabilitation.
Institutional Diversity
Paradoxically, while there is a degree of variation in correctional arrangements around the world,
prisons are in some respects a low innovation sector, often characterised by homogeneity and
aversion to change (Allen, 2015).
Take classification, sentence planning, and progression – all increasingly accepted as keystones of
modern correctional practice. Many countries simply lack a sufficient range of correctional options to
give very much effect to these processes. It is commonplace for prisons to be differentiated by levels
of security and control, and for these to be accompanied by complex distinctions in entitlements for
prisoners. However, the ability of prison systems to address the needs of prisoners, such as mental
health, substance abuse, or effects of trauma is often limited and unimaginative in practice. Prisoners
with very different levels of need, types of problems and motivations to change are all too often
accommodated and for the most part treated -- in much the same way.
A recent evaluation of corrections assistance by the Norway grants scheme identified several positive
examples of institutional innovation (INBAS, 2020). In Latvia, where four out of five prisoners have an
addiction problem, a new centre at Olaine provides treatment through intensive individual and group
programmes for each resident run by psychologists and “contact persons”, prison staff who do not
wear uniforms and play a role as mentors. As one resident put it “in other prisons you are an animal,
here you are human” (INBAS, 2020 p.32).
Neighbouring Lithuania has diversified its previously monolithic correctional infrastructure by
creating a drug rehabilitation unit and four Halfway Houses; and purchasing a five-bedroom detached
house in a wealthy suburb to accommodate mothers and their babies away from the prison
environment. For the mothers, compared to being in the main prison was like black and white. As
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one said, “It’s not like prison, it’s like home” (INBAS 2020 p.36). Renovated infrastructure in the Czech
Republic allows for the first time, young adults aged 18-26 to be accommodated separately from
more experienced adult prisoners and to engage in an educational regime. Romania’s eco reintegration
project in the Danube Delta, built by prisoners according to traditional and environmentally sound
principles, provides five halls for vocational training sensitive to the Roma culture.

Figure 1: Panevezys Mother and Child House, Lithuania

What characterises all of these new facilities is a triangle of suitable physical accommodation, a
distinctive operating philosophy, and appropriate levels of staffing, supported by modern surveillance
technology. Without all three elements, innovations may struggle to take root and thrive.
Dynamic security, for example, has become a widely accepted operating principle for prisons, but
in systems where prisoners are accommodated in large dormitories, it is almost impossible to
implement. With help from Norway Grants, Lithuania has reconstructed a number of penitentiary
wings with much smaller rooms, to make dynamic security a more realistic option and to reduce the
negative influence of a prisoner subculture ( INBAS, 2020).
Recent years have seen a welcome recognition of the importance of high-quality evidence-based
design in corrections ( UNOPS, 2016; ICRC, 2019). The evidence has to contend with the attraction to
governments of short term cost savings provided by large institutions and standard designs. Very
many of the world’s prisons are in need of replacement or renovation, but if and when funds for
construction become available, there is a need to plan creatively and in a way which responds to local
needs and contexts. Doing so will result in better long-term outcomes.
For example, Ethiopia’s Federal Prison system has recently built four identical 5,000 place
establishments. While these offer improvements in physical conditions and rehabilitation
opportunities, insufficient attention has been paid to aspects of the cultural context of imprisonment
in which they will operate, thus missing an opportunity to create a more differentiated and less
institutional estate.
Investing in Staff
Nelson Mandela famously wrote that “the most important person in any prisoner’s life is not the
minister of justice, not the commissioner of prisons, not even the head of prison, but the warder in
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Figure 2: Residential block at Dire Dawa Prison, Ethiopia. One of four new Federal Prison establishments

one’s section” (Mandela 1994)2. Good relationships between staff and prisoners are increasingly
recognised as the key not only to safe prisons but ones where prisoners can use their time positively.
The reality is often very different. The UN Special Rapporteur on Torture has found it a widespread
practice, for corrupt prison staff …. “to deliberately employ acts or threats of torture or ill-treatment
as a tool to extort money and other valuables from victims, their families or friends” (UN, 2019 p.9).
Less brutal forms of corruption are even more common. A former UK Ambassador has written that
pay rates were so low in Afghanistan that staff had no option but to offer supplementary services
to the prisoners in return for money (Cowper Coles, 2011). A key part of the 2030 vision should be to
ensure sufficient prisoner-staff ratios, pay levels and working conditions; providing adequate training
prior to and continuously during service; and adopting a code of ethics for prison personnel. The
difficulties of achieving such improvements in the context of post-COVID budget pressures may be
eased by reducing prisoner numbers.
There are good examples to learn from; one of the key features of the Dominican Republic’s new
model prisons is the recruitment of a new cadre of Penitentiary Treatment Officers with better pay,
enhanced training, and increased responsibilities. In return, corrupt practices are met with instant
dismissal (Peirce, 2018). Poland has created a Higher School of Criminology and Penitentiary Science
to provide university level education to prison staff (INBAS, 2019). England and Wales has introduced
a two year leadership development programme to encourage university graduates to join the prison
service as prison officers (Guardian, 2017).

2

Mandela went on: “If you are cold and want an extra blanket, you might petition the minister of justice, but you will get no
response. If you go to the commissioner of prisons, he will say, “Sorry, it is against regulations.” The head of prison will
say, “If I give you an extra blanket, I must give one to everyone.” But if you approach the warder in your corridor, and you
are on good terms with him, he will simply go to the stockroom and fetch a blanket.”
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Alongside the professionalisation of staff, an important role in rehabilitation should continue to be
played by prisoners and ex-prisoners. There is a welcome and growing recognition that people with
lived experience have much to contribute to corrections. As part of an expansion of the probation
service in England and Wales, 150 ex-prisoners are to be recruited as mentors (Inside Time, 2020).
Within prisons, the Nelson Mandela Rules make clear that no prisoner should be employed in any
disciplinary capacity, but this “should not, however, impede the proper functioning of systems based
on self-government, under which specified social, educational or sports activities or responsibilities
are entrusted, under supervision, to prisoners who are formed into groups for the purposes
of treatment”.3 The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) Roadmap on Prisoner
Rehabilitation notes that well-educated prisoners can play an important role in teaching their
less skilled peers, citing examples in the Indian state of Rajasthan, where graduate prisoners who
volunteer to teach fellow prisoners can be rewarded with a waiver of two days per month of their
sentence; and the UK where a reading programme is facilitated entirely by “peer mentors” rather than
teachers or tutors (UNODC, 2017).
More problematic are the fully fledged arrangements for self-governance and/or co-governance
which characterise many prisons in Latin America and Africa. In Ethiopia, an elaborate structure of
prisoner committees take responsibility for much of the day to day running of the dormitories, life in
the compound and the distribution of food. The governance of the prisons is very much a partnership
between the staff and the elected representatives of the prisoners. Prison regulations describe the
roles of the 11 committees which are accountable to the administration of the prison and the general
assembly of prisoners.
An important recent study of extra-legal governance in prisons has provided a convincing explanation
of the variation in its presence across the world but does not discuss the relative desirability of
different models, arguing that there is insufficient information available to make “any substantive
normative assessments” about effectiveness (Skarbeck, 2020 p.152). While this may be true
sociologically, corrections authorities should be accountable for providing security, control, and
justice in what, after all, are rule of law institutions. Any vision for 2030 needs to include making
progress in these fundamental areas.
Expanding Rehabilitation
In western countries, recent years have seen the narrow emphasis on psychological programmes
aimed at treating the personal shortcomings of offenders replaced by a broader approach to
encouraging desistance from crime. A vision for the future for corrections needs therefore not only to
include an increase in the availability of conventional rehabilitative opportunities, but to expand the
concept more widely -- through aiming to create a so-called “rehabilitative culture”.
The value of education, vocational training and work in prison have long been widely recognised but,
in many countries, there is a need for these to be more relevant, meaningful, and provided on the
necessary scale. UNODC’s Roadmap for the Development of Prison Based Rehabilitation shows the
importance both of motivating prisoners to learn and providing skills based on the needs of the labour
market, while avoiding exploitative work schemes (UNODC, 2017). The Roadmap’s checklists provide
the opportunity for prisons to assess their current provision, identify the best ways of extending what
3

Rule 40.2
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they offer and to plan and implement necessary changes.
There is scope too to increase the development and offer of evidence-based interventions which
can assist people in prison and on probation to manage their emotions and think positively about
their future. This requires an assessment and treatment approach which takes a much fuller account
of what has happened to prisoners in their lives -- which in many cases includes the experience of
victimisation and trauma.
More ambitious is the aim of developing rehabilitative culture which has been described as “a whole
prison approach to, and understanding of, how we use every opportunity, large or small, to better
achieve our goals of safety, security and better futures for the people in our care” (Mann et al., 2018).
It extends beyond the realm of psychologists, social workers, and probation staff to include everyone
working in corrections and making decisions about people subject to them.
Efforts to introduce a rehabilitative culture in England and Wales have included a key worker scheme,
where an officer meets with a prisoner on their caseload for 45 minutes per week; staff turning
everyday conversations with prisoners into rehabilitative interventions (Kenny & Webster, 2015)
and using disciplinary adjudications of rule breaking by prisoners to facilitate learning and positive
behaviour change (FitzAlan-Howard & Wakeling, 2020). A small study found that compared to the
traditional approach, ‘rehabilitative adjudications’ produced improvements in prisoner perceptions
of procedural justice, (the extent to which they felt they were treated fairly) and in their intention
to comply with rules and regulations in the future. Capable and motivated staff are central to the
rehabilitative culture. They should be hopeful, encourage participation in rehabilitative activity, use
reward and recognition rather than punishment and coach the people in their care to make good
decisions, consider the consequences of their actions and understand other people’s perspectives
(Mann et al., 2018). While this may seem a long way off for staff working in prisons which struggle to
provide basic security and control, it is a worthwhile long-term vision.
Conclusion
One of the many paradoxes which characterise corrections is that while there are substantial
variations in the extent they are used and how they are implemented, the basic ingredients of prison
and probation services enjoy some remarkable similarities across the world. Therefore, while a global
vision for the sector will not be equally relevant to all who work in it, there are merits in thinking in
broad terms about the best policy directions for the future, particularly for organisations such as ICPA
who are in a position to influence developments. As countries emerge from the pandemic emergency,
they have the chance, and even the duty to re-assess how best to respond to crime. Although the
best policies for preventing and reducing crime lie well beyond the scope of criminal justice, building
effective arrangements for dealing with individuals in conflict with the law has an important role to
play. Evidence suggest that as far as possible such arrangements should comprise community based
rather than custodial measures and more needs to be done to divert people suspected of or convicted
of crime from prison. Deprivation of liberty, where it is unavoidable, should take place in ways which
maximise the opportunities for desistance from crime. This means the development of a much more
diverse range of institutional infrastructure and the staffing to go with it.
How realistic is such a vision? If post pandemic economic downturns produce more crime and less
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resources to deal with it, a more balanced use of correctional resources will not only be a desirable
approach but the only affordable one. The upfront costs of a more diverse range of correctional
infrastructure, better trained staff and more rehabilitative opportunities could be offset both by
reducing prison numbers and producing lower rates of re-offending in the long term at least. In the
poorest countries, more fundamental questions need to be asked about whether the development
of prisons, (and even western style probation services) offer the most suitable and sustainable way
forward. However creatively implemented, the financial, social, and ethical cost of imprisonment
in particular suggest that a much more radical vision may be needed to develop the most effective
correctional future.
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TRANSFORMATIONAL ENVIRONMENT IN THE SINGAPORE PRISON SERVICE
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Abstract
The Singapore Prison Service (SPS) has re-designed our prison environment in a bid to support
rehabilitation, reintegration, and long-term desistance. Guided by best practices in the correctional
literature, SPS developed what we refer to as the Transformational Environment (TE). The introduction
of the TE signals a move beyond focusing on rehabilitation programs, to creating a holistic
rehabilitative correctional environment. This paper seeks to illustrate the design and implementation
of the TE in SPS, which is grounded in the five Ps – Purpose, People, Processes, Programs, and
Place. With these five Ps, this paper provides practitioners with some practical ideas on creating a
rehabilitative environment, both in custody and in the community.
Keywords: rehabilitation, transformational, environment, correctional, desistance
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Introduction
In the past 20 years, the Singapore Prison Service (SPS) has been implementing evidence-informed
correctional rehabilitation programs aimed at reducing re-offending. Alongside these programs
targeting various criminogenic needs, SPS has also been implementing interventions specifically
targeting drug abuse. This is especially important given the high proportion of offenders with drug
abuse needs in Singapore. In fact, the proportion of offenders with drug-related needs has increased
to 73.9% in 2019, up from 68.9% in 2017 (Singapore Prison Service, 2019). Hence, it is crucial that drug
intervention is provided to address the drug needs of offenders. To better support drug rehabilitation
efforts, SPS has introduced the Transformational Environment (TE). The TE is an environment that is
specially designed to support rehabilitation, reintegration, and long-term desistance from drugs and
crime. This paper seeks to illustrate the implementation of the TE in SPS, which is grounded in the five
Ps – Purpose, People, Processes, Programs, and Place.
Purpose
The implementation of the TE signals a move beyond focusing on rehabilitation programs, to
creating an all-rounded rehabilitative correctional environment in SPS. Following the introduction of
rehabilitation programs, SPS looked into ways to further lower recidivism rates and explored how
the environment can be shaped to enhance rehabilitative outcomes. Focusing on evidence-informed
practices, SPS reviewed the correctional literature to guide our planning of the TE. Researchers have
identified elements in the traditional prison environment that could pose a threat to rehabilitation
outcomes (e.g., Day et al., 2010; Hodge & Renwick, 2002; Toch & Adams, 2002; Zamble & Porporino,
1990). These factors include the conflict between security and rehabilitation, poor amenities, and
concerns over personal safety, among others (Day et al., 2010). Given the importance of ensuring that
the prison environment supports rehabilitation, SPS sought to create an environment that would
maximize participants’ response towards better intervention outcomes. This was guided by best
practices in the correctional literature, such as the Principles of Effective Rehabilitation (Andrews et
al., 1990a; Andrews et al., 1990b; Andrews & Bonta, 2010), the Good Lives Model (GLM; Ward & Stewart,
2003; Ward & Maruna, 2007), desistance theory (Maruna, 2001; McNeill, 2006), and Therapeutic
Communities (Kennard, 2004).
A review of these rehabilitation theories and models has given rise to several guiding principles.
Based on the Risk-Needs-Responsivity (RNR) Principle (Andrews & Bonta, 2010), the environment
needs to be safe and supportive to allow for the learning and practicing of pro-social cognitivebehavioral strategies to take place. Based on the GLM (Ward & Stewart, 2003; Ward & Maruna, 2007),
there is a need to tap on the strengths of offenders, and to provide opportunities for them to identify
their values. Based on the desistance literature (Maruna, 2001), the environment should promote the
practice and internalization of pro-social attitudes and behaviors, with the aim of supporting offenders
in developing a pro-social identity. In order to facilitate this process, relationships and activities within
the environment should promote a sense of agency, instill hope, and increase motivation to change.
Based on the concept of Therapeutic Communities (Kennard, 2004), psychological and social changes
are facilitated through the community, in which individuals within the community learn through their
daily activities and interactions. Research has found that the Therapeutic Communities approach
has value in both the treatment of drug abuse and reducing recidivism (Vanderplasschen et al.,
2013; Gideon et al., 2014; Martin et al., 1999; Hiller et al., 1996). Hence, there is a need to enhance the
relationships among offenders within the community in order to maximize this change process.
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SPS acknowledges that some of these rehabilitation theories and models have differences (e.g., Serin
& Lloyd, 2017). While the RNR paradigm focuses on assessing risks and addressing needs (Andrews
& Bonta, 2010), the GLM emphasizes on identifying values and enhancing strengths (Ward & Maruna,
2007). The RNR paradigm advocates for the provision of treatment to engender change (Andrews
& Bonta, 2010), whereas desistance theory posits that change is a slow, naturalistic process that
occurs with narrative changes in identity (Maruna, 2001). SPS believes that the different theories
can be integrated to complement each other, where these theories come together to address the
three Ws and two Hs – What, Who, Why, How, and How Much. RNR informs us on the needs and the
intervention required (What) based on the risk of reoffending (Who and How Much), while catering to
responsivity factors (How). Desistance theory informs us of the importance of enhancing social bonds
to strengthen offenders’ social capital (How). Additionally, GLM provides a strength-based model that
focuses on human capital and motivation (Why). Hence, the guiding principles mentioned earlier are
complementary, where the goal is to create an environment that can facilitate the naturalistic process
of change. This is aligned with researchers who suggest that interventions that can enhance the
organic process of desistance should be provided, instead of relying solely on self-change (Maruna &
LeBel, 2010; McNeill, 2006). With these guiding principles in mind, SPS developed the TE to address
the drug needs in offenders. Since its inception, the drug TE has undergone several changes to
continuously improve, based on our evaluation findings and updates in the international literature.
The goal of the TE is to inspire change at every opportunity during incarceration by promoting
prosocial attitudes and behaviors, while instilling hope, agency, and motivation. In order to achieve
these outcomes, the TE requires a coordinated effort from all stakeholders to facilitate change.
This involves integrating rehabilitation into day-to-day prison operations and creating learning
opportunities in everyday situations. Ultimately, SPS aims to create a prison environment that can
support existing rehabilitation efforts by ensuring that it is conducive for change. With this Purpose
in mind, SPS implemented the TE by enhancing the following four Ps – People, Processes, Programs
and Place. This paper will illustrate how SPS has utilized each of these four Ps in transforming
both the social and physical prison environment, with the aim of enriching the overall rehabilitation
experience.
People
The TE’s success requires the active participation of all stakeholders – officers, civilian staff,
community partners, offenders, and their families. Despite some differences in roles or job functions,
all stakeholders have to be aligned to the Purpose. In SPS, all staff are united with a common vision,
as Captains of Lives, to “inspire everyone, at every chance, towards a society without re-offending”,
and mission, “as a correctional agency to enforce secure custody of offenders and rehabilitate them,
for a safe Singapore”. All staff are also guided by a set of core values, namely Synergy, Vigilance,
Integrity, and Care. The emphasis on staff training and the use of a common language help to align
all SPS staff to the philosophies of the TE. Besides these core values, the TRUST values – teamwork,
responsibility, unity, steadfast, and truth – were introduced at two institutions that house offenders
with drug abuse needs to encourage both staff and offenders to have shared values and to adopt a
common language.
Beyond aligning staff and offenders within the organization, SPS also seeks to develop a shared
vision with its partners through seconding staff to community organizations to offer expertise,
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build capabilities, and develop a whole-systems perspective. For instance, staff are seconded to
organizations that support ex-offenders in the community, such as Singapore After-Care Association,
Singapore Anti-Narcotics Association, and Industrial and Services Co-operative Society Limited. They
take on leadership roles in these organizations, where they can expand SPS’ influence by sharing
their extensive experience, knowledge, and perspectives. SPS believes that all stakeholders – from
offenders and their families to staff and community partners – are indispensable pieces of the puzzle,
and it is the collaboration of all stakeholders that enables us to work towards the common Purpose.
Offenders
Central to the stakeholders are offenders themselves, where they play a critical role in their own
rehabilitation journey. SPS recognizes the importance for offenders to construct a new narrative
identity for themselves in the desistance process (Maruna, 2001). As factors such as increased
self-efficacy and agency were common in those who desist from crime (Maruna, 2001), offenders’
active participation in their rehabilitation is essential. Hence, offenders are encouraged to take on
responsibilities within the TE community. There are Peer Supporters that are housed in the same cell
as offenders who require more assistance with day-to-day activities due to their physical limitations.
Not only are they able to have an impact on their peers, this act of helping also allows them to
visualize themselves as useful individuals capable of supporting other people (Nixon, 2020). Those
who have completed their programs are also empowered with opportunities to take on roles, such as
being Housing Unit attendants and classroom stewards. They assist officers in daily processes such
as issuing meals and managing the movements of offenders to their various programs and are also
empowered to support their peers and improve learning spaces. Assigning offenders such roles within
the TE instils a sense of responsibility and increases agency in them, where the aim is to support
them in developing a new pro-social identity.
Officers
To create a rehabilitative environment in prison, an evolution in the role of officers was needed. SPS
recognizes the importance of officer-offender relationships in promoting change. Instead of solely
relying on command or coercion, also known as ‘hard power’, there has been greater emphasis on ‘soft
power’, which involves gaining influence through officer-offender relationships (Crewe, 2011). Officeroffender relationships have been associated with officers’ working personalities (Scott, 2012) and
approaches to caring for offenders (Tait, 2017), and these are shaped by shared experiences and the
working environment. Organizational context is thus crucial in shaping officers’ behaviors (Halsey &
Deegan, 2017), which will then impact officer-offender relationships. As such, SPS focuses on creating
an environment that will support officers in stepping up as proactive agents of change through
building positive relationships with offenders.
All officers in SPS were trained in core correctional practices (Andrews & Kiessling 1980), packaged
as the “7 Habits of Effective Captain of Lives”, which included effective reinforcement, effective
disapproval, effective use of authority, pro-social role-modelling, and skills to engage and motivate
drug abusers in their rehabilitation journey (Kwek et al., 2019). These core practices not only help
officers to build positive relationships with offenders, but also ‘right’ relationships that are respectful
and within a clear a framework of expectations, as described by Liebling (2000). A training package,
Maximizing Opportunities to Support Transformation, was also developed to equip officers with
rehabilitation skills to guide offenders towards change. SPS emphasizes on the dual importance of
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both security and rehabilitation, and this required re-definition of work areas in addition to shifts
in attitudes and practices. Every offender is assigned a Personal Supervisor, who is an officer that
focuses on various case management roles within the institution. Hence, officers in SPS do not act as
mere custodians, but also have an important role to play in inmates’ rehabilitation.
Correctional Rehabilitation Specialists
SPS has recruited more Correctional Rehabilitation Specialists (CRSes) over the years. CRSes,
who are trained in psychology, social work, or counselling, administer needs assessments and
deliver intervention programs to support offenders in their rehabilitation. These programs target
criminogenic needs and equip offenders with skills to enhance reintegration, which will be further
elaborated on in the Programs section. Prior to these intervention programs, CRSes conduct
interviews to assess offenders’ needs and the factors that contributed to their offending behaviors.
CRSes also coach officers and work closely with them on program design and offender management.
CRSes and officers have regular case conferences and work together with offenders to discuss
their goals and plans upon release. These engagements contribute to a safe working and living
environment for all staff and offenders. In fact, it is a key tool in assessing offenders’ adjustment in
the Housing Unit. Rehabilitation can be a daunting period for some offenders, who may experience
difficulties in adapting to the prison environment and present with multiple needs and issues. For
these offenders to be effectively rehabilitated, a multi-disciplinary intervention approach is adopted
whereby CRSes, officers, and other community partners work together to provide the offenders with
suitable assistance.
Community Partners
SPS recognizes the importance of working with community partners to build their social capital, such
as by helping them to gain employment and strengthen family relationships (Farrall, 2004). Having
these social bonds is crucial in promoting long-term desistance (Sampson & Laub, 1993). Hence,
SPS collaborates with multiple organizations to ensure that offenders have the necessary support
for rehabilitation and reintegration. Offenders who have no social or family support are referred
to befrienders and volunteers, who help to foster meaningful relationships with them and provide
moral and social support for their transition to life in the society. SPS also connects offenders with
community partners such as self-help, ethnic, religious, and interest groups, who can provide support
within prison and upon release. Additionally, ex-offenders are invited to motivate and provide guidance
on ways to handle high-risk situations and manage triggers. This increases optimism and confidence
in change, which is associated with greater success in desistance (Maruna & Toch, 2005).
To coordinate efforts between agencies providing support for ex-offenders, the Community Action for
the Rehabilitation of Ex-Offenders (CARE) Network was formed in May 2000. Today, this network has
grown to more than 100 agencies, including social services agencies, halfway houses, corporations,
and schools. These organizations come together to strengthen and expand support for ex-offenders
as they reintegrate into society. One of the initiatives spearheaded under the CARE Network is the
Yellow Ribbon Project, which aims to tackle the stigmatization of ex-offenders. The goals of this
project include raising awareness of the need for second chances for ex-offenders, engaging the
community in accepting them, and inspiring a ripple effect of concerted community action to support
them. One such event promoting community involvement is the annual Yellow Ribbon Run, as seen in
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Figure 1. This familiarity with the idea of second chances has led to more than 5,000 employers who
are willing to employ ex-offenders. SPS is also working with the CARE Network to influence social
policies such as housing and financial support. With these initiatives, SPS hopes to increase offenders’
access to a variety of social resources to ease their reintegration into society and support long-term
desistance.

Figure 1: The annual Yellow Ribbon Run, which involves both SPS staff and the public.

Families
SPS recognizes the importance of social relationships such as family to initiate and maintain
desistance (Farrall, 2004), by providing offenders support during incarceration and upon release.
Hence, it is important to ensure that they stay connected to their families during their incarceration.
Family Engagement sessions were thus introduced for offenders. These sessions aim to include family
members in the offenders’ rehabilitation journey, and to help offenders maintain the bonds with their
pro-social network while in prison. Upon the offenders’ completion of the drug intervention program,
family members are also invited to attend their loved ones’ Graduation Ceremony.
To further reach out to offenders’ families, the Yellow Ribbon Community Project was introduced to
help them cope with the incarceration of their loved ones. This is done by tapping on the community
to assist families, so that they are stabilized to support offenders’ desistance. This also provides
assurance to offenders that their families are taken care of, which enables offenders to focus on their
rehabilitation.
Processes
Beyond people, the TE also requires that processes, procedures, and structures are set in place to
create a rehabilitative environment. From structured daily routines to communal activities, deliberate
attempts were made to provide a range of life situations in which offenders can re-enact and reexperience their relationship with the outside world within the TE community, and with opportunities
to learn and practice new skills. The TE environment seeks to support positive lifestyle changes to
prepare offenders for reintegration and to facilitate the organically occurring processes of desistance.
Structured Routine
All staff and offenders adhere to a structured routine. A fixed daily timetable – which includes
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timings for lights on and off, meals, structured activities, and recreational activities – introduces
order into the offenders’ lives. Adopting a daily routine facilitates the learning of structure, where it
teaches offenders to make plans and better manage their time (Lipton, 1998). This is crucial as having
unstructured time in the community could result in boredom and negative thinking, which could then
lead to drug use (Lipton, 1998). Hence, having offenders engaged in daily activities not only helps them
to utilize their incarceration time meaningfully, but also allows them to acquire life skills in prison that
would be helpful in their pursuit of pro-social living after release.
A potential challenge that might arise from having a structured routine is that it could dampen
active citizenship in offenders. As defined by Edgar et al. (2011), active citizenship involves offenders
exercising personal responsibility and making a positive contribution. One element of exercising
personal responsibility includes having autonomy in decision-making processes in the regime (Edgar
et al., 2011). A structured routine might potentially hinder this autonomy, as they have diminished
control of their schedule. However, offenders’ structured routine in SPS still contains elements that
enable the experience of active citizenship. Offenders are empowered to make decisions on how they
engage with their daily activities. For instance, they have autonomy over their level of participation
in rehabilitation programs and their choice of recreational activities. They also have the liberty to
volunteer for work opportunities and peer support roles, which empowers them to make a positive
contribution to others. Even in a structured environment, having this autonomy to reflect, make
decisions, and eventually commit to the behavior facilitates what Pearce and Pickard (2013) termed as
responsible agency. This is associated with increased self-efficacy, which is necessary for behavioral
change to occur (Pearce & Pickard, 2013).
Communal Living
A crucial part of their daily routine involves engaging in structured activities with peers. As mentioned
in the Purpose section, the TE draws from the concept of Therapeutic Communities (Kennard, 2004).
This involves promoting a sense of belongingness, which has been associated with positive outcomes
such as reduced aggression and institutional offences, and increased general well-being (Pearce &
Pickard, 2013). To facilitate communal living and enhance this sense of belongingness, offenders are
grouped into cohorts. Offenders in the same cohort stay together and participate in most communal
activities, like Orientation camp and Cohort Meetings, as a group (see Figure 2). Communal living
also allows for the practicing of both cognitive and behavioral strategies taught in drug abuse
treatment programs for pro-social self-regulation. Explicit articulation of house rules and appropriate
reward and punishment systems are in place to encourage the use of adaptive coping mechanisms,
and discourage aggression or avoidance that was usually achieved through drug use. Conflicts and
misunderstandings are handled restoratively so that offenders understand the impact of their actions
and take responsibility for them. Restorative Practice (Wachtel, 2013) was introduced to minimize
conflicts through proactive relationship building. Officers have incorporated proactive relationship
building aspects into their cohort meetings. Restorative Practice also provides a safe platform for
those involved in conflicts to review the incident, process their thoughts and feelings, and work out
a resolution together. Ultimately, communal living aims to mirror and prepare offenders for their
reintegration into society.
To foster pro-social interactions, a variety of communal activities and structures have been introduced.
Offenders go through an Orientation camp after their admission, an Induction camp before the start
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Figure 2: Offenders attend meetings together as a cohort with an officer and a CRS.

of their rehabilitation program, and an Ignition camp in the middle of their program. These camps
consist of classroom-based cohort activities that provide offenders with a better understanding of the
upcoming programs at the various phases, and enable them to build relationships with their cohort.
Regular Cohort Meetings also allow offenders to come together to discuss concerns and review the
progress of their rehabilitation journey. Project Parties enable offenders to collaborate on projects
such as the painting of motivational quotes by ex-offenders on classroom walls and putting up
motivational stories on notice boards. Not only do these projects engage offenders meaningfully and
encourage them to take ownership of their learning spaces, the motivational messages also promote
a sense of hope. Generating hope is a powerful tool that supports rehabilitation, as it increases
willingness to learn and change (Lewis & Robertson, 2019).
Phased Learning
As there are different stages of change (Prochaska et al., 1992), offenders in the TE undergo phased
learning. Appropriate behavioral indicators are articulated so that offenders may know if they have
acquired the relevant knowledge and skills to complete each phase. Milestone markers, like the
Orientation, Induction, and Ignition camps, and Graduation Ceremony, were also introduced to reflect
the developmental changes in offenders and to celebrate small successes in their rehabilitation
journey.
Offenders are also involved in goal-setting exercises known as My Action Plan. Personal Supervisors
meet offenders regularly throughout their sentence to track and review progress at different phases
of their rehabilitation. Making post-release plans promotes a sense of agency by encouraging
offenders to take greater ownership of their rehabilitation.
Programs
The TE comprises of a variety of programs that are holistic in addressing the different needs of
offenders. These programs aim to reduce re-offending and drug relapse, strengthen social support,
and enhance employability.
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Tailored Rehabilitation Programs
Rehabilitation and drug intervention efforts in SPS are guided by international best practices and
research findings. Programs are based on theories such as the RNR principles (Andrews & Bonta,
2010), the GLM (Ward & Stewart, 2003; Ward & Maruna, 2007), and desistance theory (Maruna,
2001), as mentioned earlier. Besides drawing from what works in effective rehabilitation to develop
these programs, SPS also conducts in-depth local research to validate and contextualize evidence to
Singapore.
The core rehabilitation program implemented in SPS is the evidence-informed Psychology-based
Correctional Program (PCP), which consists of four key treatment components: motivation building,
cognitive restructuring, skills building, and goal-setting. As stated earlier in the People section, these
programs are conducted by CRSes (see Figure 3) to address offenders’ criminogenic needs. Objectives
of the program include helping them to discover their triggers, find positive coping responses,
challenge beliefs supporting antisocial behaviors, and discover their underlying values.

Figure 3: CRSes facilitating PCP with a cohort of inmates.

PCPs are tailored to the different rehabilitation needs of offenders, including drug abuse needs. There
are also various drug-related PCPs available to cater to the different levels of drug dependency. To
ensure that offenders receive programs that are most suitable for their needs, an individualized needs
assessment is conducted by CRSes prior to the start of PCPs. For example, CRSes administer the Drug
Needs Assessment Tool, which help both CRSes and offenders to better understand the domains that
contributed to the individual’s drug use. During this session, both CRSes and offenders also discuss
and agree on specific areas to work on during the program. Such discussions help in identifying
common goals and enhancing offenders’ readiness to change.
Besides assessments, offenders go through a Motivational Primer prior to the commencement of
PCPs. This is a short program conducted by officers that is aimed at inspiring offenders and enhancing
their motivation to change. This practice is similar to other jurisdictions such as the Correctional
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Service of Canada (CSC) that implemented primer programs to increase offenders’ motivation levels
and prevent intervention program attrition (Stewart et al, 2008; CSC Review Panel, 2007). With higher
levels of motivation, offenders can better benefit from PCPs and other rehabilitation programs.
One example of a PCP targeting drug abuse is the High on Life (HOL) program. In the first phase,
participants learn the effects of drugs through psychoeducation, and acquire communication, emotion
regulation, problem-solving, and goal-setting skills. In the second phase, participants gain insights
into their drug use pattern, and increase self-awareness of their strengths, roles, and values. In the
third phase, participants learn both cognitive and experiential techniques to change their maladaptive
response to schemas underlying drug use and crime. In the last phase, participants learn behavioral
techniques to promote effective living, break their pattern of offending, and prevent drug relapse. In
order to reinforce their learning from PCP, participants can practice skills during Cohort Meetings
conducted by officers.
Religious and Family Programs
Apart from PCPs, offenders also participate in a variety of other programs. SPS provides faith-based
services, where offenders can attend various religious programs and services conducted by volunteers
and religious organizations. Spiritual guidance provides offenders the psychological and emotional
support to cope with prison life, and contributes to the reconstruction of narrative identities that are
crucial for desistance to occur (O’Connor & Duncan, 2011). Not only does religion help offenders to deal
with issues such as shame and forgiveness, it can also generate purpose and empowerment (Maruna
et al., 2006). Research has found that religious involvement can help offenders to better adjust to the
prison environment (Clear et al., 2002), and gain motivation, hope, and meaning in life (Dammer, 2002).
Structured family programs are also provided to help offenders strengthen the relationships with
their families, as their incarceration could have caused or worsened strained relationships (Weaver
& Nolan, 2015). As mentioned earlier, CRSes conduct joint family sessions with offenders and their
families, in which they can bond and tackle issues such as the impact of their drug addiction on the
family (see Figure 4). During these sessions, offenders can communicate their goals and plans, and

Figure 4: An offender reuniting with his family member during a family engagement session.
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the support required from their loved ones. Their families also have the opportunity to gain better
understanding of addiction and the challenges faced during rehabilitation. With these engagements,
the aim is to help families support reintegration, prevent relapse, and sustain intervention
effectiveness. This initiative is especially crucial as family is a social bond that supports desistance
(McNeill, 2006; Sampson & Laub, 1993).
Employment Programs
Besides strengthening relationships, other programs are also provided to support reintegration.
SPS offers education and skills training programs to upskill offenders and enhance employability.
Comprehensive employment assistance in areas such as employer engagement, job coaching,
placement services, and job retention support is also provided. Many of these programs are supported
by Yellow Ribbon Singapore, a partner organization that focuses on helping ex-offenders rebuild
their life by enhancing their employability. In 2020, Yellow Ribbon Singapore partnered with various
organizations such as employers and training institutions to develop the Train, Attach, Place program.
Under this program, offenders can undergo industry-specific training in training academies within
prison. Upon their release, they will be placed with a partner company. Ultimately, these employment
programs aim to facilitate a smoother transition for the offender into the society.
Place
In order to support the enhancement of People, Processes and Programs, the last P – Place – must be
enhanced as well. This means that the physical environment of the TE must also be transformed.
Communal Living Space
Incarceration in a TE goes beyond being locked up in a cell. An important aspect of the TE is communal
living. Hence, the environment should be designed to encourage communal living through introducing
big communal spaces. One such space in the Housing Unit is the dayroom, which allows offenders
across different cohorts to interact. This communal space is used for indoor recreational activities
such as viewing television programs, playing board games, and reading books and newspapers.

Figure 5: Offenders having recreational activities in the yard.
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Besides the dayroom, offenders also have recreational activities in the yard (see Figure 5). This
communal space consists of a basketball court, which allows for sports such as basketball and Sepak
Takraw. A centralized community library is also placed in the yard for offenders to borrow books. This
encourages them to exercise responsibility by maintaining the books in good condition for the benefit
of others.
Learning Spaces
Within the communal spaces, designated learning spaces were created to support offenders’
learning. The various programs are conducted in air-conditioned classrooms that are equipped with
a whiteboard, and technology such as a computer, projector, and visualizer. This ensures that the
room is conducive for learning. Motivational quotes are also painted on the walls in each classroom to
inspire offenders. Additionally, the walls in the Housing Unit are painted in a variety of bright colors
(see Figure 6). Such variety and vibrancy help to brighten up the physical space, which reduces the
sense of institutionalization in the environment (Mann, 2019).

Figure 6: The dayroom is painted with bright colors and motivational quotes.

Community
Apart from enhancing the physical environment within the prison compound, SPS also sought to
create a rehabilitative environment within the community outside the prison walls. Offenders need
not serve their full sentence within prison. Upon completing the interventions during their custody,
offenders may serve the tail-end of their sentence in the community under the Community-Based
Program. This community supervision program allows offenders to reside in places such as halfway
houses or their own homes, where they will be subjected to supervision conditions such as urine
testing, curfew, and electronic tagging. Offenders can then go to work in the day, before returning
to their respective residences before their given curfew. As one of the guiding principles of the TE is
ensuring that offenders’ social bonds to the community are maintained, reintegrating offenders back
into the community earlier under this community supervision program enables them to strengthen
their social bonds.
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To ensure that offenders have the necessary support in the community, a holistic review will be done
prior to offenders’ release from custody. Depending on their reintegration needs, offenders will be
emplaced in different schemes such as the Home Detention Scheme, Halfway House Scheme, or Work
Release Scheme. For instance, offenders who lack family support will be emplaced in halfway houses,
where they will receive further support from the staff situated there. Additionally, offenders will
benefit from case management services by reintegration officers, CRSes, or case workers based in the
community, who will help them to put their relapse prevention plans into practice. These community
staff will liaise with CRSes and officers who had worked with the offender during incarceration to
obtain information such as their intake needs assessment, intervention provided, and areas of needs
to be addressed in the community. This will help them to assess their rehabilitation progress since
admission, and tailor their intervention and support accordingly. These measures contribute to a
rehabilitative environment in the community by ensuring the continuity of care for offenders after
their release.
Evaluation of the TE
The Program Design and Evaluation Branch in SPS conducted a study to evaluate the effectiveness of
the TE, by comparing a pre-TE group and TE group. Participants in the pre-TE group include offenders
admitted to Changi Prison Complex from January 2013 to December 2013, while the TE group includes
offenders admitted to Changi Prison Complex from August 2015 to August 2017.
The study measured several factors at different time points of incarceration to assess various
elements of the TE. Specifically, pro-drug attitudes and perceived levels of staff support were
assessed after admission to prison, and before their release into the community. There were
significant differences observed between the pre-TE and TE groups, with the TE group reporting
greater reductions in pro-drug attitudes by the end of their custody. The TE group also reported
higher levels of perceived concern and support from staff than the pre-TE group, both at admission
and before their release. Factors such as positive working relationships and support received from
staff (i.e. Personal Supervisors and CRSes) were found to have contributed the most to this significant
improvement. Thus, the findings suggest that in-custody elements of the TE provided support for
participants’ rehabilitation.
In addition, the TE group also reported that the community programs, such as the Halfway House
(HWH) Scheme and case management services, had supported their reintegration. Participants
reported that the HWH provided discipline and routine, which created structure after their release.
They also saw the HWH as a place of opportunities for prosocial activities, employment contact,
and support. Participants also reported that they received professional support for emotional
challenges and drug issues from CRSes based in the community, who made resources and assistance
for reintegration needs available to them. Hence, the findings suggest that the community-based
elements of the TE provided support for participants’ reintegration.
Conclusion
This paper demonstrates how SPS has reviewed and re-designed our prison environment to become
a place for transformation. We have integrated various rehabilitation theories to develop the TE, with
the aim of creating a holistic rehabilitative environment.
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Although some of these theories have differences, we acknowledge that each theory has its merits,
and believe that they could in fact complement one another. It is important to assess risks and
deliver appropriate rehabilitation programs, as suggested by RNR. However, focusing solely on these
programs is not enough. As described in the Purpose section, elements in the traditional prison
environment can potentially dampen rehabilitation outcomes. It is thus crucial to also consider how to
maximize the effectiveness of these programs. This is where models such as the GLM and desistance
come in, which shift the focus beyond solely addressing criminogenic needs to strengthening human
and social capital as well. Instead of relying on rehabilitation programs to achieve this, a holistic
approach is required. Specifically, more weight has to be placed on offenders’ overall rehabilitation
experience – from admission to prison, to release into the community.
SPS believes that an integration of the key elements of each theory can help to create this holistic
rehabilitative environment. We considered how elements in the different models can complement each
other to enhance the overall rehabilitation experience, which includes both the social and physical
prison environment. This led to the development of the TE based on the five Ps – Purpose, People,
Processes, Programs, and Place. The TE is only possible through progressive leadership with a clear
vision and mission, namely to encourage the active participation of all stakeholders towards building a
holistic rehabilitative environment within and beyond prison walls.
With this five Ps approach, this paper hopes to provide practitioners ideas on creating a rehabilitative
environment, both in custody and in the community. However, it is worthy to note that the
components do not have to be implemented sequentially or completely. Instead, practitioners can
consider defining a Purpose that is most suitable for their respective populations, before reviewing
and assessing which of the other four Ps are more feasible to be implemented first based on
resources and unique needs. Ultimately, the goal of the TE is to use every opportunity to inspire
change and transformation. We see this as an important aspect of continuing to improve and
Envisioning Corrections towards 2030 and beyond. As the former Director of Prisons, Mr. Ng Joo Hee,
said (2010):
Prisons are often described as places where bad people go to get worse. The Singapore Prison
Service takes a radically different view. Singaporean prisons must not be mere jailhouses, but
transformational places, where strayed lives can be steered back on course... Serving time
should never be a waste of time.
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Abstract
Every building, including carceral environments, exists within a larger context that includes influences
from history, culture, environment and a community vision of purpose. During the last several years,
and more specifically in the last 24 months, a national re-examination of the purpose and value
of incarceration has come under close scrutiny by an expanding community of citizens, advocates
and professionals that includes those who plan, design and operate prisons. While some within
this community advocate the abolition of all forms of incarceration and the replacement with less
structural sanctions, if achievable at all, this ultimate aim will require decades to replace the existing
inertia. In the US National Capital, the Mayor of the District of Columbia convened a task force to
examine the steps to transform the care and custody of incarcerated DC residents. Using this real-life
example from Washington, DC, an alternative planning and design approach to replacing two existing
correctional facilities is discussed as one outcome of the two-year examination by citizens and the
professional community.
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Introduction
During the past decade, changes in a number of community, policing and sentencing factors have
inspired a much-needed reimagining of correctional environments. Responding to this has altered
the narrative of the impact these changes should have on the definition of need, purpose, operations,
location, design and financing of correctional establishments. In the common vernacular, “everything
is on the table”, especially in the District of Columbia.
Prison life is based on removing most of the daily living choices and assigning those to a person
having authority who typically is a uniformed correctional officer. In doing so, the time allotted
and location of every daily event from dining, ablutions, recreation, even sleeping is determined by
someone other than the one incarcerated. The concept discussed herein reverses this axiom and bases
an architectural solution on the hypothesis that rehabilitation involves giving the individual support
in learning how to make responsible choices and designing spaces that encourage making better
choices.
The Basis for a Rehab City
The notion of creating a “city” dedicated to rehabilitation based on offenders accepting greater
responsibility grew out of two real-life influences. The first influence occurred while observing a
documentary of architect Frank Gehry’s Building Justice (http://amazing-movies.xyz/movie/632224/)
that Yale University undertook on Reimagining Prison. At the conclusion of a jury led by Frank Gehry,
one juror, an architect, offered a negative critique that one particular student’s “solution” looked
more like a boring apartment complex. In turn, the sociologist on the jury responded positively that
such a solution offered dignity. Although the student’s solution was never presented in the film,
the second author was inspired by the sociologist’s comment and spent the next 18 months on a
personal journey to explore why this might not be a flawed approach to designing a more productive
approach to incarceration (Keller-Marshall Project, 2017). The following presents the results of his
personal pilgrimage. Called Rehab City, the concept is dedicated to rehabilitation and the reduction of
reoffending.
The second influence was the work of the 26-member District of Columbia Task Force on Jails &
Justice (Mayor’s Task Force) in producing a comprehensive strategy aimed at ensuring that any jail in
DC is only one part of a just and equitable system. As part of this two-year initiative, the authors of
this paper were asked to contribute to the discussion of replacing two correctional facilities based on
evidence-informed principles of treatment and rehabilitation.
Accepting the challenge to redefine the physical environment of the existing two DC correctional
facilities in a manner more conducive to the rehabilitation of its residents, the concept for Rehab City
examined the necessary components to create a multiuse urban village where the ‘residents’ will
live, and often work, in secure single occupancy rooms. Rehab City is especially suitable for women
residents with young children, less violent male offenders, adolescents, a halfway house, or even a
refuge for battered women.
Rehab City is not simply altering the appearance of the traditional prison model represented by the
existing Central Detention Facility (CDF) in the District of Columbia, but rather completely redefining
the daily routine of the resident (inmate) by providing a building program that supports a secure place
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for work, learning, therapy and recreation. The architecture of the replacement treatment facility is
incorporated into a structure where all building and landscape space is useable. Indoor and outdoor
space is programed and designed to prepare the residents upon their release to make the transition
from ‘inmate’ to becoming a contributing member of civil society.
However, prior to giving a more illustrative introduction to the Rehab City design concept, several
other contributing influences should be noted. The first is the role that the history of carceral
architecture contributed and how prevailing social attitudes and norms created specific responses.
The second important influence that informed the design concept was the risk profile of the DC
prisoner. As will be shown, the third influencing variable is the neighborhood of the prisoner prior to,
and often after, incarceration. Lastly, at the core of the proposed concept is a belief that the behavior
of prisoners is influenced by the surrounding environment of their incarceration.
Influences from History
From the moment that the first prison was constructed in America in the early 1700’s, the
architectural expression was intended to be fearful and foreboding; a disincentive for criminal
behavior. Although building materials and methods introduced less monolithic forms over time,
whether from a hot air balloon or an interstate, a prison remains easy to recognize because, in part,
through spatial organization and expression it is separate and distinct from the community it serves.
Several movements in the history of prison architecture are worth noting. These influenced the reimagining of a design concept that, while driven by an operational philosophy of “choice and change”,
envisioned the prison as an integral part of the community. Each of these five examples from history
has influenced the Rehab City concept.
1. The Pennsylvania Experiment.
Inspired by a religious belief that a time of isolation with work and meditation would eradicate
criminal behavior, the Quakers of Pennsylvania promoted legislation that supported this purpose for
prisons. In 1773, the first architectural example was a “Penitentiary House” wing to the Walnut Street
Jail (Hirsh 1992) that consisted of individual stone cells 6’ x 8’ x 9’ that also included direct access
to an outdoor garden of a similar size. The operational philosophy was based on extreme separation
of the prisoner from others (including staff) with a typical day spent in reflection and work either in
the cell or adjoining garden (Moynahan & Stewart, 1981). This operational model of individual work
and access to a personal garden for both work and reflection was incorporated into the Rehab City
concept.
2. The Auburn Alternative.
The 1821 Legislature of New York ordered the erection of a new wing at the Auburn Penitentiary
to consist only of solitary cells, an alternative which was to become the foundation for the present
American system. A part of this landmark legislation included a grading system that promoted the
classification of prisoners on the basis of risk. Three different security classifications of prisoners
were developed.
In essence, the classification method arising from the Auburn Experiment is today’s maximummedium-minimum general disaggregation of prisoners. The architecture that followed continued the
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use of single cells but required large spaces for work (prison industries) and recreation (sports fields)
and changed not only the size of prisons, but also the location as more site area was required (Lewis,
2005). Consideration for centralized workshops drawn from the Auburn Alternative influenced the
design of spaces at the ground (plaza) level of Rehab City.
3. The Federal System.
From an architectural viewpoint, the Pennsylvania Experiment grounded the design of prisons in a
philosophical ethos of solitary confinement, however misguided this was later declared to be. This
“experiment” led to an alternative arising from a legislative basis in Auburn, New York, which, as
noted, has served as a forerunner to today’s format for prison design; i.e. housing separate from work,
learning, and recreation spaces.
Although the District of Columbia Department of Corrections was not established until 1946, the first
jail was constructed in 1872 and lasted for 104 years until the new CDF was completed. The Federal
Bureau of Prisons (FBOP) currently houses 4,000 residents for the DC Department of Corrections. The
aim, as stated in the Task Force report, is to return at least one-third of these residents to the District
of Columbia where access to community services, family and future employment could be enhanced.
4. The 3rd Generation (Direct Supervision) Model.
For more than seven decades, prison architecture continued to follow variations of the Pennsylvania,
Auburn and Federal models for operations and design, especially in housing unit design. Prisoners
were accommodated in single cells on multi-level tiers that gained access to natural light across a
dangerous and noisy volumetric space. Required out-of-cell activities were located elsewhere within
the prison complex and the daily movement of prisoners to spaces for work, learning, recreation, and
visiting dictated staffing numbers, circulation patterns, and responsibilities.
Initiated in the mid-1970’s, the “3rd Generation” (National Institute of Corrections, 1984) operational
philosophy was based on de-centralization of key management staff to a cluster of housing units and
the supervision of these single cell units of 32-48 prisoners by a single correctional officer with case
management staff close by (American Corrections Association, 1983).
The opening of the DC Correctional Treatment Facility (CTF) in 1992 provided the District with a 3rd
Generation facility designed for 800 pretrial male and female offenders. While the CTF operated
successfully as a treatment facility for several years, a budgetary decision by the City Council in 1997
leased the facility to a private vendor for 20 years thus ending the original mission of the CTF. The
DOC has now regained the operation of the CTF and uses the direct supervision model of operations.
5. The Halden Experiment.
The reason for including the Halden Experiment as one of the five historical influences in the
architecture of incarceration is not the design (as pleasing and human-centric as it is) or that in
Norway, prisoners who are mentally ill are assigned to specialized secure hospitals, but that the
design is a result of a decade of research and changing of the political will before the first sketch was
made.
The architecture of Halden is unique in its simplicity. The two-story buildings that house prisoners in
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single, ensuite cells along double-loaded corridors (in stark contrast to the US modular housing units)
are essentially European “blocks of flats” and extremely simple to construct. These ensuite single
rooms are furnished with furniture that is readily available at most contemporary furniture stores. The
buildings housing the work, education, leisure, and congregate dining functions resemble those of a
community college.
At this stage, the greatest influence of Halden in the US and DC systems has been expanding
awareness of alternative methods of staff to resident communication. More than a dozen jurisdictions
have participated in programs that introduce the Norway staff development model. Based on a firsthand observation of the programs and facilities by the DC DOC Director in Norway, this influence
is now evident in staff training and the work of the Mayor’s Task force outlining a strategy for a
replacement facility.
In all five of these influences from history, the architecture of the buildings was in response to a
change in attitude regarding the purpose of incarceration. All five influences are evident in the concept
for a replacement rehabilitation and treatment facility in DC. The District judiciary has also stressed
the requirement for humane conditions in any new DC correctional facility.
The US, and specifically the District of Columbia, is at a generational crossroad where a plausible
response to the demand for social justice in all its forms will necessitate a significant change in
thinking, doing, and designing. Most solutions will not involve the design of new correctional facilities,
but in some instances, this will be necessary to replace inhumane environments. The proposal
for Rehab City described in these pages is intended to offer an alternative building type for the
rehabilitation of persons for whom non-carceral options are infeasible and impractical.
Predominant Profile of the Prisoner
A second important variable for a transformative correctional facility with the exclusive mission of
rehabilitation is establishing a profile for the future resident. In the context of the District of Columbia,
the concept of Rehab City is to replace a portion of the two existing general custody establishments
that currently have a combined capacity of 3,439 residents. Fortunately, over the past decade on
average, the District has only incarcerated approximately 50% of the allowable capacity. A key
recommendation of the Mayor’s Task Force is a one-third reduction of the combined DOC and FBOP
incarcerated population by 2030 (District Task Force on Jails & Justice, 2021). This will require a more
focused commitment to developing programs and services that fit the profile of DC offenders through
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a complete transformation of the justice system, especially the number and type of incarcerated
residents. A snapshot of the basic profile characteristics of the current DC incarcerated population is
shown in the table.
In addition to acknowledging the importance of these basic characteristics of number, age, gender,
security risk, and ethnicity, other important factors are critical to the determination of the regime of
Rehab City residents, such as:
• Recidivism: In 2012, a University of Maryland analysis found a 50% reoffending rate in the first
year, rising to 62% after three years (Nakamura and Weiss, 2012). A similar analysis in 2020 by
the DC DOC that examined actual re-admittance to jail in 2020 by the DC DOC found the readmission rate to be 21% for men and 24% for women (DOC Facts and Figures, 2020).
• Charge Severity: For pretrial women and men, felony charges represent between 72 and 85%
of those incarcerated, with assault charges representing the predominant offense (15%). On an
average day, more than 35% of the incarcerated have a “hold” commitment from the US Marshal
Service (Facts and Figures, 2020). For inmates in FBOP facilities, 50% are serving sentences for
homicide and aggravated assault (FBOP Data Snapshot, 2020).
• Length of Confinement: In the two pretrial facilities, the median length of confinement for men
was 142.7 days and 88.8 days for women. For DC residents sentenced to FBOP, the average
number of months of incarceration by security level is: Minimum-12; Low-192; Medium-225; and
High-269 (FBOP Data Snapshot, 2020).
• Release Eligibility: Of the 3,221 sentenced DC residents incarcerated in FBOP prisons in 2020,
2,361 (73%) were scheduled to be released within two years (FBOP Data Snapshot, 2020).
This overview was intended to use existing characteristics of incarcerated DC residents to
determine in general terms, the type of offender that could be assigned to a dramatically different
type of environment. Understanding the profile of the potential occupants was critical to defining
an architectural response within this setting. In conceiving the concept for Rehab City, a broad
assumption, supported by existing evidence, is that a focus on a positive response to alternative
programs and environments in lieu of retribution will be supported by staff and incarcerated residents.
The acknowledged challenge is convince policy makers that the profile evidence supports an ultimate
design solution for a specialized environment that fosters rehabilitation. The Mayor’s Task Force has
accepted the challenge.
Geographic Influences on the Location of Carceral Environments
Virtually all of the 2,361 DC prisoners incarcerated in FBOP facilities that are within two years of
returning to the District of Columbia are assigned to prisons in rural areas far removed from family,
community support or access to job opportunities upon release. Using the District of Columbia Task
Force findings, an underpinning inspiration to develop the Rehab City concept was a recognition
that by a great measure, incarcerated residents live in, and will return to, their DC neighborhoods.
According to the Task Force report, these neighborhoods in the city have the best potential to support
the needs of the incarcerated and released prisoner within the returning community. In other words,
the well-organized DC neighborhoods understand the concept of justice reinvestment.
Even with the goal of reducing the incarcerated population by one-third, due to the scarcity of
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available land in the narrowly defined boundaries of the District of Columbia, fulfilling the Task Force
recommendation of replacing the two incarceration facilities with one rehabilitation-centric center
will likely require a large physical structure. However, this does not mean that elements of an “urban
resource center” suggested by the environmental psychologist Robert Sommer, cannot be featured in
the Rehab City concept (Sommer, 1974). The urban resource center, similar to the “deflection center”
operated in San Antonio, Texas, provides a range services and programs (laundry, housing information,
counseling, job opportunities) that help some avoid incarceration or assist the formerly incarcerated
with reentry upon release.
Research completed during the last dozen years by geographers working with criminologists,
sociologists, urban planners and law enforcement have established that many cities have “milliondollar blocks” (Audie Cornish NPR Interview, 2012); meaning that within a definable neighborhood,
the annual cost for incarcerating the criminal members is at least one million dollars. The Spatial
Information Design Lab and the Justice Mapping Center created maps of these “million-dollar blocks”
of the city-prison migration flow for five of the nation’s cities. According to the report; “the maps
suggest that the criminal justice system has become the predominant government institution in
these communities and that public investment in this system has resulted in significant costs to other
elements of our civic infrastructure: education, housing, health, and family (Justice Mapping Institute,
2012).
A 2017 study for the DOC calculated that every re-admission to the DC system carried a total cost
greater than $200,000 annually (CGL, 2017) and much of the cost was spent in narrowly defined
neighborhoods. Encouraging any community to accept a responsible role of reinvesting in its own
criminal citizens can be elusive and disruptive. Neighborhoods that are the home to criminals
have a plethora of needs and off-shedding these needs to care for their abhorrent citizens may
represent a “bridge too far”. Recognizing this, in response to a concern for community acceptance
of a replacement justice environment, the District of Columbia has launched an extensive public
awareness program with particular emphasis in crime-prone neighborhoods. This initiative has begun
five years before the anticipated replacement of the two DC facilities will be accomplished.
Environmental Influences on Behavior
The last of the four major influences on the design for a Rehab City is the role that environment can
have on human behavior. Urban planners have long quoted Churchill’s axiom that “we shape our cities
and thereafter they shape our lives” as a recognition that the environment impacts our response to
most every emotion. Architecture’s principal role is to encapsulate this intersection of behavior and
time through spaces that can facilitate personal reinvention.
A vast amount of work jointly and separately by psychologists and architects has arrived at the
same conclusion that the environments reflected in prisons and jails measurably impact human
behavior (Academy of Neuroscience for Architecture). Dr. Richard Wener, Professor of Environmental
Psychology at the Polytechnic Institute of New York University is one of the most influential
environmental psychologists whose research into prisoner behavior and architecture in America is
highly regarded. In his breakthrough book (Wener, 2012), Dr. Wener argues that “the social ecology
of a place is experienced on a smaller scale of interpersonal relations involving: 1) privacy; 2) personal
space and 3) territoriality” (Wener, 2012).
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The importance of personal privacy has been an anathema of prison management rules for centuries.
To this day, prisoners are reminded within hours of arrival to expect very little personal privacy in
any aspect of daily activities. Beyond personal privacy, availability of personal space means there is
some ability to control environmental events (e.g., cell lighting, temperature or shower length), but in
most carceral environments, this has been relinquished. Not surprising, stress levels rise accompanied
by hypertension. Beyond the basic requirement to create a safe and secure environment, carceral
architecture is obligated to contribute to the reduction of stress for staff and prisoners. While stress
is the result of many psychological factors, the management of environmental choices should be
considered in equal measure to the location of prisons. The idea that a prisoner might be entitled to
a definable area where the sharing of that minimal area is the prerogative of the occupant, and that a
prisoner could control interpersonal distances during social interactions is a foundational principle of
the Rehab City concept.
Introduction to Rehab City
Since the intention of Rehab City is to transform the criminal behavior of prisoners to become
responsible, accountable and employable citizens upon release, the availability of a variety of workeducation-personal improvement programs is paramount. More than two years have passed since the
DOC introduced an intensive, self-paced program of education and peer counseling called Young Men
Emerging (Correctional News, 2019). The YME program is based, in part on a similar program (T.R.U.E)
in Connecticut first developed at the Neutrelitz Prison in Western Germany (CBS 60 Minutes, 2016).
Long recognized as a center of global political influence, through the sustaining efforts of the
Mayor’s Task Force; the adjustments arising from the COVID pandemic; the success of the Young Men
Emerging program and the influence of organized community advocacy groups, a creative response
emerged to “build a new non-traditional facility to house all people who must be detained pretrial for
community safety and for all people who are sentenced to incarceration, including those sentenced for
felony convictions” (Section 7; #2; District Task Force on Jails & Justice, 2021).
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The development of Rehab City as a self-contained urban village focused on skills development,
employment, trauma-informed counseling, recreation, art and culture, family-centering and reentry
preparedness is a response to a real-life convergence of events and policies in the District of Columbia.
In response to the goals of the Task Force, Rehab City furthers the critical daily importance of Work,
Learning, Therapy, Recreation and Security and in the process redefines the built environment in the
form of a self-contained, sustainable urban village within the urban context.
In many ways, the walled Rehab City resembles a traditional monastery where work and study
predominate. Providing secure single occupancy rooms where the residents live, it can easily delineate
separate areas for women residents with young children, less violent male offenders, adolescents,
a halfway house, or even a refuge for battered women. As a community resource center, Rehab City
provides day reporting and deflection support programs and services directly accessible by the
public. In a semi-public urban plaza presented below, residents can interact with the members of their
support community.										
Work: Rehab City stresses the dignity of work as well as considering it a vehicle for teaching financial
responsibility. Residents are paid for 4 hours per day, 6 days per week in digital currency or credits
beginning at 15 credits/hr. with 3 levels of digital pay to encourage increased responsibility and
leadership. Like a payroll tax, deductions in credits are made to run Rehab City while up to 20% can be
invested into savings which will convert to dollars on release to assist inmates on reentry. A variety of
work activities are led by paid mentors drawn from the community, representatives from local union
trade associations as well as certain qualified residents paid in digital currency. Residents can be
certified upon release.

Learning: An additional 4 hours per pay, 6 days per week are dedicated to learning or therapy. Flexible
classroom spaces offer instruction leading to high school equivalency and university courses as
exemplified by the Bard College Prison Initiative (https://bpi.bard.edu). While special courses and
workshops can relate to the resident’s chosen work, the fabrication and installation of solar panels
will lead to the technical and ethical issues raised by the climate challenge. Courses and workshops
can be led by qualified officers and mentors drawn from the community as well as equally qualified
residents. A range of creative and performance arts can also be included. Special libraries and other
resource collections can be supported by the community. 						
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Therapy: Therapeutic sessions are led by experienced professionals, officers as well as special
residents, often serving life sentences as successfully demonstrated by a Connecticut Prison Program
based on the German model referenced earlier titled T.R.U.E. (CBS News-60 Minutes, 2016). Critical
sessions addressing anger management, drug abuse and in the case of women, physical and mental
abuse are critical to any program of rehabilitation.
Recreation: Flexible, well-lighted areas, easily accessed below ground, provide workout spaces for
basic personal body training, weights and exercise machines overseen by trainers led by mentors or
specially qualified residents. These spaces can also be used for Yoga and Pilates. Adjacent to body
training are places for group therapy sessions led by trained mentors or experienced residents.
Special spaces for theater, music and art can be included or shared in semi-public controlled safe
spaces with a larger group of residents and visitors.
Security: Highly sophisticated centrally monitored resident wristbands (Ultra-Wideband Tech UWB
or RFID) permit unaccompanied access of residents to personally approved facilities, work areas
and special private/public zones. The wristbands keep track of the hours spent in work, study and
therapy, as well as compile digital credits earned, saved and spent. A simple compact wall-mounted
digital monitor in each of the resident’s room presents a daily as well as culminative record of credits
earned and saved, hours spent and locations visited.						

These advanced security wristbands locate residents at all times sending alarms and location if ever
compromised. Any inappropriate use of the wrist bands can be immediately detected and responded
to. This allows residents to move about without escorts providing a more dignified sense of daily
routines individually adjusted to the resident’s unique programs of work, study, therapy, recreation
and site of residence. Assuring the autonomy of movement of the resident, in many ways, the UWB
wristband is like wearing a smart watch/debit card on your wrist.
The Architectural Response
All design is a spatial response to the user’s needs. In developing the concept for Rehab City,
interviews were conducted with DOC management, correctional staff and other architects with
extensive experience in designing correctional environments. At this stage of development, research
into other types of independent living environments was used to gain a perspective of the potential
views of future users. Pending will be discussions with prisoners to add greater evidentiary depth
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to the concept. The following pages describe the architectural response to a program based on
rehabilitation in a choice-based environment.
A Mini-Apartment as the Resident’s Room
Recognizing that privacy and a sense of personal space is critical to rehabilitation. A single private
room (12ft. by 16 ft.) consists of wide electric sliding doors controlled by the resident as well as
supervising officers. Larger than the minimum size recommended in the American Correctional
Association (ACA) guidelines for Adult Correctional Institutions (ACA Standards), the resident’s room
is much more than the traditional jail cell. A window on the opposite wall of the room assures direct
natural light and ventilation. A private shower and toilet compartment occupy one of four zones
measuring 3 feet by 8 feet. There are no common bathrooms or showers. Each room has its own
toilet and shower. A variety of prefabricated components designed and fabricated in special Rehab
City workshops occupy the remaining three zones. They include study and storage components, a
small kitchenette for morning breakfast, and an expanded sleeping bed with storage. These are all
purchased with the resident’s earned digital credits. The resident’s mini apartment becomes a place to
invite others in or to keep them out as the cell becomes his or her personal space.

Much has been written on the advantages of mothers keeping a child with her during the early stages
of the child’s life (O’Keeffe & Dixon, 2015). To accommodate a female resident and up to two of her
young children, the typical resident room could easily be transformed with a bunk bed above and a
trundle bed below. The kitchenette becomes even more critical to meeting their special needs. The
wide hallway with built in benches offers mothers with children expanded social interaction for the
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children as well as their mothers. Wide open doors invite children and their mothers to join their nextdoor neighbors.
The Neighborhood a Typical Residential Floor
A typical residential floor holds 12 residential rooms plus a thirteenth room for a full-time resident
floor monitor who is a special long-term resident chosen to lead therapy or workshops. Much like an
interior street, the 14 residents become literally next-door neighbors, getting to know one another
as well as looking after each other. A wide hallway with built-in benches becomes a place to interact
while the laundry at end of the hallway provides an informal gathering space to do laundry (paid for
with the resident’s earned digital credits) as well as a place to hang out as their clothes dry. At the
end of the hallway an exterior balcony provides outdoor fresh air and a place to gather for the 14
residents. On a women’s floor this is critical for the children.

The Residential Building
A typical residential building holds three residential floors with rooftops containing a full season
working greenhouse to grow vegetables that in turn supply Rehab City restaurants. The plants grown
in the greenhouse can be for the resident’s rooms as well as available for sale in the quasi-public
plazas. Extensive research is currently underway in several states on the practical and therapeutic
advantages of hydroponic gardening in prisons. This historically rural prison concept is being
transferred to urban and even rural prisons in New York, California, Virginia, Oregon, among other
states. It is particularly relevant to Rehab City. The second rooftop of every pair of residential blocks
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will have solar panels and water collection systems, constructed, installed and operated by residents
earning certificates in advanced LEED HVAC building operations.
Main Street
Each pair of residential building blocks spans a pedestrian street where access to vertical circulation
occurs. While walking along the pedestrian street, the residents encounter a series of restaurants,
bakeries, woodshops, and classrooms interspersed with vegetable gardens and orchards, i.e. all
the work, learning and therapeutic programs residents can participate in. All activities are found at
the foot of the residential buildings, similar to that found in a traditional wall city. Even several fish
breeding tanks can be discovered as one walks by restaurants, classrooms or exterior wells leading to
mini gyms and therapy sessions as well as outdoor play areas critical to meeting the needs of women
and young children.

Training Restaurants and Bakeries: Different from traditional prisons, no cafeterias are proposed
for Rehab City. Instead, residents choose where to eat depending upon the quality of the food, the
price of a meal and the resident’s desire to support individual restaurant workers. Acknowledging
the rehabilitation and vocational advantages of this concept, in Rehab City a variety of training
restaurants explore diverse menus at varying prices for both in-house and/or take-out service.
Residents are trained in all positions associated with the food preparation and serving of meals as
well as opportunities to learn the business end of running such an enterprise. A ‘graduate’ could be
released fully certified with a portfolio of menus prepared and references from the mentor chefs.
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Fabrication Workshops: Fully equipped wood and metal fabrication shops train residents in the
basics of cabinetry and millwork as they prepare prefabricated furniture modules for the resident
rooms displayed in Rehab City street-front windows and sold for digital currency. These shops
assemble restaurant furniture and tables and shelves for classrooms. Experienced mentors often
union representatives could provide referenced access to real jobs upon the resident’s release. Special
furniture could be sold at weekly semi-public events earning dollars to purchase the materials of
production. 		

Classrooms and Libraries: Ground-floor classrooms open up to the pedestrian street. Anyone
walking along the pedestrian street will see their colleagues in class which will encourage resident
participation. Looking through the classroom like ‘store windows’, a variety of courses will be on
display. Some classes teach the basics required to secure an HSD while others offer advanced
university courses. Other classes expand upon the specific fields of work chosen by the residents
leading to technical certification. In contrast to the academic and technical classes, the creative
arts classes provide much needed relief. The teaching spaces can be configured in a variety of sizes
depending on their needs. All classrooms are equipped for remote audio-visual presentations.

Below Ground Gyms and Multi Use Spaces: Inexpensively excavated below-ground spaces can be easily
entered by exterior stairways or by the central elevator cores. Filled with plenty of daylight from
windows along one side, the generic spaces can be filled with numerous activities including mini-gyms
adjacent to therapy group sessions.
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Religious spaces equipped with Christian alters, Jewish bimah and Islamic qibla walls can be moved
about to accommodate a variety of religious services.

In the women’s section, daycare centers led by trained mentors supported by qualified residents. The
interstitial spaces between pairs of resident buildings hold teaching vegetable gardens as well as
provide secure playgrounds for children.

Interstitial Spaces: Pairs of resident buildings with their central street elevator/stair cores are
repeated along a pedestrian spine where interstitial outdoor spaces are filled with agricultural
gardens and orchards providing training and sustenance to the Rehab Community. Assuring that
ample fresh air and sunlight fill the residential rooms, the interstitial courts also provide the residents
with contact to workers tending the agricultural fields, fish tanks and poultry farms located along the
edges of Rehab City. Site dependent, these agricultural zones can be expanded.
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Once more, a walk along the pedestrian spine provides opportunities for the residents to experience
all the offerings of Rehab City, from the harvesting of vegetables, to the preparation and serving
of food, from the fabrication of cabinets for the residence rooms to classes filled with residents.
Stairways adjacent to the pedestrian street lead down to the mini-gyms and gatherings for
therapy.

Type 1 Single Spine 400 Residents
A single spine or main street with adjacent agricultural fields constitutes the layout for Type 1. At
one end of the pedestrian street is a quasi-semi-public court where visitors move through control,
check in to see residents and can even arrange for overnight stays in the hotel located above the
administrative offices that overlooks the market and outdoor performance spaces below. A soccer
field is located at the other end of the single pedestrian street lined with its restaurants, bakeries,
workshops, libraries, and classrooms. Athletic workout spaces, rooms for therapy and day care sit
conveniently below.
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Semi-Public Plaza at Entrance
At the entrance to Rehab City, a semi-public plaza holds the control and administrative buildings with
a hotel topped with a rooftop-greenhouse on one side and open markets selling Rehab City produce on
the other side. Outdoor performance spaces and gardens fill the Plaza. Residents can provide family
members lodging in hotel rooms similarly sized and equipped to the resident rooms. The meals can be
provided from Rehab City restaurants paid for with the earned digital credits by the residents. To visit,
visitors only have to find a way to reach Rehab City.

Type 2 The Double Spine and Expanded Plaza
Within the central expanded square, visitor parking leads through Control, where money can be
exchanged for chips to purchase an array of Rehab City produce. The chips can be in turn converted
to dollars and assigned to the appropriate work programs responsible. Performance spaces and
open markets flank gardens leading to administrative lobbies and offices where visitors check into
hotel rooms that provide resident training in hotel management. Staff offices and infirmaries open to
additional gardens framed by an all-purpose gymnasium holding sports as well as indoor theatrical
performance activities.

Inserting an expanded semi-public square between two parallel streets provides the possibility of
accommodating a larger number of residents often serving diverse populations; i.e. men or women,
adolescents, or even short-term versus long-term residents.
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Rehab City Type 2 can easily hold 400 male residents plus staff one side of the urban square as
well as 400 women and children on the other side. A fourth residential floor can be added to hold an
additional 120 residents per side. Additional pairs of buildings straddling the pedestrian spine can be
added or deleted to respond to the needs of the program. Additional parking and housing for mentors,
officers and their families can occur just outside of the walled perimeter of Rehab City.
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Construction
In an urban setting like DC, the construction “laydown” area for materials and equipment is
prime space. The Rehab City repetitive, four-story buildings can be conventionally constructed at
considerable savings. Further substantial time savings would be possible through the use of a
prefabricated standard resident room module. Depending upon prefabrication process and materials,
the basic 12 by 16-foot modules could be built on site providing additional training opportunities for
the residents, similar to on site assembly plants assembling and installing solar panels.

The modularized concept also adapts well to expansion of additional resident rooms floors.
Significantly different from a traditional prison, if, over time, the need for prison bedspace declines, the
modularity and construction methods would easily permit a complete change of use of the Rehab City
model. Planners and designers have an obligation to consider future alternative uses of correctional
facilities.
Rehab City in Washington, DC
While the Rehab City concept has been driven by a particular rehabilitation approach that emphasizes
work, therapy, education and recreation in the context of a different architectural response, a
sustainable, accessible building is the desired result. Simply stated, to be plausible in the context of a
neighborhood, the building cannot appear to be a prison in shape or form. The District of Columbia has
several possible sites that were tested for adaptability. The preference for the proposed Rehab City
is 400 residents, more or less, depending on need and site constraints. The total number of resident
rooms could increase. This will be essential for a DC solution.
Replacing Two Existing Central Detention Facilities: 400 - 640 residents, Type1
As an example of the operational synergy that could exist between pretrial and sentenced facilities
in an urban setting, an expanded Type 1 illustrates a hypothetical shared site in a Washington DC
urban area. The main pedestrian street holds the resident’s rooms, restaurants, bakeries, workshops,
libraries, and classrooms with athletic work-out spaces, therapy, and daycare below. An entrance
court provides control, administration and a hotel overlooking open-markets and event spaces below.
Agricultural fields flank one side of the main pedestrian street. The proposal can be built in stages
alongside of the planned extension of Massachusetts Avenue as the existing Central Detention
Facilities are demolished.
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Washington, DC Blue Plains: 1600 - 2000 residents, Type 2
To accommodate a larger number of residents, support housing for mentors, officers and their families
and additional agriculture, the existing, DC owned Blue Plains Automobile Impound Lot provides a
more flexible possibility. Built in stages, a series of parallel main streets lie on both sides of a quasipublic court which offers a more flexible occupancy of women, men, adolescents and temporary
residents.
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Conclusion
The hypothesis of this paper is that to achieve an effective reinvestment in more equitable justice,
the time spent while incarcerated would be more effective at reducing reoffending if the location is as
close to the city from which they came and will return to upon release. The recommendations of the
Mayor’s Task Force are a testament to the emerging reinvestment the District of Columbia is making
in a range of justice options. Access to critical services will be more easily accomplished in the District
along with the most important need of ensuring that incarcerated residents have unbroken contact
with family and community services.
Beyond the specifics of the District of Columbia, for more than four decades, virtually every new
prison constructed in America has been in a rural location. Since 1980 when the rapid increase
in prison population began in America, over 500 new prisons (as distinct from jails) have been
constructed and each in a rural (away from a city) location. If the current decline in prison population
continues through a re-focus of purpose and priorities, many of these rural mega-prisons could
become extinct, replaced by smaller versions in urban settings that will serve as multi-function social
justice centers. This reality is already being addressed through new plans in several US cities.
The broad community of professionals who are responsible for responding to the community
requests for more effective justice solutions will require even more collaboration. Implementing new
policies and practices that alter patterns of criminality will require a higher level of commitment
by those empowered to make and fund policy initiatives. For a concept such as Rehab City to be
implemented, decision-makers will need to understand, trust and apply the evidence that supports
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a rehabilitative model. In doing so, the plausibility of concepts such as Rehab City should receive
a balanced consideration. We believe this is at least one humane way of envisioning a better
Corrections towards 2030.
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THE COLLABORATIVE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A VIOLENCE PREVENTION
PROGRAM FOR ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER MEN:
WHAT WE LEARNED TO GUIDE CORRECTIONS TO 2030
Shawn Sowerbutts, Gene Mercer, Henry Pharo, Vickie Dodd and Joanne Leonello
Department for Correctional Services South Australia

Abstract
This paper presents some of the understandings which emerged while developing a Violence
Prevention Program for Aboriginal men in prison. The program was designed in collaboration with
members of the Aboriginal Services Unit of the South Australian Department for Correctional
Services. The paper includes discussions of the limitations of the Risk-Need-Responsivity model
and Good Lives Model in relation to working with this population, and the importance of recognizing
the role of trauma. In addition, it describes the Aboriginal concept of kanyini, a term from the Luritja
and Pitjantjatjara languages, defined as “holding” by Ryan (2011) and “love with responsibility” by
Smitsman, Martens and Laszlo (2019, citing Bob Randall). It should be recognized that there are
many Aboriginal nations in Australia. While kanyini comes from a particular language group, it has
equivalent forms across a range of Western Desert dialects (Pleshet, 2018). Trade between Aboriginal
nations meant that ideas, too, moved between nations. Thus, many Aboriginal nations, particularly
those near the Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara (APY) Lands (in the north west of South
Australia) have similar concepts. The paper discusses how this concept can be used to recast some
common components of violence prevention programs for application in ways more appropriate for
Aboriginal clients.
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people. The Department pays respects to Aboriginal people from all other regions of Australia,
particularly those who helped contribute to the development of this paper and who will be involved in,
or impacted by, the achievement of its actions.
Introduction
People of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander1 cultural backgrounds are over-represented in
Australian prisons. In 2018, almost 2 in 5 (38%) adult prison entrants were Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Australians, compared to 3.2% of the adult population (Australian Institute of Health
and Welfare [AIHS], 2019). In the December 2020 quarter, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
imprisonment rate was 2,333 persons per 100,000 adult Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
population (Australian Bureau of Statistics [ABS], 2021). In 2017–18, ‘Acts intended to cause injury’
was the most common principal offence for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander offenders (Australian
Bureau of Statistics [ABS], 2019). Around one-third (32%) of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people in prison had been in prison at least 5 times before, compared with 23% people in prison who
were not of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander background. The provision of prison programs that
address known causes of offending — particularly violent offending — may lead to a reduction in the
over-representation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in prison (Weatherburn, 2014).
However, the continued over-representation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in the
criminal justice system raises questions about the efficacy and cultural transferability of current
approaches to offender rehabilitation.
Statistics are not politically neutral; they create an image that serves an agenda (Brough, 2001). The
gathering of statistics focused on disparities in incarceration rates — or, indeed, on disparities in
health and socioeconomic status — assumes a “white” norm against which Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples are compared and deemed problematic. This is not to say the statistics are
wrong, but unless framed within the context of disproportionate social, political, and economic
disadvantage experienced by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, they have the potential to
mislead.
There has been a mounting social movement to address racialized inequities faced by Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples. This movement has been developing over decades. The 1967
Referendum, for example, altered the Australian Constitution so that like all other Australians,
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples would be counted as part of the population (Thomas,
2017). Recently, the Australian Federal Government and correspondingly all State Governments/
Territories have committed to the National Agreement on Closing the Gap — this policy framework
includes specific targets for all states/territories to reduce the rate of Aboriginal over-incarceration,
1

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander is the terminology used in the national context and Within South Australia, the term
Aboriginal is used in preference to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, in recognition that Aboriginal people are the
original inhabitants of South Australia. This paper follows this preference, referring to Aboriginal people when discussing
the South Australian context. No disrespect is intended to our Torres Strait Islander colleagues and community.
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and marks a shift in the approach to the Closing the Gap Strategy, towards Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander self-determination (Australian Indigenous HealthInfoNet, n.d.).
Within South Australia there is a strong commitment to Closing the Gap, and within this sociopolitical context, there is a growing awareness within Correctional Services of the need to do things
differently to improve outcomes for Aboriginal people in prison. The South Australian Department
for Correctional Services Strategic Plan (2018-2022) stated a commitment to “develop innovative and
effective ways to address the specific needs of Aboriginal offenders.” As part of the effort to meet
this commitment, a working party, which included members of the Department’s Aboriginal Services
Unit as well as psychologists who had delivered violence prevention programs, was convened in
early 2020 to collaborate in the design of a specialist treatment program for Aboriginal men who
have committed violent offences. The context here is one of an evolution of the program, in which
Aboriginal Program Officers co-facilitated violence prevention programs for Aboriginal participants
with, non-Aboriginal facilitators. The working party took learnings from these experiences, as well as
from feedback from participants to formally design and manualize a violence prevention programs for
Aboriginal men.
There was a Violence Prevention Program already in use in South Australia, which was not culturally
specific to Aboriginal men. However, to continue to make this the sole treatment option available for
Aboriginal clients is to replicate in the treatment room the inequities, which impact on the Aboriginal
population. Unpublished data from this program suggests that it is at least as effective in reducing
recidivism in Aboriginal participants as for non-Aboriginal participants2. This finding is similar to that
reported for Māori participants in mainstream correctional rehabilitation programs in New Zealand
(Johnston, 2017). Therefore, the challenge before the working party was to create a culturally specific
program for Aboriginal participants that was at least as effective at reducing recidivism as the existing
program, without perpetuating damaging dynamics. There is evidence that the inclusion of cultural
elements in programs is highly valued by Aboriginal participants (e.g., Munro, Allan, Shakeshaft, &
Breen, 2017; Trounson, Peters, & Munro-Harrison, 2019).
The aim of this paper is to set forth some of the understandings which emerged from the discussions
held by the working party while developing a Violence Prevention Program for Aboriginal men. This
paper begins with a brief introduction of the Risk-Need-Responsivity (RNR) model (Andrews, Bonta,
& Hoge, 1990), and its limitations in relation to working with Aboriginal clients. This is followed by
discussions of how the concept of kanyini and a recognition of trauma inform the program. The
paper then discusses the Good Lives Model3 (GLM; Ward, 2002), and how this can be adjusted to be
more appropriate for Aboriginal clients, before noting some specific considerations for promoting
engagement with this group of people.
The Risk-Need-Responsivity (RNR) model
The RNR model is the most empirically validated treatment model for the assessment and treatment
2

We hope to publish this data soon.

3

The GLM overlaps in some areas with the RNR model (Ward, Yates, & Willis, 2012). However, one important point of
difference between the RNR model and the GLM is that while programs adhering to the RNR model only develop
capacities that either increase responsivity, or reduce criminogenic needs, or both, the GLM seeks to develop a wider range
of capacities, linked to primary goods (Polaschek, 2012). These two models can be viewed as complementary to each other.
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of people who have committed offences available at present, (Herzog-Evans, 2017). However, like all
psychological theories, the RNR model is linked to the cultural context in which it was developed.
Reflecting the individualistic nature of Western cultures, the RNR model may fit poorly with the
experience of Aboriginal people. The extent to which this is the case is likely to vary with how
engaged group participants have been with Western culture.
The prediction and explanation of crime currently relies upon the idea of dynamic risk factors.
However, it is possible that these vary across cultures in their relatedness to criminal behavior. This
possibility has implications for assessment: the accuracy of predictions relies on the samples used
for norming assessment instruments. These samples usually consist mainly of white Euro-Americans
(Schmidt, Heffernan, & Ward, 2019).
A meta-analytic study by Gutierrez, Wilson, Rugge, and Bonta, (2013) found empirical support for the
relevance of the central eight risk factors identified by Andrews and Bonta to Aboriginal peoples, with
criminal history, pro-criminal associates, and antisocial personality pattern being the best predictors
of recidivism. This study included nine Australian samples. The finding that the central eight risk
factors were valid predictors of recidivism in Aboriginal samples does not mean that they are as
predictive in Aboriginal samples as they are in non-Aboriginal samples. Indeed, Gutierrez et al. (2013)
reported that criminal history, substance abuse, and antisocial personality pattern demonstrated
significantly lower predictive validity for general recidivism (but not for violent recidivism) for
Aboriginal clients than for non-Aboriginal clients. Ceiling effects due to high base rates of these
indicators were suggested as an explanation for the lower predictive validity estimates in Aboriginal
samples.
Offending history/early offense initiation, education/unemployment, substance abuse, mental illness,
and experiences of family violence, have all been identified as risk factors for violence that are
widespread among Aboriginal Australian people who commit offences (Shepherd, Adams, McEntyre,
& Walker, 2014). It is possible that the high base rates of these factors in Aboriginal samples may
hamper their predictive validity as was suggested for the results of the Gutierrez et al. (2013) study.
The whole process of assessment and treatment based on criminogenic needs will be complicated
further if the constructs being considered (e.g., antisocial associates, pro-criminal attitudes,
impulsivity, etc.) have different meanings across cultures. Moreover, given that dynamic risk factors
or criminogenic needs are, by definition, only so in relation to illegal behavior, and given that any
legal system is highly culture-dependent (Schmidt, Heffernan, & Ward, 2019), it is almost certain
that some of the commonly identified risk factors will mean different things in different cultures.
In addition, a recent meta-analytic study reported that there is “limited information about whether
change in dynamic risk factors predicts reductions in recidivism” (Papalia, Spivak, Daffern, & Ogloff,
2020). Considerations such as these, call into question the construct validity of dynamic risk factors
in general, and more particularly, whether that construct validity is retained when they are applied
across cultures. The evidence, therefore, while still far from unequivocal, beckons us to consider risk
through a cultural lens.
Wundersitz (2010) used an “ecological” approach to organize risk factors in relation to violence in
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities. Five layers of factors were identified:
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•
•
•
•
•

Historical events
Community characteristics
Family characteristics
Individual characteristics
The specific circumstances that directly precipitate an act of violence.

The ecological organization of risk factors described by Wundersitz (2010) is different from that used
in the RNR literature, in having layers of risk factors, and more closely resembles what clinicians
would call a case formulation. The influence of this framework is evident in the new program in
activities such as using a map of Aboriginal nations to discuss where treatment participants are
from and extending this into discussions of family and how connected they are to their land. Also, in
response to Wundersitz’s work, the greater inclusion of family in the participants’ treatment has been
promoted. Family members nominated by each participant will be sent summaries (prepared by the
participant) of material covered in the program and will be invited to discuss these summaries with
the participant and treatment facilitators.
It has been argued that currently used risk assessment instruments are biased in ways that
disadvantage people of color in Western correctional settings (e.g., Woldgabreal, Day, & Tamatea,
2020). Areas of concern identified by Woldgabreal et al. include misclassification, over-assessment,
placement in the wrong rehabilitation pathways, and longer than necessary imprisonment and/or
supervision.
A related but broader criticism applied to the RNR model is that it typically ignores the societal
circumstances (e.g., discrimination, racism, poverty) people face when released (Herzog-Evans, 2017).
It could also be argued that the individualistic focus of the RNR model on deficits ignores the societal
circumstances that contributed to offending in the first place.
To focus solely on risk factors, which are internal to the individual as the cause of criminal behavior,
assumes Western social norms are applicable universally. It also obscures the historical and ongoing
impact of colonization, which continues to play out through wider societal structures. This functions
to “other” the Aboriginal person and reinforce his or her cultural identity as problematic. As Hovane,
Dalton, and Smith (2014) put it, because Western perspectives were not designed to meet the needs of
Aboriginal Australians, they reinforce systemic inequalities. These authors called for culture-specific
rehabilitation programs informed by culture-specific psychological theories and theories of offending.
Hovane et al. (2014) offered as guidance that an Aboriginal psychological approach is one that is
grounded in Aboriginal Law and culture, and will therefore, emphasize values such as “connectedness
to land, culture, spirituality and ancestors, community, family, and physical and mental health and
social and emotional wellbeing.” The concept of kanyini was introduced into the program as a step in
this direction.
Kanyini
To bring a cultural lens to bear, the program content was informed by kanyini, a term from the Luritja
and Pitjantjatjara languages, defined as “holding” by Ryan (2011) and “love with responsibility” by
Smitsman, Martens and Laszlo (2019, citing Bob Randall). Kanyini relates to the terms, waltja (family
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but in a broader sense than the Western notion of family), ngura (camp, home, place of belonging;
the place where connections between people and ancestors are made), and tjukurpa (the dreaming).
Tjukurpa is the basis for codes of behavior and relationships between people, places, animals, and
social organization. Waltja, ngura, and tjukurpa (all Pitjantjatjara terms) are bound together in kanyini.
Kanyini, therefore, implies responsibility as loving care for all living things as family through
relationships of reciprocity and mutuality. The term, kurunpa, meaning love, spirit and soul, has also
been associated with the idea of kanyini (Smitsman et al., 2019). Thus, kanyini touches all aspects
of life. Because kanyini or kanyininpa (Ryan, 2011 used the Pintupi term, kanyininpa for kanyini) is
nurtured through caring and practicing responsibility for all things, discussions of lifestyle balance,
values, attachment and responsibility can be located and brought together within this concept. The
collective responsibility for nurturing implied by kanyini stands in stark contrast to the dynamics of
power and control that play out in offending.
How kanyini influences the program
As noted by Hovane et al. (2014), some universals in understanding human behavior are applicable
across cultures. These include cognitions, emotions, and the capacity for personal agency. While these
universals are part of existing rehabilitation programs, kanyini puts a different cast on the way in
which they are approached. For example, the influence of ancient Greek philosophy - most obviously,
Aristotle’s laws of reasoning - on Western culture has resulted in an analytic thinking style, which
tends to see things as independent of context and as stable. However, as implied by kanyini, Aboriginal
cultures are more likely to have a holistic and dialectic thinking style, which emphasizes context, and
expects change.
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT), which focuses on thoughts, feelings, and behavior, is likely to feel
incomplete and even alien to someone whose understanding of self is more multifaceted (including
the physical, spiritual and social) than the self as often understood in Western cultures. In addition,
because Aboriginal interactions tend to be more person-oriented than information-oriented, exercises
such as Socratic questioning and challenging cognitive distortions may be experienced as culturally
inappropriate. In terms of the program, this means moving the focus away from the individual by
using activities such as video clips and roleplays to discuss the links between thoughts and behavior.
Video clips and roleplays are, of course, a standard feature of most rehabilitation programs. However,
Aboriginal participants in programs have stated that roleplays help them understand concepts
presented during the course of treatment; we have not had such consistent feedback from nonAboriginal participants in programs.
Similarly, the lens of kanyini changes the way emotions are approached. The environment in which
emotions operate in, and are an adaptation to, is chiefly a social environment. This is particularly
important to emphasize when discussing emotion regulation in Aboriginal Australians, whose view of
the world gives prominence to networks of relationships and connections to land, culture, spirituality,
ancestry, family and community. Social and emotional well-being are understood among Aboriginal
people as not only shaped by individual experiences, but also by the collective social, emotional
and cultural well-being of family and community (Bin Talib, Bond, & Kelly, 2017). This means that an
individual’s emotions cannot be disentangled from their social and interpersonal contexts. A focus on
an individual’s emotions separate from this wider context, may therefore, be experienced as foreign
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and perhaps even meaningless. Again, feedback from Aboriginal participants in programs indicates
that roleplays make discussions of emotions easier to understand. It is possible that this is because
a roleplay has a communicative function and therefore immediately connects emotions with an
interpersonal context.
In addition, because Aboriginal cultures are oriented towards relationships rather than the self,
emotion words for markers of the state of the self may not exist in languages associated with those
cultures. Very little has been written about use of emotion words in Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander languages. However, Maïa Ponsonnet (2018) wrote that speakers of the Dalabon language
of northern Australia (in south-western Arnhem Land) tend to make little use of emotion words,
instead, preferring either to describe facts and behaviors that entail emotions, or to use intonation
and other prosodic features to convey emotions. This highlights that emotions are conveyed by more
than words. Ponsonnet (2018) argued that emotions are as much to be seen as they are to be felt, and
“acting or performing in the socially expected manner is the right way to experience morally adequate
feelings.” Participants from cultures with few words for emotional states of the self may struggle
to talk about emotions that are relevant to the self. It may be more helpful to offer descriptions of
visceral sensations rather than emotion words. In the program, this is done by discussing where in the
body emotions are felt.
The necessity of a trauma-informed approach
Australian Aboriginal people have experienced individual and collective traumas, due to colonization,
segregation, dispossession, and enforced acculturation (e.g. Vicary & Westerman, 2004; Wundersitz,
2010). The effects of colonization are intergenerational and ongoing; Aboriginal people have
experienced and continue to experience trauma and marginalization. Interventions that don’t
acknowledge the historical and continuing injustices experienced by Aboriginal people are unlikely to
allow the development of a relationship of trust with Aboriginal participants. To ignore or dismiss the
experiences of trauma or oppression in the lives of Aboriginal treatment participants is likely to be
not only counter-productive but also damaging: damaging because it may replicate the dynamics of
trauma and oppression that operate in participants’ lives.
Exposure to trauma has the potential to contribute to risk factors for offending such as a history of
antisocial behavior, criminal thinking and antisocial attitudes, antisocial acquaintances, and substance
abuse (Bates-Maves & O’Sullivan, 2017). Moreover, experiences of trauma can compound or entrench
disadvantage in ways that may reduce motivation to, or self-efficacy about, moving into desistance
from criminal behavior. It is important, therefore, that this program acknowledge and discuss the
disruptive effects of colonization on the social and cultural wellbeing of Aboriginal people.
In this new program, trauma is understood to impact on the individual’s fundamental assumptions
about the world and early relationships. From this perspective, some of the behaviors associated with
violent offending were adaptive in abusive childhood environments but have become problematic
across various domains of the participants’ lives. Maladaptive attempts to cope can thus be reframed
as survival skills that were once necessary, but now interfere with interpersonal relationships and
boundaries (Levenson, 2014). With this more holistic understanding of the individual in the context
of his or her experiences, facilitators can assist each treatment participant to construct new ways
of understanding his or her life, and to develop new coping and relationship skills. More specifically,
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trauma is addressed in several discussions including those of what trauma is, how it affects the
“window of tolerance” (proposed by Siegel,1999) as a range of optimal arousal states between the
extremes of hyperarousal and hypo-arousal and the impact of trauma on wellbeing.
Adapting the Good Lives Model
The Good Lives Model is a strengths-based theory of rehabilitation that emphasizes the dual aims
of risk reduction and enhancement of well-being (Ward, 2002). According to the GLM, people who
commit offences are goal-directed and live their lives according to a set of primary human goods,
which are experiences, states of being, and activities sought for their own sake. From the perspective
of the GLM, criminogenic needs are recast as internal or external obstacles that frustrate and block
the acquisition of primary human goods (Whitehead, Ward, & Collie, 2007). The GLM, therefore, places
considerable emphasis on the role of human motivation and agency in criminal behavior.
As currently formulated, the GLM reflects the individualistic nature of Western cultures. The
autonomy and competence featured in this theory is likely to be developed and expressed quite
differently in Aboriginal cultures than in Western cultures. Thus, the GLM’s individualistic view of
human striving may fit poorly with the experience of Aboriginal people.
Social and emotional well-being are understood among Aboriginal people as not only shaped by
individual experiences, but also by the collective social, emotional and cultural well-being of family
and community (Bin Talib, Bond, & Kelly, 2017). Because well-being for an Aboriginal man is tied to the
well-being of his family and community, a good life for the individual will be nested within a good life
for his family and for his community - and more broadly speaking - within kanyini.
Because of the collectivist orientation of kanyini and because the burden of historic and ongoing
trauma and disadvantage tends to constrain the choices available to Aboriginal people, it was
decided that the program should emphasize shared or collective responsibility rather than focus
solely on individual responsibility. Discussion would then acknowledge that personal autonomy - as
emphasized in the GLM - must be understood within a context of kinship rights and obligations4.
In practice, this requires a distinction between responsibility for perpetrating violence - which is
individual - and responsibility for healing, which is collective. The greater inclusion of family or other
community members in treatment, as discussed earlier in this paper was intended to facilitate healing
by the community.

4

ATSI kinship systems differ from Western genealogical systems in their complexity and in that they encompass
relationships with place, with the land, and with things that are not human, such as animals, plants and spirts (Dudgeon
& Bray, 2019). They are based around the concepts of moiety, totem and skin names. A moiety is a descent group — either
matrilineal or patrilineal. People with the same moiety are considered siblings; a person can only marry someone with
a different moiety. People with the same moiety are expected to support each other; thus, the moiety level of kinship
establishes reciprocal rights and obligations. The totem level of kinship recognizes at least four totems (Indigenous
Kinship, n.d.). Thus, a person will have totems which represent nation, clan, family group, and a personal totem, which
recognizes their strengths and weaknesses. The personal totem is assigned to them by the elders in their community.
Skin names indicate a person’s bloodline. Skin names follow a naming cycle. People sharing a skin name are considered
brothers and sisters. People with the preceding skin name are considered mothers and fathers (Indigenous Kinship, n.d.).
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Some specific considerations for promoting engagement
In an article about assessing cognition among Aboriginal Australians, Dingwall, Lindeman and Cairney
(2014) recommended that to promote engagement involves:
• Focussing on strengths rather than deficits
• Using visual approaches such as drawing
• Prioritising performance-based tasks
• Offering opportunities to practice tasks
• Offering opportunities to experience success
Although made in the context of cognitive assessment, these recommendations seem relevant to
engaging Aboriginal participants in treatment. Certainly, the recommendations are consonant with
feedback we have received from Aboriginal men in treatment programs.
In a chapter on rehabilitation programs for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in the criminal
justice system, Hovane, Dalton (Jones), and Smith (2014) listed some ways of delivering therapy that
were culturally appropriate for Aboriginal clients. These included:
• Art projects such as painting
• Music, song, poetry
• Storytelling and narrative approaches
• Talking circles
• Drama projects
• Dance and movement
Most of these recommendations have found a place in the new program. Strengths are not only
discussed but are also implied in the values-focus of a self-management plan. Artwork and role plays
are included in many of the activities. Active methods, using props such as balls of socks or stress
balls, are used to encourage movement in the treatment room. These methods are described in the
Geese Theatre Handbook (Baim & Brookes, 2002). The active methods are not specific to the cultural
practices of Aboriginal people, but consistent feedback from Aboriginal participants has been that
experiential methods are a helpful adjunct to talking about concepts.
Westerman (2004) noted that Aboriginal people tend to have different communication styles
compared to non-Aboriginal people. She elaborated that questions that are open-ended and positively
phrased tend to be most effective, but that direct questions, which demand a direct answer, lead to
feelings of shame. She stated that an Aboriginal person may give any response, correct or not, to
direct questions, simply to remove themselves from the spotlight.
Vicary and Westerman (2004) added that many Aboriginal people felt it was rude when counsellors
interrupted to summarize or ask questions without first listening to the whole story. Treatment
clinicians need to be aware, then, that the counselling skills they were taught, which include
paraphrasing, reflecting feelings, and summarizing, may be interpreted as rudeness when working
with Aboriginal clients. Instead, “yarning” has been identified as a means of gathering information.
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Yarning reflects the way Aboriginal people communicate sitting around either a kitchen table or
outside in the fresh air to talk in a circle and is like developing an elaborated story.
The ‘way of stories’ is particularly appropriate to working with Aboriginal participants. Stories, passed
down through oral tradition, are how Aboriginal people create intergenerational understandings
and knowledge (Dennis & Minor, 2019). These stories contribute to a collective story of waltja, kin,
and ngura, place of belonging; they are, therefore, part-and-parcel of the idea of kanyini. The use of
yarning/stories also allows new stories to be created, which in turn, allow possible new identities
(desistance identities) to be explored.
The points made by Westerman (2004) and Vicary and Westerman (2004) relate more to how
treatment is conducted than to the content of treatment. Treatment facilitators are supported in
this work by the inclusion of a worker from the Department’s Aboriginal Services Unit, who provides
guidance, and is actively involved in co-facilitating the program.
Conclusion
The South Australian Department for Correctional Services has a strong commitment to develop
new and effective ways to address the specific needs of Aboriginal people who commit offences.
This new program represents a first step towards a culture-specific offender rehabilitation program
for Aboriginal men. The program has been developed under the guidance of an Aboriginal working
party and drew heavily on experiences of Aboriginal staff who co-facilitated programs. However, until
culture-specific psychological theories have been developed, existing approaches must be adapted.
This must be recognized as a transitional state; in this state, the Department needs to remain cautious
of simply legitimizing Western psychological interventions under the guise of cultural responsiveness
rather than offering a program that meets the needs of Aboriginal people. By 2030 we hope to have
significantly updated and improved our practices in this space and also collected meaningful evidence
to contribute to the question of ‘what works’ for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island participants in
corrections programming.
Envisioning intervention with Aboriginal people in 2030, we see continued close collaboration with
our Aboriginal colleagues. This will be necessary to bring us closer to meeting the challenge set by
Hovane et al. (2014) to develop culture-specific rehabilitation programs informed by culture-specific
psychological theories and theories of offending. Improvements will require a better understanding
of dynamic risk factors relevant to violent offending by Aboriginal men. They will also require a
better understanding of the Aboriginal experience of trauma, how the meanings imparted by culture
condition expressions of that trauma, and how Aboriginal response to trauma are linked to risk of
reoffending. These learnings will need to inform, and be informed, by a different understanding of the
GLM, one which considers the collective nature of Aboriginal culture. Finally, we will need to allow
concepts like kanyini to shape the ways in which discussions of cognitions, emotions, relationships
and personal agency are approached.
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Abstract
This paper presents the findings of a research project the ICRC carried out on restrictive detention
regimes between 2018 and 2020 in Europe and Central Asia. The work came from a growing concern
about the use and potential misuse of such regimes within criminal detention. It shows how prevalent
restrictive regimes are within prison systems, the different shapes they can take and the many
categories of detainees they affect. Given the concerns restrictive detention regimes raise, the ICRC is
calling for states to review and reduce their use of restrictive regimes.
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Introduction
The ICRC conducted a research project between 2018 and 2020 on the use of restrictive detention
regimes in Europe and Central Asia.
ICRC was interested in looking more deeply into these practices as they have long been known to
impact negatively upon the physical and mental health of detainees (Grassian, 2006; Scharff Smith,
2006; World Medical Association, 2019; Blanco-Suarez, 2019), including a rise in suicide and selfharm (Shalev, 2014) and a clear hampering of detainees’ chances of returning successfully to the
community upon release (HMIP 2017).
The ICRC’s research showed that, far from being exceptional, restrictive detention regimes are used
and applied, for protracted periods of time, to a wide range of detainees, who have not always been
risk-assessed and who do not necessarily pose a risk. The research revealed that detainees held under
restrictive regimes experience a combination of loneliness, enforced idleness and deprivation of social
interaction and find it difficult subsequently to reintegrate into the general population.
This paper seeks to provide a detailed account of people’s experiences under those regimes, to
present which categories of detainees are likely to be subjected to such regimes, and to enquire more
deeply into safeguards, including procedural ones that are in use. Beyond presenting its findings, the
ICRC explores ways to move away from restrictive regimes by suggesting to states how they can
revise and reduce their use of such regimes.

The ICRC defines as restrictive a regime combining:
1. Separation from the general prison population (whereby a person is physically
removed from the general detained population, whether temporarily or permanently)
2. Controlled movement, whereby a person’s movement is restricted (the detainee is
closely guarded by staff or physically restrained)
3. Heightened physical security measures applied to the person (confinement in a prison
within a prison, close monitoring of visits, telephone calls and correspondence etc.)
4. Severe limitations on the daily life of a person (long time in cell, no collective activities,
limited social interaction).

Methodology
The research was undertaken in six countries, all member states of the Council of Europe and covered
24 places of detention (generally high security prisons or units). Given the confidential nature of
the ICRC work, all the information contained in this article is non-country specific, but it still offers
information about patterns in the use of restrictive detention regimes.
The methodology applied during the prison visits included tours of the premises and direct
observation, interviews with detainees (either individually or in small groups with around 340
detainees interviewed) and discussions with staff (managers, custodial staff, social workers, health
personnel), as well as, whenever possible, consultation of written documentation (i.e. detainees’
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personal files). In addition, a desk review was conducted of a selection of literature on the subject and
the national prison law and prison rules.
Experience of the regimes
Far from offering detainees the opportunity to integrate successfully back into the general population,
the research found that restrictive regimes encompassed a broad spectrum of shared experiences
which included reliance on long periods of lock down with limited social interaction in an impoverished
and unstimulating environment.
Time in cell varied but, in most cases, detainees spent an average of 22 hours a day in cell. It went up
to 23 hours in some cases and only in one country were the authorities allowing detainees to spend
up to four hours out of their cells.
Restrictive regimes offered little to no constructive activity; most detainees serving their time under
these regimes were without access to work, vocational training, education or recreational activities.
By being segregated, this group of detainees was generally prohibited from participating in any of
the collective activities available to the general population. Where activities had been specifically
organised for them, access to activities such as education and craftwork generally remained limited.
The built environment for those held under restrictive regimes rarely included any communal areas.
The research only identified a couple of examples where detainees were able to work whilst separated
and this consisted of in-cell work that was menial and repetitive.
The chance to be outdoors was, in all cases, the only constant and regular feature being provided
daily. The outdoor spaces available to those under restrictive regimes were of an austere nature with
very limited recreational opportunities. In many places, the segregation system extended to the time
out of cell, so most detainees were expected to spend this time alone in a courtyard, sometimes no
bigger than 10 square metres.
The majority of detainees said they suffered from boredom and remained idle in their cell all day,
watching TV and/or playing video games, when authorised and affordable for them. They often
declined the single opportunity to break the monotony by taking time in the fresh air.
As well as not being able to gain any skills or education to support an application for early release
or increase their chances ultimately to integrate back into their communities, the research also
found that the circumstances of these regimes were such that detainees were unable to address the
behaviour or issues which had led them to being placed there in the first place.
Detainees said that the lack of human and social interaction was by far the most difficult aspect of
the regime to cope with. Communication was strictly prohibited by prison policies in some places,
and any breach could lead to a disciplinary report. In other countries, communication was not strictly
prohibited but opportunities to interact were limited. A chat with a small group of detainees in a
courtyard was sometimes the only option available and most detainees held alone in their cells
generally faced a situation of complete social isolation.
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During interviews, some detainees expressed difficulties formulating and expressing ideas because
they had not interacted with other people for long periods of time. As one detainee who had spent five
years in solitary confinement told us: “I am not used to talking anymore”.
Prison staff rarely compensated for the lack of social interaction. Many failed to engage positively
with detainees and struggled to create opportunities for basic communication. Detainees interviewed
said that custodial staff were courteous and correct, but levels of interaction varied greatly between
jurisdictions. In many countries, communication between detainees and staff was not strictly
prohibited, but it was not encouraged either. Staff were instructed only to have conversations strictly
related to work. As a result, communication was brief and generally only about functional aspects of
prison life. In those countries where more substantial communication was expected to happen with
the social worker and/or the psychologist, these staff were often too scarce in number to carry out
such tasks and, at times, lacked motivation.
There were some examples where custodial staff played a role in alleviating the solitude of the
detainees. Those staff acknowledged the importance of communicating and engaging positively and
respectfully with detainees. Leadership and adequate training were identified as critical to better
engagement.
Despite the provision in the Standard Minimum Rules1 highlighting the particular care required for
detainees under involuntary separation, most health care units faced a range of issues which affected
their capability to intervene. They had staff shortages and lacked specialised health personnel,
especially in mental health. As many regimes were generally not designated as solitary confinement,
specific provisions regarding the regular visits of health care staff were not in place. In some contexts,
the health care personnel did not visit the wings where the segregated population were held unless
called. Mental health personnel interviewed during visits did not always understand the negative
impact restrictive regimes could have on the mental and physical state of an individual and also
displayed a lack of clarity on what the role of health care should be in such circumstances.
For many under restrictive regimes, family contact, through telephone calls or visits, was the only
opportunity to have meaningful and positive interactions. Access to telephone calls ranged from
unlimited to as little as once a month. Some systems were more generous than others when it came
to granting visits. It varied from three times a week to a bimonthly visit. Some jurisdictions imposed
severe restrictions on visiting conditions, which discouraged families from visiting. Glass partitions
and conversations via telephone were imposed in some jurisdictions. Many detainees told us they had
stopped their family from visiting because of these measures.
“I told my girlfriend not to come anymore as I could not bear to see her crying and not be able
to hug her”.
The issue of family visits especially highlighted the plight of those under restrictive regimes who
were also socially isolated. For some, years of incarceration had frayed the fabric of the family life,
especially those serving long sentences. There were some instances of support from the outside, be it
1

Article 46 of the revised United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners 2015 (the Nelson
Mandela Rules - SMR)
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through chaplaincies or voluntary visiting schemes, but they tended to be rare.
Agreeing on a definition and the difficulty of quantifying restrictive regimes
When it came to a common understanding amongst prison authorities on what constitutes restrictive
regimes, the ICRC noted that authorities often failed to acknowledge restrictive regimes as such, even
when they amounted to solitary confinement under the Standard Minimum Rules, which is described
as “the confinement for 22 hours or more a day without meaningful human contact2”.
The research found many instances of prison authorities not considering and not treating specific
situations as ones of solitary confinement. They argued that the places where the detainees were
housed were not formally designated as segregation spaces. These authorities believed that only
segregation as a result of disciplinary proceedings counted as solitary confinement and that de
facto restrictive regimes did not count as solitary confinement. This is similar to the findings of
the Independent Review Team (2017) in Ontario, Canada highlighting that “The only definition of
segregation appears in ministry policy, which essentially states that a person is in segregation when
they are in the official segregation area. This definition is both under-inclusive and tautological.
Inmates confined to their cells for 22 or more hours a day, but outside of the designated segregation
area, may not fall within this definition.”
Authorities also claimed that placing two or three detainees in a single cell meant no solitary
confinement or isolation. However, it is our view that this conception of solitary confinement fails
to recognise that doubling up cells did not change the length of time locked up without access to
activities and that meaningfulness of social contact depends on chosen interactions3.
Data related to restrictive regimes was collected inconsistently by most countries, if at all, and it
was not possible to quantify the number of detainees subjected to restrictive regimes accurately.
There were also gaps in information relating to the reasons behind the placement, length of time
spent under the regime as well as who was so held, so the ICRC was unable to identify potentially
disproportionate and possibly discriminatory patterns related to its use.
The ICRC suggests that determining whether someone is held under a restrictive regime requires
looking at each individual’s situation objectively and thoroughly to decide whether the addition of
the different regime’s characteristics constitutes a situation of restrictive regimes and/or reaches
the threshold of what would amount to solitary confinement. Looking across the full spectrum of the
definition would present a more accurate picture of the number of persons under restrictive regimes,
compared with the formal figures (where such are supplied).

2

Article 44 of the SMR.

3

In its 2011, 21st General Report, the CPT considered that “a prisoner subject to such a measure (solitary confinement) will
be held on his/her own; however, in some States he/she may be accommodated together with one or two other prisoners,
and this section applies equally to such situations.”
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Quantifying the number of detainees under solitary confinement during an ICRC visit to a
place of detention in 2019.
At the time of the visit, the prison authorities said that no detainees were placed in solitary
confinement. The ICRC confirmed that no detainee had been placed in solitary confinement
for disciplinary purposes.
However, there were 62 detainees placed under temporary segregation warranted,
according to the authorities, by the risk they posed to the rest of the prison population
or staff. Their regime consisted of 22 hours locked up in a cell without any meaningful
interaction or access to activity. In most cases, detainees were held in pairs, but were
sometimes alone.
In addition, the ICRC met, or were made aware of, a few other cases where detainees were
isolated within the general population such as a detainee on remand being kept under
isolation as a protected witness and a few detainees segregating within the general
population for protection reasons.
With a population of 359 in prison, this meant at least 18% of the population were in a
situation of solitary confinement. In the previous visit, in December 2018, there were 53
detainees under such regime, representing 16% of the total population (336 prisoners).

Profile of detainees held under restrictive detention regimes
A common assumption about segregation is that it is reserved for detainees who pose a serious risk
to the safety of the prison population as well as to the security of the prison and who cannot be
managed safely other than in segregation.
On some occasions, visits confirmed this assumption. Some people were unsuited to living within the
general prison population and had endangered safety in communal regimes. However, these profiles
were rare.
Our findings showed rather that restrictive regimes take various forms and can be found in a wide
range of settings, implying that restrictive regimes also applied to detainees who do not necessarily
pose a risk or have not been assessed as posing a risk but who, for a wide range of reasons, are kept in
isolation.
• Pre-trial detainees
It is of additional concern given the evidence in Europe of the high risk of suicide (WHO, 2007)
associated with the first hours and weeks of detention, that pre-trial detainees are too often
subjected to restrictive regimes by the public prosecutor or judge in charge of their case, without that
placement being based on specific risks posed or being required by the investigation into the alleged
crime.
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In one of the visited countries, detainees interviewed said the most acute form of isolation they had
to face was during the phase of investigation; those detainees now sentenced were still held under a
restrictive regime at the time of the interview.
• Detainees with life or long sentences
Some prison authorities resort to restrictive regimes, despite detainees already being housed in the
highest security level places of detention. This means that, in some systems, detainees with long
and life sentences, irrespective of any individual risk assessment experience much more restrictive
incarceration than required by the risk they pose.
In one country, detainees with life or long sentence have to serve a mandatory minimum time of 10 to
15 years under restrictive regimes before being allowed to apply for a more open regime.
The restrictions applied to detainees with life sentences were also exacerbated in some contexts by
the imposition of a complete isolation from detainees with determinate prison sentences.
• Detainees charged with, or convicted of, acts of terrorism
Detainees suspected, or convicted, of acts of terrorism or offences related to terrorism or detainees
suspected of spreading radical ideologies, are often subjected to restrictive detention regimes. In
some jurisdictions, the placement is automatic. In addition, some countries have developed new
measures specifically aimed at detainees posing a risk of spreading radical ideology which includes
separation from the rest of the prison population and increased monitoring.
• Detainees posing a risk to the prison population and the staff
Detainees posing a serious risk or representing a threat to others in the prison environment are
often described as being placed by prison authorities under restrictive regimes for as long as the risk
persists. The decision over the risk presented by the detainees is left to the discretion of the prison
authorities. If in some cases, the detainee remained there only for a few hours, in other cases, the
placement was found to last for months. This practice is sometimes referred to as administrative
segregation (CPT 2011).
• Detainees with, or suspected to have, mental health disorders
Detainees with, or suspected to have, mental health disorders being placed under restrictive regimes
is a serious source of concern. Prison authorities do not have sufficient mental health services in
prisons to identify, quantify and treat all the people with mental health illnesses under their care.
There is a higher prevalence of mental illness within the prison system than in the community;
furthermore, detainees with mental health conditions are more likely to be subject to restrictive
regimes than their peers (Shalev, 2014). The authorities of many countries recognised that placing
people with, or suspected to have, mental health disorders in such situations was far from ideal, but
felt they had no other option and received little support from the local mental health services located
outside the prison, where these existed.
• Detainees seeking protection
The research found that some detainees, fearing for their safety, are placed in restrictive regimes
at their own request. Amongst this group were: detainees whose crimes (generally crimes against
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children) made them vulnerable to attack, detainees who had held public office before incarceration
and detainees whose activities in detention had put them at risk (gamblers, drug users and others
who had accumulated debt). In some cases, we found that segregation was requested as a reaction to
poor prison conditions caused by overcrowding as well as a strained atmosphere within the general
population.
Because this placement is perceived to be protective in nature it is often considered to be voluntary
on the detainees’ part, even when what prompted it was a threat to their physical integrity. As a
result, alternatives to restrictive regimes are often not discussed with the detainee or considered
by authorities, who may rely on separation from the general population to compensate for their
difficulties in guaranteeing individuals’ safety and security.
Apart from one country where placement for protection is regulated in the prison rules, prison
regulations rarely cover the voluntary placement of individuals in segregation - its implementation is
mainly left to the discretion of the prison authorities.
Procedural safeguards
Given the serious nature of solitary confinement, the diverse practices of subjecting detainees to
restrictive regimes require strong governance policies and procedures, as well as independent review.
The research found that in many instances, there was a lack of clear and established procedural
safeguards which led to situations of prolonged and indefinite confinement, and exceptions to the
principle of last resort being made.
Detainees expressed feelings of desperation in finding a way out from segregation explaining that
restrictive regimes were “an easy way in, a very difficult way out”.
Except for a few cases, decisions about placement were largely made by the prison authorities, be
that at central or prison level. Decisions varied in nature, fitted different purposes and were subject
to a different range of procedural safeguards and oversight, and sometimes did not always include
relevant participants, such as the detainee.
Legal representation for those subject to restrictive regimes was out of most detainees’ reach as only
one context offered the support of legal aid. Only two countries had an independent review mechanism
for the decisions taken, and this was not much used.
The review process, as well as the make-up of the board responsible for reviewing the decision, varied
from context to context. In only one place was it the result of a full multi-disciplinary hearing in which
the detainee participated actively, building clear behaviour and attitude targets as part of the process
to work towards exiting the regime. In most countries, the review was multi-disciplinary on paper but,
in reality, security was prioritised over psycho-social considerations. Where the introduction of social
workers and psychologists to the team was a new feature, their role and place in the management of
detainees had yet to be fully defined and accepted by security staff, especially in prisons with a strong
security focus.
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Most commonly, detainees were provided with a brief explanation of the reasons behind them
being placed under a restrictive regime and what these restrictions were, but the feedback was
rarely detailed. During the research, many prison staff said: “detainees know why they are here,
they know what they have done”. This situation led to the perception that decisions made by prison
administrations were not only discretionary but also arbitrary. The decisions accentuated distrust
towards prison authorities.
In addition, most countries did not devise achievable and relevant targets which might help to reduce
risk and ultimately help the individual to exit the restrictive regime. In many cases, detainees were left
in a state of uncertainty, unable to address the reasons leading to their placement as well as unable
to predict what the future might hold for them. Many felt they had little chance of exiting the system.
In most countries, detainees were rarely consulted or involved in the process. The jurisdictions which
did not involve the detainee at any stage of the process were reluctant to consider giving the detainee
a more proactive role in the process. They generally stated that the placement was a security-related
decision which could only be taken by the authority. However, this overlooked the hardship created
by such placements and the importance of due process, which, as Lobel (2008) insists, requires “a
meaningful hearing”.
Universally, assessing reduced risk for those under restrictive regimes was constrained by the lack
of opportunities for improvement to be demonstrated. The limited interaction with staff also did not
allow for the authorities to measure levels of engagement or progress. Impoverished regimes meant
achievable and relevant targets which might help to reduce risk were difficult to devise. In all systems,
the detainee was expected to progress in an environment known to affect people negatively.
Those who were subject to administrative segregation were of particular concern during the
research. It is meant to be a temporary measure, allowing the prison administration to impose a
restrictive regime until the reason for the measure is resolved. The frequency of the review process
for administrative segregation varied from every two weeks to six-monthly. No country interpreted
the set time as a maximum, meaning that had the person showed progress before the time set in the
framework, integration back into the general population could not happen immediately. As a result,
many detainees were held in these regimes for excessively long periods of time.
In one country, the majority of the population had been held under a restrictive regime for about three
to six months, but for many they had already spent years under such regimes. In another country, half
of the population under restrictive regimes had been held for more than a year, in some cases, it even
reached five years.
In most countries, there was a lack of clear policies and operating procedures governing the use of
restrictive regimes for administrative segregation. The procedures there were, were not sufficiently
detailed. The concept of risk was largely undefined and subject to an overly wide interpretation. Some
written decisions of placement seen by the ICRC were found to be formulated in generic terms, such
as “breaking the house rules”, or “to prevent a risk to the prison safety”. The notion of risk posed
by the detainee did not appear to be substantiated. In addition, it was not always clear whether the
disruption invoked was significant and severe enough to justify the placement. For instance, whilst
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refusing to subject oneself to a drug test, possession of sleeping pills, or non-violent altercations
between detainees is undoubtedly a breach of prison rules, it is unlikely that such behaviours would
put the security of staff and other detainees at significant risk.
In a couple of countries, detainees sometimes found themselves under continued restrictions
following the completion of a punishment under the disciplinary procedures. The reasons given for
this were so closely related to the original disciplinary offence as to be indistinguishable and the
result was that the detainee was continuing to be punished for the original offence, outside of the
disciplinary procedure. In effect, the continuation of a restricted regime was an extended disciplinary
measure used to manage “disruptive” detainees who might present challenging behaviour but who
were not necessarily dangerous to others.

Mr Y was initially placed under administrative segregation for a period of 3 months after
having been involved in a fight in the courtyard. In parallel to this placement, disciplinary
proceedings were set in motion. His placement was renewed a first time as the prison
authorities had not had the opportunity to organise his disciplinary hearing. His second
renewal was justified after he was found with an unauthorised item and the social worker
indicated in his file that “behaviour is not functional, so it is likely that he will create some
problem in the general population. The detainee looks unmotivated and not interested”.
Otherwise, his report highlights that he behaves according to disciplinary rules. After the
second decision, the subsequent renewals are a duplication of that second decision. At the
time of reviewing the detainee’s file, his placement had been renewed seven times, meaning
that he had spent at least 21 months under a regime where he spent 22 hours a day in a cell
shared with another person without access to any activities apart from two hours in the
courtyard and irregular access to the gym.

The future of restrictive regimes: how should they be managed?

Figure 1: ICRC, Towards Humane Prisons, page 171, 2018

The findings from this research have emphasised how prevalent restrictive regimes are within prison
systems, the different shapes they can take and the many categories of detainees they affect. The end
of the project also coincided with the COVID-19 pandemic during which we saw extreme emergency
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measures rapidly introduced by prison authorities. Entire prison populations have had to endure
longer periods than usual of lock down, suspension of activities and physical contact with families as
well as a reduction in time spent in the open air or with other people. As in the community, significant
concerns rapidly emerged about the effect of these severe restrictions on the mental health of
detainees. Of longer term concern is whether those temporary measures last longer than they were
intended to.
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) set in 2015 by the United Nations General Assembly
are intended to be achieved by the year 2030. These 17 interlinked global goals are designed to be a
“blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable future for all”. The third goal is to “ensure heathy
lives and promote well-being for all at all ages”. By 2030 the ICRC would hope that the harmful
practice of restrictive regimes is no longer the dark hole of criminal justice systems and that a
forgotten population benefits from the progress of the SDGs.
Moving away from restrictive regimes by 2030, would include states having reviewed and reduced
their use of restrictive regimes. Solitary confinement would be a thing of the past. Where detainees
remain subject to less extreme restrictive regimes, irrespective of where this occurs, this would be
acknowledged by the detaining authority, registered overtly and all relevant legislation, procedures
and practices to mitigate harm and to support that person to move from that regime would be
applied. Procedures would include the requirement that restrictive regimes do not constitute solitary
confinement as defined in the Standard Minimum Rules, clearly describing the risks attached to this
measure and what activities and meaningful contact would be in place to ensure an individual is not
subject to it.
Regular collection and analysis of data relating to those held under restrictive regimes would have
improved authorities’ ability to monitor the number of persons experiencing such conditions, measure
the length of time spent there and understand the reasons behind the placement. Local authorities
would share these data sets with central authorities so that they can assist, monitor and advise on
the management of this population and also devise strategies to limit the use of restrictive regimes
and provide alternative solutions.
Whilst the use of, and time spent under, restrictive detention regimes, would be much more limited by
2030, prison authorities would ensure that relevant policies and procedures are in place for the few
who are so held. These would include a detailed account of the steps to follow to initiate placements
under such measures, the procedural safeguards the detainee is entitled to, and the minimum
entitlements s/he is afforded under the regime. Renewals to the placement would be exceptional and
subject to appeal. The maximum length of time for such measures would be laid out in the domestic
legislation.
Any decision to place an individual under a restrictive regime would be:
a) Made by the competent authority, as a last resort and only after all other alternatives have
been explored and considered inappropriate
b) Based on a thorough risk assessment made by a multi-disciplinary team (including but not
limited to security, caseworker, and psycho-social staff, all playing an equal part in the process)
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c) Proportionate to the assessed risk and entail no more restrictions than strictly necessary to
counter the risk
d) Clearly laid out, providing clear information about the appeal procedure and detailing the
reasons behind the decision in easily understandable language and include clear, specific,
measurable and time bound objectives for exiting the restrictive regime
e) Reviewed at frequent and regular intervals to limit the duration of the measure to as short a
time as possible
No health professional responsible for the care of the detainee would ever be part of the decisionmaking process which places him or her under a restrictive regime, as this is unethical. This includes
psycho-social staff and psychologists and embraces any element of risk assessment as well as
decisions of placement.
Detainees would be fully involved and included throughout the decision-making process. They would
be included at the initial and any review stage by having the opportunity to present their views
in person to the review panel. Decisions would be notified in writing, in person and in a language
understood by the person the decision applies to. Prison staff would complement this by checking
verbally that the detainee understands the decision and the procedural safeguards attached to it.
These procedural safeguards would include the right to a legal representative (including legal aid) and
to appeal against the decision to a higher and independent authority.
In line with the Standard Minimum Rules, all detainees subject to restrictive regimes would be
provided with access to vocational, educational, recreational, and employment activities4. In addition,
more opportunities for all detainees to interact in a meaningful manner with their co-detainees, the
outside world and the prison staff would be in place5. Time spent out of the cell would better reflect
normal life, with communal areas where detainees meet up with other detainees, representatives
of civil society and/or staff running programmes, depending on assessed risk. Skilled health care
personnel would be available to all places of detention and see all detainees subject to restrictive
regimes daily. All medical examinations would be undertaken with full medical confidentiality and
detainees referred to appropriate physical and mental health services which are available to them
within days of the referral being made.6
Particularly vulnerable detainees, such as those who cannot interact with other detainees because
4

Rule 105 of the SMR “Recreational and cultural activities shall be provided in all prisons for the benefit of the mental and
physical health of prisoners”.

5

Rule 88 of the SMR “1. The treatment of prisoners should emphasize not their exclusion from the community but their
continuing part in it. Community agencies should therefore be enlisted wherever possible to assist the prison staff in the
task of social rehabilitation of the prisoners”.

6

Rule 24 of the SMR “1. The provision of health care for prisoners is a State responsibility. Prisoners should enjoy the
same standards of health care that are available in the community and should have access to necessary health-care
services free of charge without discrimination on the grounds of their legal status”. Rule 31 of the SMR “The physician or,
where applicable, other qualified health-care professionals shall have daily access to all sick prisoners, all prisoners who
complain of physical or mental health issues or injury and any prisoner to whom their attention is specially directed. All
medical examinations shall be undertaken in full confidentiality”.
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they pose a threat, or are themselves at risk, would have mitigating measures in place to alleviate
their isolation. Lengthy and regular interactions would be initiated with them on a daily basis to check
their needs and to engage with them meaningfully so that human and social contact is ensured.
Detainees with, or suspected to have, mental health disorders would not be placed under restrictive
regimes thereby avoiding putting them at further risk. Prison authorities in 2030 would foster policies
and practices in which the needs of these detainees are anticipated and catered for by mental health
personnel, preferably in a suitable therapeutic environment, not in prison. These policies and practices
would have been developed in coordination with the concerned authorities, such as the Ministry of
Health, and any related services such as emergency care for mental health7.
Detainees seeking protection who cannot be safely kept within the general population, would live in
an environment where their needs can be met, in equivalence with the general population in terms
of movement, safety, interaction with others and access to activities. In addition, specific regulations
and policies would be enacted for detainees requesting protection so that their situation is not left
to the discretion of the prison director and requests are not systematically answered by resorting to
restrictive regimes. All options would be discussed with the detainee concerned.
In the prisons of 2030, prison staff would be properly recognised for the essential role they play
in the good management of restrictive regimes. All relevant staff, including health staff working
in places of detention, would be provided with suitable training and development. Front line staff
would be encouraged and supported to interact meaningfully with detainees and opportunities for
this would be clearly integrated into the daily routine. Staff working with those held under restrictive
regimes would be carefully selected to ensure they have the right motivation and skills to work
with people with multiple and complex needs. They would be provided with ongoing training and
guidance in dynamic security, mental health awareness, how to engage meaningfully with detainees,
de-escalation skills, conflict management and resolution, and how to engage positively in challenging
situations. They would receive the supervision and support they deserve from highly motivated and
capable team leaders. As staff can also be adversely affected by working under such regimes, the
future staff working in this field would receive adequate levels of care, including mentoring and/or
peer to peer support and mental health services.
The ICRC highlights the issue of restrictive regimes and aims to support states in their efforts to
reform their systems, so that in the years to come, the widespread use of restrictive detention
regimes is seen as outdated and detainees are offered treatment that is adapted and tailored to their
specific and multiple needs, so they can return successfully to their communities.
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PROBATION IN 2030 – PITFALLS AND POSSIBILITIES

Stephen Pitts, Consultant in Community-based Justice, UK
Leo Tigges, Community-based Justice Consultancy, the Netherlands1

Abstract
This paper presents a summary of the research, theory, and guidance pertaining to effective practice
in probation. Important factors include the development of practice competencies to bring about
change, and the promotion of strong, integrated relations with stakeholders and communities.
A framework is proposed for the development of mature services, and factors supportive of
international capacity building are identified. Pessimistic and optimistic scenarios are explored, with
steps proposed to increase the likelihood of positive outcomes.
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1. Introduction
“We must never forget that to commit crime is to make a choice. There is, however, a sliding
scale of increasing inevitability that we cannot ignore. The drivers are clear – it’s a lack of
prospects, chaotic lifestyles, ill-health and addiction. All these underlying causes of crime
can so often be addressed much more effectively by looking beyond custody, to the right
interventions that really will support offenders to change their ways. If we can do that and
bring down crime, why would we do anything else?”1
In September 2020, the UK’s Ministry of Justice launched a policy paper “A Smarter Approach to
Sentencing” (2020). The Minister of Justice, Robert Buckland, responsible for the prison and probation
services in England and Wales, conveyed the wisdom of “looking beyond” custody to the “right”
interventions. He also focused attention on the enduring debate about the causes of crime; a “sliding
scale” ranging from personal decision on the one hand to the influence of social, physiological,
psychological, and other factors on the other2.
The policy paper introduction concluded with the following:
“To reduce crime and make a difference to victims, we need to consider the underlying
causes of offending and reoffending and take an evidence-based approach to rehabilitating
offenders.”3
Where then, should the evidence take us? Looking ahead to probation in 2030 we pose the following
question: how best can our community-based services support the process of desistance from
reoffending4 and in so doing secure their rightful place in our judicial frameworks?
We address our question through the following structure:
• “A World of Probation”: perspectives on an evolving context.
• A brief review of the evidence (supplemented by theory and international guidance) that helps
suggest a “road map”, or at least a defensible direction of travel.
• A vision of how our work might look in 2030.
• Consideration of what needs to be in place to get there:
- What competencies should our agencies have?
- What supports or “enablers” need to be in place in order for our agencies to deliver
effectively?
• How we can most effectively learn from each other, including through processes of capacity
building?
• Our conclusions and recommendations.
1

Robert Buckland QC in his speech to launch the White Paper, A Smarter Approach to Sentencing. (2020).

2

We acknowledge the inspiration of the Howard League in our choice of opening quotation and focus on the causes of crime

3

Ministry of Justice White Paper - A Smarter Approach to Sentencing. (2020).

4

Agencies address a range of purposes, for example advice to courts, reparation, punishment, public protection, desistance,

(in Russell Webster, blog, October 2020).

rehabilitation, and reintegration. We keep all in mind but focus on desistance, rehabilitation and reintegration; every agency
we are aware of subscribes to one or more of these three aims.
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2. A World of Probation
Debates couched in terms of “care or control” or “monitoring or rehabilitation” have featured in
discussions about work with offenders in the community for a long time. They result in approaches
ranging from kiosk reporting, electronic monitoring, motivational work, coaching, structured
interventions, referral to community resources, and more.
The “we” in our opening quotation deserves attention too. To what extent should work with offenders
be the focus primarily of justice professionals, or involve the efforts of government departments,
local services, NGOs, employers, volunteers and others? In this paper, we offer as a starting point
that desistance may often be most effectively achieved in the community. This is not to say that
the benefits of community sentences are always recognized, as high rates of imprisonment and low
availability in some regions, and wide diversity of use in Europe testify (Aebi 2015, 2020).
At around the same time as the launch of A Smarter Approach to Sentencing, another publication
addressed how communities speak about crime and the reasons why it is committed. “Reframing
crime and justice: a guide to improving communications” (Transform Justice, 2020) argued for more
positive language to convey a possibility of change.
“Calls for longer prison sentences derive from the strong belief that it is a rational decision
to commit crime and people weigh up their choices before acting. This focus on individual
decision-making, void of context, reinforces the ideas that harsh punishments will stop crime
and that longer sentences will deter future crimes. It also makes people more likely to think
that the system is there to punish people” (emphasis added).
The same publication referred to research that shows that people understand that influences, good
and bad, can change the direction taken in life, whether poverty or a positive role model, and that the
public supports rehabilitation as a justice system aim. Communities need to believe in the potential for
positive change, understand our work and, whenever possible, support it.
In a bid to encourage wider, appropriate, use of effective non-custodial sentences and options
(including bail and early release) we contextualize our question by reference to what we believe
are unifying themes of the United Nations Crime and Justice Congress, a quinquennial event taking
place in Kyoto, Japan in March 2021 as we write, and the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) - a universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all people
enjoy peace and prosperity (also by 2030) through 17 integrated goals including peace, justice and
strong institutions that “recognize that action in one area will affect outcomes in others, and that
development must balance social, economic and environmental sustainability.” Kyoto Congress
themes include reducing reoffending and building inclusive, peaceful, secure and sustainable
communities5.
Furthermore, the Draft “Kyoto Declaration”, extending the concept of the rehabilitative prison
environment, states that (we will) “endeavour to take the following action 5

“Reducing reoffending is critical to building inclusive, sustainable societies as envisioned in the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development. To reduce reoffending effectively, criminal justice systems must prioritize offender
rehabilitation and social reintegration”. Concept Paper, Workshop 2, UN Crime Congress (2020).
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“Promote a rehabilitative environment in the community to facilitate the social reintegration
of offenders with the active involvement of local communities, giving due regard to the need to
protect society and individuals and the rights of victims and offenders.”6
We incorporate these themes in our probation “roadmap”.
The context and nature of our work does of course evolve: some changes we view positively (for
example, the growing evidence base, and development of services in more countries), others
negatively (too slow a reduction in over-use of prison7, a trend towards approaches that risk appearing
more mechanistic and less “human.”). Sometimes changes have been captured by the zeitgeist or
language of the time (for example, in England and Wales, Probation’s “advise, assist, and befriend” is
now “assess, protect, change.”)
The relationship between agencies and communities has changed too. In our own countries, stronger
arrangements have developed with other statutory services, within and beyond the justice services.
Such arrangements are encouraged in A Smarter Approach to Sentencing - “Every department
in government should be a justice department and that means we must all come together – in
healthcare, in welfare, in national and local government – to pull on every lever at our disposal to
make criminal justice work better.”
Another development is the growth in international sharing of experience and practice. In 2013,
London hosted “A World of Probation” (a title we have borrowed), the first World Congress on
Probation; World Congresses on Probation (or Probation and Parole, or Community Corrections)8 are
now biennial events.
One benefit of increased sharing, seen from a Western perspective, has been exposure to the
relationship between statutory services and communities in many Asian countries, including the role
of Voluntary Probation Officers (VPOs) in Japan. Japan hosted the third World Congress on Probation
in 2017, which highlighted how a close relationship between statutory services and communities
might impact on desistance. Japanese VPOs, much greater in number than professional probation
officers, both enhance and demystify probation practice. Several other Asian countries engage
volunteers in large numbers too, whilst Singapore’s Yellow Ribbon initiatives, for example, raise
community awareness of the mutual benefits of working alongside statutory services and others to
support reintegration.
This is not to say that in the West communities do not play an active role, although it is our perception
that agencies have in some respects become more distant from local communities, perhaps an
unintended by-product of professionalization. Volunteers are active in formal and less formal roles,
6

Draft Kyoto Declaration, United Nations (2021).

7

Prison populations have increased significantly in most regions during the last two decades. In most parts of the world
there are more women in custody today than 10 years ago. Regional figures disguise considerable national variation.
Source: World Prison Brief.

8

We do not overlook variations in terminology such as community corrections and probation. We use the terms
interchangeably, employing “probation” in its broad European agency sense which may include parole, as well as work
with courts and other functions.
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including reintegration support and mediation, often working with NGOs which may receive state
support for this purpose. Nonetheless the scale and visibility of community engagement in many
Asian countries, and in countries in some other regions including Africa, have created a real surge in
interest elsewhere. During the Kyoto Congress, Japan hosted the first World Congress for Volunteers
Supporting Community Reintegration, an event we are confident will help to stimulate closer work
with communities worldwide.
We offer these perspectives in order to enrich understanding of variation by geography and over time;
of how “pendulums” have swung in individual countries or jurisdictions. Contemporary jurisdictions
around the world often rest at different points in relation to continuums we referred to earlier such as
monitoring to rehabilitation and the extent to which probation work is seen as a largely professional
(and sometimes rather discrete) activity or as one embedded closely and actively in communities.
3. Evidence and International Guidance
A recent review of the effectiveness of sentencing options in the United Kingdom points to fairly
consistent findings (Hamilton, 2021); community sentences, and prison sentences when suspended,
are more effective in terms of reduced reoffending than short custodial sentences. These results,
which include matched cases, were found overall to be in keeping with other international research.
These are important findings; short prison sentences are an obvious example of a custodial sentence
which is comparatively easy to envisage being replaced by community sentences. Findings such as
these need to be considered more often by politicians and policymakers and to be better understood
by the public. Arguments become still stronger when other advantages of community sentences
are considered: lower cost to government, opportunity to contribute or “make good,” for example,
through community service, to support families, and take steps towards future desistance. Community
sentences also help to avoid the “side effects of mass incarceration” (Porporino, 2015) including
stigmatization, disconnection, and destabilized communities. First, however, we consider briefly what
evidence tells us contributes to effective community-based practice.
Wherever in the world, community-based and prison services face increasing challenge; complex
needs, extremist ideologies, violent, international, and gender-based crime, and more. These
challenges exist alongside work with people who, although they may commit less serious crimes,
face multiple areas of difficulty or exclusion. Services and staff need to grapple with a seemingly
ever-growing range of tasks and new insights from research and international guidance, including for
example in relation to vulnerability and diversity.
With this “tall order” in mind, we draw on recent reviews which summarize, conveniently and
effectively, the present evidence base.9 Implications for staff competencies and training arise from
these accounts. We refer briefly to these and then consider what else needs to be in place for our
agencies to deliver on their mandates.
Taking the enhancement of practices that support rehabilitation and desistance as the primary
“effective skills goals,” Durnescu (2020) highlighted what he described as the two most influential
rehabilitation models employed by correctional services around the world: Risk-Needs-Responsivity
9

These consolidate learning from a range of sources, assist services to make informed practice decisions, and point to
original work where required. We add original sources where this furthers understanding.
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(RNR) and Desistance.
The RNR Model is well-known and established in many jurisdictions. The responsivity principle
is, however, less developed than risks and needs (see for example, Clark, 2020); more recent
understandings highlight (in addition to general responsivity) service setting and specific
characteristics of the individual including motivations, strengths, age, ethnicity and gender.
Implications, including the need for improved multi-faceted work with partner services, are well
demonstrated by, for example, two recent women-centered initiatives.10
Turning to the desistance paradigm, Durnescu drew on a theoretical framework advanced by McNeill
(2006):
• Desistance is a process not an event;
• Desistance is often a zig-zag process, with ups and downs;
• The process is led by the offender and not by correctional staff;
• Desistance is placed at the intersection between agency, structure and reflexivity; and
• Access to social capital and legitimate opportunities is as important as motivation and desire to
change.
Durnescu noted that a staff training focus mainly on behavior does not mean that structural or
situational contexts are not important, a point underscored by McNeill’s reference to social capital and
legitimate opportunities.
These ideas are further developed by McNeill and colleagues (2012)11 including that desistance is
complex, individual, and relational (with practitioners and others who matter to those desisting).
Practitioners need therefore, with those they supervise, to practice developing hope and motivation,
positive relations, capacities to overcome obstacles to desistance (and opportunities to practice them),
to work with offenders rather than on them, and to avoid identifying people with their undesirable
behaviors (italics added).
Considering a range of international evidence, and compatibility with other theoretical models such as
the Good Lives Model, Durnescu (2020) summarized the most important skills of correctional officers:
• Relationship skills – how to create a working alliance with an involuntary client?
• Pro-social modelling;
• Problem solving;
• Motivational interviewing; and
• Cognitive-behavioural interventions.
Two further recent and informative summaries of evidence come from our own countries. Bosker and
10

(1) The ICPA “Beyond Prisons” Task Force is developing an evidence-based model of practice for women in contact with
the criminal justice system. The model sits mainly in the community and is underpinned by women-centered practices:
trauma-informed, holistic, strength-based, relational, and culturally responsive. Benedict, A. (2002, 2005). (2) In 2021, the
UK Government published a Concordat on Women in or at risk of contact with the Criminal Justice System. Implementation
advice includes collaborative partnership needs assessment and planning, structures to embed partnership work including
with NGOs, and improved practice through multi-discipline teams. (Ministry of Justice, 2021).

11

Summarised in Implementing Community Sanctions and Measures, Council of Europe, (2019).
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colleagues (2020) offered a systematic review of effective practices in probation supervision:
In addition to practices noted already, the following are “sufficiently empirically substantiated to
state that they are effective in probation supervision:”
• Hybrid working: Combining monitoring and support;
• Continuity in contact between probation officer and client; and
• Supporting clients in establishing and maintaining prosocial bonds and dissolving social
contacts that promote delinquent behaviour.
Other practices may be effective, but substantiation is less reliable due to the limited number or
quality of studies. They include practical help (such as housing, finances, work and care), use of
authority that is characterized as “firm but fair,” and collaborating effectively with other institutions
such as judicial partners, healthcare and municipal. Electronic Monitoring supports compliance “with
special conditions and can contribute to counselling objectives.” Practices found to be ineffective
include supervision focused only on monitoring of conditions, and an emphasis on immediate
sanctions in case of condition violation.
In February 2021, the England and Wales Probation Service published a new “Target Operating Model”
(HMPPS, 2021). Annex A presented evidence and effective probation practice. Building on a 2014 review
of evidence, new areas included procedural justice, and interventions and approaches for engaging
those who have particular protected characteristics, vulnerabilities or complex needs. Relationship
skills, a pre-requisite for effective engagement, include listening, empathy, warmth, showing concern
and respect, clarity about roles and expectations, being reliable and consistent, and conveying
optimism about the possibility of change. These prepare the way for specific change skills such as
cognitive-behavioural techniques, motivational interviewing and problem-solving. A “rehabilitative
orientation” is important while a focus on employment or accommodation also makes a difference.
Procedural justice, starting from the first contact between probation agencies and the individual,
is described in the Annex as the degree to which someone perceives people in authority to apply
processes or make decisions about them in a fair and just way. Four key principles are voice, respect,
neutrality, and trustworthiness. This also applies to public protection and effective supervision which
are described as being complementary.
“It is possible to enable rehabilitation even when making decisions for the purposes of public
protection.” (and) “practitioners who balance their case management and enforcement roles
have better outcomes with individuals”.12
Turning to reintegration, the Clinks Restaurant Charity, working within prisons in England and Wales,
have reduced reoffending by 65% and achieves a 5:1 return on investment, using a well-developed
multi-faceted approach.13
12

Quoted in The Target Operating Model, Annex A, HMPPS. (2021).

13

The approach includes realistic prison work experience (hospitality, horticulture, sustainability), community mentor
support, and strong links with industry employers. Circa 100,000 members of the public have dined in prison-located
restaurants, helping to change public perceptions and attitudes towards prisoners and reintegration. All restaurants have
achieved No.1 on TripAdvisor.
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Addressing practitioner competency, the Council of Europe’s training guidelines for probation
and prison staff (CoE., 2019) add further areas including legal context, report writing, assessment,
planning, restorative practice and work with victims, use of technology, interagency working and
community context.
“Probation practitioners work with many different agencies within the criminal justice system
and the wider social system. This can include work with courts, prisons and police and agencies
such as child protection and welfare services. Probation agencies should ensure that staff
receive training on the parameters of inter-agency working, including information-sharing and
the roles and responsibilities of different agencies. Joint training should be provided alongside
other agencies where necessary.”
The training guidelines also considers volunteers. Concerning work with communities and volunteers,
we draw on recommendations of the Council of Europe (2017) on community sanctions and measures:
“Justice cannot be effectively administered in isolation from the community it seeks to serve;
it requires both the acceptance and the respect of the public. This level of confidence and
commitment is most likely to be achieved if members of the public are encouraged and enabled
to participate in the administration of justice... The involvement of volunteers can be part of the
contribution made by wider civil society in responding to crime, rather than handing over such
work solely to professionals.”
In concluding this rapid overview, we return to the importance of structural and contextual factors
including opportunity, and development of pro-social identity. In a webinar presentation to the ICPA,
McNeill (2020) addressed the “penal paradox” … of crime as a “source, a sign, a signal, and a symptom”
of relational problems (but that) ... punishment often makes relational problems worse. He continued
that relational problems require relational solutions: Mediation, repair, restoration, together with
reciprocity and solidarity, and proposed four paths to re/integration; personal, judicial, moral, and
social. Concerning relations between state and citizens he remarked:
“Is probation compelled to be a passive respondent to how the state configures its position,
or can it work with others to redefine its role creatively for the public good?” “Desistance is
bigger and broader than a professional practice process – but one that can be supported or
undermined by policy and practice.”
4. 2030 Vision
This practice and training agenda is substantial, may at times be demanding (even for mature and
better resourced services),14 and is perhaps even daunting. Yet it is possible to see a trend in emphasis,
a direction of travel; a focus on relational skills (with offenders and those who they and we relate
to), on desistance15 (and all that implies) and reintegration, and on work with stakeholders and
communities as a whole.
14

A recent evaluation of the implementation of an RNR-based model (Krimstics) in community supervision in Sweden
showed that while the model increased RNR adherence, adherence to the risk principle was lacking and key cognitive
behavioral techniques showed poor quality. A pilot had shown no effects on recidivism (Starfelt Sutton et al., 2020).

15

For a further summary of the principles of desistance-orientated practice, see for example, Morrison & Bowman (2019).
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In envisioning 2030, we aspire to a situation in which community-based provision has a substantially
higher profile than is often now the case. We want to be bold in making the case for community-based
work, managing a significantly greater proportion of cases relative to prison than at present (against
a background where the overall prison and probation “net” has not widened and has preferably
decreased). Services have sufficient and well-trained staff versed in evidence-informed relational
skills and other competencies to support desistance and reintegration, and who manage risk and
compliance in ways that are procedurally just. They embrace technology positively and engage fully
with communities (including volunteers) who share and mutually reinforce the achievement of aims in
building safer, inclusive, and sustainable societies in which no one is left behind.
Furthermore, global learning is supported by improved sharing and policy exchange, informed by
research, practice and stakeholders including service user co-production; our work is guided by
international standards that reflect human rights and are sensitive to global diversity.
5. How do we get there? Competencies and enablers.
The authors are currently undertaking research in good practices in building the capacity of
probation/community corrections services. The elements, which contribute to achieving desistance
and other aims, include what we term “domains” and “enablers.” A research aim is to offer a
structure or “language” to help inform international debate on community-based services and their
development, including the current stage of development and future plans. Although subject to
on-going refinement, we provide an outline here to inform the following and concluding sections of
the article. We note also that services exist in national and international contexts including political,
economic, social, penal, evidence and exchange.
Domains (probation competences)
We propose a conceptual model of probation work or “competencies” based on four “domains,”
corresponding to stages in a person’s “journey” through the justice system.
The four domains of probation are 1) pre-trial to sentence, 2) community (court ordered) sentences
(which may also be in the form of suspended prison sentences), 3) pre-release from institution, and
4) post release from institution. In one country we know, the probation service has added a fifth
domain to represent work in and with communities.16 According to mandate, some services work in all
domains, others in one or two; we observe a trend over time for the number to increase as countries
develop their services.
The model is inspired by international guidance including the Council of Europe Guidelines on
Community Sentences and Measures already referred to, and the United Nations “Tokyo” Rules. Our
experience of sharing the model in a number of jurisdictions demonstrates that it is widely seen as
helpful.17
16

In Kenya, a fifth domain represents community-focused work (in support of or independent of any one individual’s
journey) including crime mapping and prevention, alternative dispute resolution, partnership building, and community
“sensitization” to a person’s reintegration. Together with diversionary (remand and sentence) programs, this emphasis
offers insights for other regions including our own.

17

Nonetheless, it is a simplified model. Whilst we emphasise the importance of work both pre- and post-release from an
institution by distinguishing them, we recognise others may prefer to combine domains three and four.
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Figure 1: Four Probation Domains or Areas of Responsibility

Our hypothesis is that, over time, mature systems that have the greatest impact on the justice
system and desistance are active in all four domains; they support appropriate diversion, mediation,
bail, sentencing, community rehabilitation, pre-release consideration and planning, reintegration and
community links, and more. They also tend, though there are exceptions, to have a low number of
prisoners (for example Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands).
Enablers (what needs to be in place to support success – including desistance):
If domains describe the “what” of our work, then enablers describe the “how.” Effective work in
all domains is supported by the right agency “enablers.” The approach we describe is informed by
the European “Excellence” Model (EEM) and similar models. Like the four domains, enablers can be
configured in different combinations. Less important than the precise grouping is that all enablers are
present. The four areas are, we believe, a reasonably pragmatic representation of a complex picture.
Our observation is that the most established and successful services pay rigorous attention to all
enablers. Although this may appear challenging for newer services, we know several that have
excelled, usually adopting an incremental approach over a number of years as the service’s mandated
competencies and reputation have grown, building staff and their skills, partnerships, evidence,
communications, and infrastructure as resources have allowed.
6. Learning from each other
As we discussed earlier, current provision varies greatly. Some services work in all domains; enablers,
including evidenced practice, are well developed. In other countries, probation work does not exist
or is in development; “only” one or two domains are delivered, and enablers are poorly positioned.
Realization of a fully-fledged, influential organization can be difficult, even for mature services, let
alone for poorer or middle-income countries. Hence, we consider next how our services, mature or new,
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Figure 2: Probation Enablers or Conditions for Success

can best support and learn from each other.
Penal Policy and Capacity Building
Expectation of overnight change in a country’s penal policy is unrealistic; according to Lappi-Seppälä
(2002), one needs to address how to:
• get new laws on alternative sanctions accepted on the political level;
• implement them on a practical level; and
• confront punitive-populist pressure from the politicians and the media.
“Drivers” of community corrections development, national and international, need to be identified and
nourished. They include reduced incarceration, lower cost, human rights, membership criteria (such as
the European Union), funding eligibility, professional associations, regional influence, NGOs, and often
the vision and commitment of individuals (sometimes senior officials or politicians) to make a stand for
and drive change.
Success is encouraged by involving stakeholders from the outset, such as senior politicians (including
those with financial responsibility), judiciary, prosecutors, prisons, other government departments,
and regional and local players including municipalities and NGOs.
History, and penal culture18 (reflected in, for example, punitiveness or offender exclusion), may hinder
getting probation on its feet: it might be seen as “soft” rather than “smart”, or as interference in the
18

Penal policy and culture, and policy transfer, are discussed in, for example, Cavadino and Dignan (2006) and Dolowitz and
Marsh. (1996, 2002).
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legal responsibilities of the prosecution or judiciary. On the other hand, in Latvia and Estonia, the
will to break with the recent past was a motivator to innovate and embrace international probation
experience, considerable attention also being paid to creating coalitions between stakeholders,
building the case for probation’s role in the penal system.
Despite the apparent attraction of “ready-made solutions,” solving locally identified problems, taking
account of context and resources, is likely to be more enduring.19 As Durnescu and Haines (2012)
explain in their account of probation development in Romania, “... staff did not simply emulate or
take inspiration ...What was transferred ... was knowledge.” Furthermore, “Simplistic notions and
practices ... of policy transfer are not fit for purpose... partnership, in which both sides are engaged
in a joint - mutually agreed - venture, is a concept more adequately fitting to the design and delivery
of international penal reform”.20 Policy transfer is more likely between states that share common
features21 and to succeed when groundwork and required adaptation help ensure suitability and
acceptability.
Development generally takes time. Multiple factors need to be considered, requiring political will,
commitment, perseverance and a continuity of finances in order for probation services to develop
and prosper. None-the-less, we see countries (including Baltic and several other European nations)
that have developed services successfully in a matter of years. Regional influences (Baltic and
Scandinavian cooperation, the EU), personal links (including diaspora), committed individuals and
institutions, professional networks, enduring relationships with more experienced countries, are
among factors that have played a part. Furthermore, countries new to probation regularly proceed
over time to support others.
Studies, and regular published audits and external reviews of capacity building projects around the
world, will improve learning and success in this under-researched area.
International guidance
“The number of recommendations of the CoE has grown remarkably, coinciding with ‘the
considerable development which has occurred in member states in the use of sanctions
and measures whose enforcement takes place in the community;’ and linked to “prison
overcrowding and prison population inflation” (Aebi et al, 2020).
The soft law of the Council of Europe and the United Nations is the result of extensive study,
consultation and exchange informed by academics, seasoned probation experts and others.
While the number of CoE recommendations has grown, (and in our experience are widely seen as
helpful), in order to find acceptance with all member states formulations sometimes leave room for
interpretation. An example is to be found in the European Probation Rules (CoE, 2010) on pre-sentence
reports:
“42. Depending on the national legal system, probation agencies may prepare pre-sentence
reports on individual alleged offenders in order to assist, where applicable, the judicial
19

See also for example Andrews, M, et al. (2012, 2017).

20

Durnescu, I. and Haines, K. (2012).

21

Evans, M. (2019).
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authorities in deciding whether to prosecute or what would be the appropriate sanctions or
measures.”
Report preparation is discretionary; in their absence, alternatives might not be used to full capacity or
may fail because of limited enquiry and match between offender and sanction.
Even where rules leave less room for interpretation they are not necessarily implemented
consistently. The UN “Bangkok Rules” (UNODC 2010) provides a clear example.22
Countries may need time to plan, develop and shape probation in forms that resonate with culture
and tradition and are recognizable to citizens; whilst this should of course be respected, tensions may
arise between national autonomy and international guidance to which they have subscribed.
In our opinion, implementation of soft law in individual countries could be encouraged by involving
experts from an external independent organization, helping to analyze the situation “on the ground”
and to identify potential domain or enabler developments. Recommendations would also inform other
countries and the organizations that issue international guidance, providing realistic information on
the basis of which soft law could be further improved.
International statistics
Thanks to the SPACE23 penal statistics supported by the Council of Europe, European jurisdictions are
well informed about “community sanctions and measures” (and prison) data. SPACE statistics inform
analysis including of sentencing and caseload characteristics. One important revelation is that while
the use of community sentences has increased, this has not necessarily resulted in less use of prison
(Aebi, 2015, 2020). Net-widening is a complex phenomenon,24 exposure of which demonstrates the
value of data as a basis for analysis and action.
We note the absence of global data on community sentences (in marked contrast to prison data), and
consequent difficulty in analyzing global trends in this field. We would like to see steps taken, perhaps
coordinated on a regional basis, to fill this significant gap.25
Sharing policy and practice
We conclude this look at learning from each other by recalling our introductory comments on the
value of the World Congress on Probation “movement.” In our view, learning can be supported
through the “reinforcement of epistemic communities” (Evans, 2019) such as the World Congress,

22

“Ten years on, we have seen progress for women in criminal justice systems in some areas, and this is to be celebrated,
but implementation of the Bangkok Rules remains piecemeal and insufficient – and most notably, the global female prison
population continues to rise”. (Penal Reform International, 2020).

23

Council of Europe Annual Penal Statistics. See Aebi et al. (2020).

24

Implications include for proportionality and targeting according to evidence criteria. Causes appear unclear: for example,
temporary whilst countries build confidence in alternatives by awarding them to lower risk offenders; appropriate
extension of community sentences to new groups; or expansive use of (new) options, creating mass supervision in line with
prevailing penal cultures?
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We suggest the United Nations might play a similar role to that of the CoE regarding SPACE data.
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ICPA, APPA26, CEP27 and others. In Asia and beyond, UNAFEI28 stimulates international exchange, and
service and network development.
In Europe, the value of the CEP to established and newer members is evident in its wide membership
and engagement including in international practice sharing and research. During our capacity building
research, we have heard examples of the CEP acting as a motivator, learning source, and “companion
on the journey.” The probation cause is served by the contribution of NGOs, and by academics (an
academic member sits on the CEP Board) who enlarge the scientific base.
Finally, the multi-faceted role of transnational bodies is significant and welcomed. The EU has
a tradition of funding bi- and multi-lateral research and capacity building projects. As discussed
earlier, the CoE develops and publishes guidance, supports capacity building, publishes data (the
SPACE statistics) and more. Globally, the UN acts to support learning including through conferences,
publications, and capacity building.
We do, however, note gaps including a degree of continued fragmentation in the global probation/
community corrections community. Furthermore, several regions have little in the way of either
community-based provision or networks.29
This situation might be strengthened by a worldwide mechanism, (for example an umbrella
community or network), preferably connected with existing bodies (such as the CEP and APPA) and
encouraging others and supported by a common global website on probation. This would enable
countries and agencies to contribute information to a “knowledge bank”, perhaps structured on
the basis of domains and enablers, including evaluation studies, case studies and lived experience,
enriching our understanding of effective practice. Incorporating a global database on community
sanctions and measures (comparable to the CoE SPACE II database) could support probation
development internationally to “the next level.” The CEP has observer status at the Council of Europe;
the new global organization could aspire to a similar status at the UN. We call upon existing regional
organizations to develop proposals regarding how such an umbrella organization could be structured
while maintaining or incorporating links with other initiatives.30
7. Conclusions
Taking account of all that we have described so far, how do we envision community corrections in
2030? Making predictions is risky; nevertheless, we illustrate two possible scenarios:
The first is pessimistic. Global crises and tensions increase, a result of pandemics and a climate crisis
that causes scarcity of natural resources. As a consequence, income disparity widens, economic
slumps are the norm, conspiracy theories flourish, dissatisfaction rises, and welfare states come
26

APPA: The American Probation and Parole Association.

27

CEP: Confederation of European Probation.

28

UNAFEI: The United Nations Asia and Far East Institute for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders.

29

We suggest there may be a role for bodies such as the United Nations Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Programme
Network (PNI) in nurturing development.

30

Recent initiatives include, for example, the Supervision Around the World (SAW) project and the Global Community
Corrections Initiative.
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under pressure. Penal populism grows; punishment dominates. Mass supervision means less room for
assessment or tailored sanctions that match risks, needs and responsivity, or even to spend “human”
time to encourage and support. Technology is employed mainly to control. Public and politicians
accept rising incarceration; costs are found by sobering regimes. Communities that formerly
supported probation become disconnected from probation agencies. Expert voices are lost in the wind.
The second is optimistic. Economic, health and climate crises are more or less controlled and future
confidence restored. Recognition grows of a relationship between criminality and social problems
that can be solved. Communities play a positive role in the implementation of sentences and, willing
to assist offenders in their struggle to become accepted citizens, become in effect rehabilitative
communities. Mediation and restorative practices are welcomed. The science of probation becomes
influential, countries believe in the viability of community sanctions and measures; net-widening
diminishes. More countries imprison less and embrace probation; penal system costs are manageable.
Practice is desistance-focused.
Whilst it is perhaps likely that events and jurisdictions will fall between these positions, it is the
responsibility of the probation community to increase resilience in the face of headwinds,31 and to
capture opportunity.32
Envisioning 2030, what should be done, especially by probation leaders, to achieve the more
optimistic picture?
1. Probation leaders show strong leadership, are active and firm in getting the message across;
in constant contact with government leaders, with parliamentarians and the media, they stress
probation’s contribution to society in all “domains” including diversion, courts reports, community
sentences, and parole.
2. The soft law regulating probation internationally might be tightened, leaving less room for
nations to make use of probation as a ploy to look modern while pursuing penal severity and
“widening the net.” Global data on community sanctions is made available publicly, as it is in general
for prisons. Ideally, independent bodies visit countries regularly, take stock, and make findings and
recommendations public.
3. Stronger than at present, probation umbrella organizations coordinate, or become more
integrated, with branches in different parts of the world. Working with academics and others,
they strengthen bonds, give impetus to research, build and share knowledge, generate compelling
messages for communication at large, and support services – established and new.
4. All practitioners develop skills in evidenced competencies to support desistance, including
relational and the fundamental skills required to facilitate change. They are able to use these
with a wide range of persons including serious offenders, drawing on specialist skills and services
when required. Working with diverse offenders, including people with vulnerabilities, they use
31

Scarcity of means may also lead to creative solutions, for instance stimulating alternatives in place of custodial sanctions.

32

We have referred to countries, for instance the Baltic States, which have greatly strengthened probation work in recent
years, breaking with the past and in the process overcoming resistance.
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approaches, programs, and partnership provisions designed with these persons in mind, informed
by co-production. Technologies facilitate desistance and reintegration. Compliance is managed with
learning in mind.
5. Links between community corrections agencies and communities, including employers and civil
society, are strengthened. Communities strive to become rehabilitative environments, actively
supporting desistance, restorative justice processes and mediation, the implementation of sanctions
such as community service, work with serious offenders (for example, Circles of Support and
Accountability), and the inclusion of offenders in society. Volunteers, including with lived experience,
are active in our work.
6. Probation contributes explicitly to national and international development goals and plays a full
role in mediating and building communities that are resilient, restorative and secure. Regardless
of national wealth, the UN Sustainable Development Goals are embraced. “Every department in
government should be a justice department” rings true at national and local levels; departments
cooperate to support inter-related goals: inclusion, community safety and community well-being.
Whenever possible, rather than reinforcing a negative identity, services seek opportunities for
offenders to contribute to, and to benefit from, the development of sustainable communities, helping
to ensure that no-one is left behind.
Enabling probation around the world in 2030 to deliver fully on its potential contribution to a wellbalanced penal system will, in our opinion, depend especially on whether leaders go the extra mile
to join forces, increase information sharing and joint learning, and influence intergovernmental
organizations and nations by speaking out about the benefits of probation.
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DESIGNING EFFECTIVE PRE-RELEASE PROGRAMS:
CHALLENGES AND PATHWAYS TOWARDS SUCCESSFUL REINTEGRATION
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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic has prompted concerted calls for emergency decarceration efforts worldwide,
truly on an unprecedented scale. Among other things, such calls have underscored the necessity
to have systems in place that prepare incarcerated individuals for reentering society as soon as
the incarceration begins, as a matter of standard practice. Although the correctional literature
highlights the positive influence that post-release reentry services can have on behavior of previously
incarcerated individuals, less is known about the role that pre-release programs can play in ensuring
successful post-release outcomes - despite the fact that many jurisdictions employ some version
of pre-release programming. This paper argues that efforts to design effective pre-release options
conducive to reintegration become an essential ingredient of envisioning corrections into the next
decade. To this end, the paper aims to provide guidance for designing effective pre-release program
options that successfully prepare individuals for reentry and transitioning back into society. The paper
draws from the researchers’ combined experiences in conducting participatory action research with
institutional and community-based correctional agencies in the United States. We highlight several
main areas that pose challenges in practice and propose possible solutions for addressing them in
order to achieve more effective use of pre-release and more successful reintegration of returning
individuals.
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Introduction: The Heightened Need for Effective Pre-release Programming
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought about unprecedented challenges for corrections worldwide.
Among other things, the calls for decarceration spurred by the need to limit the spread of the disease
in institutional settings brought to the foreground the necessity of having systems in place that
prepare incarcerated individuals for reentering society as soon as they enter the prison environment.
Although decarceration or “early release” efforts are not new, the pandemic-induced emergency crisis
has underscored more clearly than ever the dire need for ensuring a smooth transition of reentering
people - and that the term “reentry” should apply as soon as someone “enters” the prison, giving
renewed credence to the wisdom of reentry advocates that “reintegration begins when incarceration
begins.” Thus, although the terms “reentry” and “reintegration” are often used interchangeably in the
contemporary correctional lexicon, it is worth pointing out the difference here: that reentry in itself is
an inevitable consequence of incarceration, bound to happen to anybody who is released from prison
back into society (Visher, 2015). Reintegration, by contrast, acknowledges that the transition from the
institutional setting to the community is both a process and a goal, an experience that involves and
aims for fully restoring an individual’s connections to the society - family, community, and the larger
socio-legal environment and context (Visher, 2015). Additionally, as conceptualized in this definition,
the term reentry does not apply to individuals serving life sentences,1 or those serving intermittent
confinement sentences (i.e., evenings, weekend). More generally, reentry applies to persons
incarcerated in a secured facility for a significant amount of time, enough to disrupt their lives, and
connections to society, on a non-temporary basis.
Against this backdrop, this paper aims to provide guidance for designing effective pre-release
correctional policies and practices - i.e., pre-release options that successfully prepare individuals for
reentering the community before formal release in order to successfully transition back into society.
Although a great deal of the recent correctional literature highlights the positive influence that
supportive post-release reentry services can have on behavior of previously incarcerated individuals,
less is known about the role that pre-release programming can have on post-release outcomes. This
paper draws from the researchers’ combined experiences in conducting collaborative action research
with institutional and community-based correctional agencies in the United States, to highlight and
discuss main challenges and potential solutions for achieving more effective use of pre-release and
more successful reintegration of returning individuals.
Based on our field research experience and review of other empirical evidence, we identify four main
challenge areas for discussion regarding pre-release. These include: 1) the need for conceptual clarity
and consistency in terminology and classification of pre-release programs; 2) the eligibility criteria for
selection/participation into pre-release programs and the need to promote meaningful participation; 3)
the nature of the programs offered to individuals, as they transition from incarceration to pre-release
and post-release; and 4) the function of the community corrections centers relied upon for pre-release
1

In the United States a significant proportion of the prison population never gets released, serving life sentences without
parole or virtual life sentences (terms so long as to be unlikely to be survived, e.g., 50 years or more). Most recent
estimates by the Sentencing Project (2021) indicate that 98,298 individuals fit in these categories (or 1 in 14 people serving
prison time). An additional 105,567 persons are serving life sentences with the possibility of parole, who at least have the
prospect of release via parole (usually after a minimum of 25 years), though release is not guaranteed. Lastly, at year’s
end in 2020, there were 2,591 persons on death row in the US, people whose chances of releases are marginal (usually
through exoneration proceedings) (Death Penalty Information Center, 2020).
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placement. All these challenges highlight critical issues regarding both inter-agency collaboration
among the criminal justice agencies involved in the pre-release and post-release supervision as well
as engagement in community-based partnerships that are critical in providing supportive and effective
services during the reentry process. Thus, across all challenges, we propose one key operational
principle: encouraging and supporting effective linkages between correctional agencies and service
providers both within the institutions and in the community. Before we elaborate on each of these
areas, for background purposes, we briefly review the current use of pre-release and the available
relevant literature and statistics. Because of our US-based experience, we draw mostly on US data for
illustration purposes, although we acknowledge that a more global view is perhaps desirable.
Current Use and Role of Pre-release
In a broad sense, pre-release means any programming meant to prepare individuals for transition to
the community. In this broad meaning, encompassing anything that may be intended to help with
the transition, virtually all institutional corrections have some programs in place with this focus in
mind. These range from merely providing some “gate money” and/or a bus ticket to providing helpful
information to soon-to-be-released individuals, to providing various in-prison services targeting
specific reentry needs, and finally to placing them in a community-based setting before the formal
release as a means to transition them to full reentry.
Leaving aside correctional policies that address the most minimal concerns at release (gate money
and/or bus ticket), at the lower end of this pre-release programming spectrum, the use of “reentry/
pre-release handbooks” (aka “resource guides”) started growing in popularity in the early 2000’s
(Mellow & Dickinson, 2006). A 2008 Urban Institute survey reported that just a little over half of the
departments of corrections provided such handbooks to soon-to-be-released individuals (La Vigne,
Davis, Palmer, & Halberstadt, 2008). Such handbooks are likely to be insufficient for successful
reintegration, given the many fundamental social and health issues that many returning individuals
experience.
Midway through the spectrum lies a wide range of in-prison programs. These may include programs
targeting specific needs, such as educational programs, vocational training/job readiness programs,
programs targeting behavioral health needs (e.g., mental health, substance use disorders), or
parenting skills training. Some institutions have programs specifically called “pre-release,” meant
specifically to educate on reentry needs, thus going beyond providing a release handbook to actually
provide education sessions about resources available in the community and other useful information
regarding the transition process. Comprehensive estimates of participation in all types of in-prison
programs and services across all US prisons are difficult to find, with no ongoing systematic data
collection process in place with the exception of health care (Chari et al., 2016). Regarding substance
use treatment, the 2007 National Criminal Justice Treatment Practices survey reported that
almost 75 percent of all prisons in the US have some form of program available; however, the high
prevalence of programs does not translate in high inmate participation (only 13 percent; Taxman,
Pattavina, & Caudy, 2014).
Lastly, at the high end of the pre-release programming spectrum, the pre-release term is taken quite
literally, and arguably, more comprehensively, to mean the placement of previously incarcerated
individuals in community-based programs/institutions before full and formal release from prison
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sentence and, if applicable, before commencement of other community supervision attached to
the prison sentence (e.g., parole/aka “conditional release”; probation). In the United States, such
pre-release modality, with placement in the community, is relied upon in both the federal and state
systems. This usually occurs within a person’s last year of incarceration, but most commonly within
the last six months. For individuals serving shorter sentences, this period can be shorter. For example,
the federal system as a rule limits pre-release to six months or the last ten percent of an inmate’s
sentence, whichever is less, though exceptions are allowed under certain circumstances (Ellis &
Henderson, 2017).
Although here we use the generic name of “pre-release placement”, some other terms have been used
(e.g., “early-out option”, see Ellis & Henderson, 2017). Moreover, the community-based institutions
relied upon for its use in the United States are known under various names, as well, such as:
Transitional Housing Centers, Halfway Houses, Community Correction Centers, Community Contract
Facilities, or Residential Reentry Center. Notwithstanding differences in terminology and modality of
pre-release programming, the main purpose of pre-release placement is clear: to prepare returning
individuals for successful reintegration into community—responding thus to a noble mission of the
21st century’s corrections.
There are no comprehensive standardized data on pre-release placement in the US, so it is difficult
to estimate the prevalence of this most “complete” modality of pre-release programming, as such
groups are commingled under the general correctional or the community supervision statistics.
However, the available correctional statistics do bear great significance for our discussion, as they
underscore yet again the urgency of efforts to envision pre-release programs that successfully
transition people from prison to the community.2 Thus, at year end in 2019, 1,430,800 persons were
in state and federal prisons and 608,026 individuals were released in the American communities in
2019, with more than two-thirds of these released under some form of conditional supervision. About
a third of all prison admissions for 2019 (more than 165,000 individuals) were admitted for supervision
violations (Carson, 2020). The more staggering and troubling statistic is that almost 70% of people
released are rearrested within 3 years of release, and about half return to prison (Durose, Cooper,
& Snyder, 2014). Other statistics speak to the array of day-to-day challenges encountered during
the reentry experience by returning citizens. In contrast to the general population, they experience
difficulties finding stable housing, strained family relationships and other support systems, increased
joblessness, and poor physical, mental, and behavioral health (La Vigne et al., 2008).
In short, despite some encouraging declines in the prison population in the US during the past decade,
a function of declines in both admissions and releases, the total numbers remain staggering. The
high recidivism rates as well as the other poor post-release outcomes are a constant reminder that
“corrections” need to do better to earn their name and better address the array of reentry needs that
returning citizens face. All this leads us to our primary recommendation: part of the solution for a
2

Given the focus on pre-release programming, we focus only on prison statistics, which in the US comprise institutions at
the state and federal levels that hold people sentenced for felonious crimes, carrying penalties of one year or longer. The
total institutional population in the US also includes the jail population, which operate at the local level and comprises
individuals serving misdemeanor sentences (shorter than one year) as well as a variety of transitory populations (e.g.,
people awaiting trial or sentencing). The jails add 740,000 individuals to the total number of incarcerated persons in the
US, for a total greater than 2.1 million at the end of 2018 (Maruschak & Minton, 2020).
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more successful path toward reintegration is acceptance that reentry services need to expand their
post-release focus, designed to be implemented as soon as a someone enters the prison environment.
In other words, for successful reintegration, reentry programming should start at admission
time, not at release time. If adopted system-wide, such an approach would help not only with the
transitioning of the prison population serving longer sentences (e.g., longer than one year), but also
with the transitioning of people spending less time behind bars (e.g., in local jails), but for whom
the incarceration experience and its negative consequences are similarly interrupting and disturbing
their lives. Moreover, correctional environments that emphasize reentry programming immediately
upon entry will have the added benefit of a transitioning-focus system in place that would build more
effective linkages with community-based programs, and help manage emergency crises and releases,
such as those demanded by the current COVID-19 pandemic.
We now turn our attention to the main challenge areas regarding designing effective pre-release
programs.
Challenge Area # 1: Inconsistency in Terminology and Taxonomy of Pre-release Programs
We have described the meaning and use of pre-release programs not only for the sake of conceptual
clarity but also to underscore one of the main challenges that needs to be addressed regarding prerelease. That is, the need for more consistency in the terminology used when discussing pre-release
programming, coupled with the need for meaningful classifications. Here we propose several steps.
Possible Solutions:
• At a minimum, we distinguish two main categories: pre-release involving placement outside
the prison and pre-release programming that occurs solely in prison. Such a simple binary
classification is important not just for the sake of clarity; it would facilitate tracking of existing
and developing programs. We believe it is incumbent upon both researchers and practitioners to
embrace this effort, by making it easier to build useful databases of pre-release programs and
assess their relative effectiveness, and enable correctional administrators to identify effective
programs.
• We have offered above a starting point for building a fuller taxonomy for pre-release
programming, going beyond the community placement criterion, toward addressing a
comprehensive array of transition needs. Such a “spectrum of needs” criterion could build upon
the work of other reentry researchers, who in the past proposed that reentry programming be
broken down in three main parts: an “institutional phase” (where in-prison services are provided
to influence later reentry); a “structured reentry” (starting just before release and focused
on transition needs most immediate during the first month of release); and a “community
reintegration” phase (extended through the end of the community supervision term following
the incarceration) (Taxman, Young, & Byrne, 2003). Here, we advance this framework by calling
for: a) extending the institutional reentry phase to the very entry point, with structured
pre-release programming that start as soon as a person enters the prison; b) structured
transitioning services that extend for at least six months following release, when reentering
individuals face the highest risk for negative outcomes; c) ongoing multi-domain assessments,
using validated assessment tools, to inform both pre-release and post-release service plans; and
d) extending supportive services offered to returning citizens in the community to individuals
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not under formal supervision (e.g., individuals maxing out of their sentences, or otherwise
released unconditionally). These individuals, too, face barriers to reentry similar if not greater
than those released under some form of supervision. We have to emphasize that the focus here
is on their transitioning needs, rather than supervision, and any programming should be mindful
of the risk of net-widening effects and that those serving the entirety of their sentences may
not be legally bound to supervision.
• Such a spectrum-of-needs based classification would more effectively enable development (or
refinement) of assessment needs tools that emphasize as a main underlying goal the aim to
ensure a continuum of care for the evolving criminogenic and other service needs of people who
experience incarceration and subsequent release.
Gaining conceptual clarity will ultimately help with efforts to envision ideal models of pre-release
programming. Our review of relevant statistics and sparse literature on pre-release revealed not
only inconsistency in terminology but also that efforts to identify “workable models” of pre-release
and what makes good programs (e.g., features of effective programs, guiding principles, practice
standards) are often lacking. To be sure, there are some exceptions, with some efforts dating back
to when pre-release/transition programming started gaining acceptance (Shand, 1996); more
recently, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) also released
its guidelines focused on the specific transitioning needs of the correctional population suffering of
mental or substance use disorders (SAMHSA, 2017). Our discussion here adds to these few efforts,
with the ultimate aim of providing an ideal pre-release program.
Challenge Area # 2: Eligibility Criteria Used for Program Participation and the Need for Promoting
Meaningful Participation
Currently, participation in pre-release and post-release programming includes some eligibility
criteria, mostly based on the overarching goal of reducing criminogenic needs and addressing related
public safety risks. Common criteria include substance use and mental health disorders, educational
deficits, and job skills training needs. However, discussion of eligibility criteria cannot be separated
from discussion of the voluntary or mandatory nature of program participation—and the potential
implications of an individual choosing to participate or not. The most troubling issue with mandatory
participation is that it disregards the motivation to participate. Yet, research has shown that individual
motivation is an important factor in achieving intended program outcomes (Miller & Rollnick, 2012).
Moreover, refusal to participate would also amount to some form of institutional misconduct, which
would significantly diminish someone’s likelihood of gaining early release or acceptance in a prerelease community-based program (Vîlcică, 2018). Thus, even if people “willingly” participate, this
“choice” is often driven by the threat of negative consequences (Young & Belenko, 2002). In short,
mandating participation in programs fails to account for the underlying need for motivating and
engaging the inmates fully in meaningful participation.
This does not mean that programs that are voluntary are devoid of motivation-related issues. For
these programs, participant self-selection is an important issue to consider, as those individuals
truly willing to enroll in a program also have a higher motivation to succeed to start with (the desire
to improve chances of early release could also be the sole motivating factor). This type of selection
bias most often would defeat the main purpose of an intervention, as it basically runs the risk of
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missing the intended target population, which should consist of those most of risk for failing and
least motivated. All of this underscores the need for devising strategies that focus on promoting and
increasing inmate motivation and engagement in program participation early during incarceration.
However, a host of other issues related to program eligibility compounds even the most well-intended
participation criteria. We highlight here some of the most critical. The first one is the dynamic nature
of the criminogenic needs of those incarcerated. Thus, many of the needs that in-prison and postprison programs are attempting to address are not stable and change over time, both as a function
of life-events/maturation process but also based on the incarceration experience. Assessing these
multidimensional needs over time is crucial for developing effective pre-release services and postrelease planning (Belenko, 2006). In the United States, where many people serve very long sentences,
the effects of the incarceration experience and/or post-release formal supervision cannot be
underestimated.
Lastly, another major impediment that affects how eligibility criteria are used in correctional
programming is the perpetual tension that exists in correctional policy (and criminal justice, more
broadly) between emphasizing the retributive versus rehabilitative functions of the prison/penal
sanction, as well as the public safety versus public health goals. Thus, as discussed above, some
eligibility criteria may favor participation by those with lower risk to public safety (e.g., no institutional
misconduct in past six months, or exclusion of persons convicted for violent crimes). Such stringent
criteria, and general rules that exclude or limit participation based on the nature of the offense or
criminal/misconduct history (a retributive driven limitation) only serve to undermine the rehabilitation
efforts that should target those most in need of correctional services. Additionally, the risk level is
not always a valid indication of someone’s needs, as the two may not overlap. For example, low risk
people would often need just as much support with securing employment when returning to the
community.
Possible Solutions:
Ideally, the correctional landscape of 2030 will shift to accommodate all of the following on a large
scale both in institutional and community corrections:
• Implementation of evidence-based multi-domain assessments of criminogenic risks and needs
that fully accounts for their dynamic nature. Assessments should be staggered throughout a
person’s stay in prison and post-release; at all stages, including admission, assessment should
also address reentry and transitioning needs and recommend programming that targets those
needs from the very beginning through the end of incarceration, as well as at a minimum of
six months following release. These include behavioral health issues (substance use or mental
health disorders), deficits and strengths in family and other social networks, stable and sober
housing needs, and employability. For those individually not legally bound by any supervision,
assessment should focus on transitioning needs and increasing motivation to participate (see
below).
• Assessment and programming should also focus on encouraging and motivating participation
across the board, but especially among those least motivated, for both pre- and post-release
programs. Currently most programs encourage participation in pre-release programs closer
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to the eligibility time; optimally, such efforts to engage should start at admission time and
be maintained throughout. As we indicated earlier, research has shown that despite the
high prevalence of some programs across US prisons, participation is very low. Focusing
on motivation and engagement ideally would lead to wider acceptance and participation
while promoting voluntary participation. Strategies such as motivational interviewing (Miller
& Rollnick, 2012) or peer mentoring (Nixon, 2020) have the potential to increase inmate
engagement in both pre-release and post-release programming. The First Step Act in the federal
system in the US is also an attempt to accomplish greater engagement.
• Rethink and re-envision the role of the eligibility criteria for in-prison and post-release
programming. Program elements and eligibility for programs should be based on risks and
needs, determined by reliance on multi-domain assessments, as described above. Ultimately,
post-release outcomes will be improved by incorporating principles of risks-needs-responsivity
(Andrews & Bonta, 2010): identifying criminogenic risks and targeting services to criminogenic
needs (particularly dynamic needs), and designing programs and services that are appropriate
to the cognitive abilities and learning styles of incarcerated persons. At a minimum, corrections
should help with the following basic needs before release: access to proper identification, access
to medical insurance (particularly in the US), securing immediate transportation, securing
immediate stable and sober housing, gaining meaningful employment, and securing continuity
of care in medical treatment, if applicable. These needs would be more stringent for individuals
serving long sentences who are more likely to experience a breakdown of social support
networks outside of the prison walls.
• Just as important, correctional policies of the next decade should come to terms with formally
acknowledging that emphasis of retribution-based criteria undermine the rehabilitative mission
that gives corrections their name. We realize that it is easier said than done to advocate for the
primacy of the rehabilitative and reintegrative goal of corrections, with many criminal justice
policies influencing such an orientation, reflecting political and legislative factors rather than
the views of correctional officials. However, corrections can carry a great deal of weight in this
process by changing their approach and vision of incarceration and its own role in implementing
criminal sanctioning/penalties. To this end, programs designed for the correctional staff/
personnel, starting with the hiring stage and subsequent training, can go a long way in
changing the mentality and attitudes of correction officers and other supervision staff towards
those incarcerated. When programs focus on how correctional staff envision their own role,
attitudes can shift over time from the prevalent order-maintenance views to embracing a more
rehabilitative and helping vision.
The oft-cited example of a correctional system clearly driven by a rehabilitation and reintegration
mission is Norway’s correctional environment, hailed as the host of the world’s most humane
maximum-security prison, the Halden Prison (Benko, 2015). However, what is often understated in the
accounts about Halden and Norway’s corrections, is that Norway, too, used to have its correctional
policies driven by concerns for retribution and that it took significant effort and time to change staff
mentality to embrace the current one in which the prisoner is seen as “one of us,” whose loss of
freedom itself is enough punishment (aka, “principle of normality”) (Benko, 2015). Acknowledging
again the many other factors that can change public attitudes and criminal justice policy, Norway’s
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history stands as evidence that, as long as the vision exists, major shifts in attitudes among
correctional staff about their own role and mission are not only critical for achieving success, but also
feasible.
Challenge Area # 3: Nature and Quality of Programs
The foundation for developing effective pre-release and transitional programs depends on the
quality of the programs and services available in correctional facilities. Even with state-of-the-art
assessment, case planning, and pre-release planning, the impacts of this reimagined system will be
undermined if programs are of poor quality, do not use evidence-based principles, do not appropriately
target the needs of the population, or are not culturally or gender appropriate. For example, although
therapeutic communities are a dominant model for in-prison substance use treatment in the US, and
there is some evidence for its effectiveness, this treatment may not be appropriate for all individuals.
The availability of gender-specific health and other services, particularly those that incorporate
trauma-informed care, is often limited. Skills development programs such as vocational programs may
not be training persons for jobs that are actually available in the community.
Moreover, many correctional facilities have restrictions on the types of programs and program staff
allowed into the prisons. Thus, many systems in the US bar those with prior felony convictions from
entering a prison; this has the effect of precluding peer mentoring programs and having substance
use treatment counseling staff with lived experience inside the walls. Due to resource constraints,
correctional systems may rely on existing staff to deliver services, even when they are not qualified,
rather than contract with community-based providers. For example, a number of studies have
documented the poor medical care received by incarcerated persons, which also reflects limits on
correctional health care budgets (Wilper et al., 2009; Stürup-Toft, O’Moore, & Plugge, 2018). In sum,
the quality of pre-release programs may be undermined when limited resources and facility conditions
lead to poorly paid staff delivering services for which they may not be adequately trained, in stressful
conditions that lead to burnout and high staff turnover.
Lastly, we should note here the role of prison visitation. Visitation policies are not usually considered
as part of correctional programming; they are rather treated as a matter of inmate rights and prison
security. However, a large body of research documents the positive influence that visitation of those
incarcerated has on both in-prison behavior (e.g., misconducts and program participation) and postrelease outcomes (Cochran, Mears, & Bales, 2017). Visitation allows incarcerated persons to maintain
tangible social ties with family and loved ones during their incarceration; having the ability to maintain
a social network of support reduces concerns among those visited about their reentry challenges
(Mancini et al., 2016), and their odds of gaining early release (Vîlcică, 2015). The maintenance of social
capital via visitation in turn translates into recovery capital post-release, via increased emotional
support, housing, and employment opportunities (Mowen & Visher, 2016). In sum, policies allowing for
meaningful visitation can achieve outcomes desired for by many correctional programs, yet visitation
policies in the US are usually heavily restricted, with visitors facing multiple challenges, ranging from
strict screening criteria to very rigid visitation schedules, and to geographical immobility. The latter,
for example, includes both lack of transportation or/and ability to pay for long-distance traveling, as
most prisons in the US are in distant rural areas, yet most of those incarcerated and their visitors are
from densely populated cities.
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Possible Solutions:
• Planning for new or enhanced pre-released programs should consider the quality of specific
services. For example, substance use treatment providers should be licensed and certified by
the appropriate government oversight agency. Contracts with service providers should include
performance benchmarks and specifications for evidence-based practices to be used and
minimum required staff credentials.
• Current policies that bar persons with felony records from entering the prisons should be
revisited to allow for peer mentoring/recovery support programs. Such programs have been
found to be effective in various service contexts, including mental health, substance use, and
HIV prevention (Bassuk et al., 2016), so accessibility to peers would be an important positive
component of pre-release programs.
• Increased involvement of community-based providers in pre-release/correctional programming
is very important as it increases the likelihood that returning citizens will access services
upon release to the community. Given the importance of social capital for desistance and
recovery, building these connections is likely to have positive impacts on recidivism and
relapse. A good example is the so-called “reach-in model” whereby staff from community
programs and service providers begin their connection with incarcerated persons inside the
walls, and continue to serve the same persons after release. This model has shown success
for people with mental health disorders (Lennox et al., 2021) and those at risk for, or infected
with, HIV (Zaller et al., 2008). A more comprehensive approach is the “import model” such as
the one developed in Norway, where all services are delivered by local community providers,
not the prison staff (Norwegian Correctional Service, n.d.). The advantages of these models
include: continuity of care after release; better connections between community and prisons;
reduction in stigmatization of prisoners; less of a concern for staff burnout and turnover; and
the opportunity for funding outside of the corrections budget (in Norway, at least, where all
citizens have the right to these services). If Norway’s changes in correctional philosophy and
practices and its low recidivism rates, and encouraging findings from various “reach-in” models,
are success stories to be emulated, then large-scale adoption of “importation” of services is a
logical recommendation for corrections in other countries.
• Relatedly, increased funding is a necessary component of expansion and improvement of
pre-release programs. This is particularly important if correctional systems are to envision
pre-release programming as a key part of the incarceration experience in which most if not all
inmates would participate, and do so throughout the incarceration rather than having a more
piecemeal approach whereby relatively few persons take advantage of such programs, and only
as they get closer to the release time.
• Finally, visitation policies should be re-envisioned, with a focus on enhancing the positive role
that visitation can have on facilitating maintenance and growth of social capital by providing
opportunities for meaningful social bonds with family, loved ones, and community members.
More specifically, visitation can be used as a programming tool to increase motivation both
for program participation while in prison and for desistance from crime/substance use once
released. To this end: a) people sentenced to prison should be placed in institutions closest
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to their home residences, assuming necessary needs-based programs are available in the
designated facility; b) visitors should be supported with transportation needs (e.g., provision of
regular shuttles); c) visitation restrictions should be revisited to allow for meaningful contact
time and physical space (e.g., to enable reasonable privacy of visitation); and d) potential pool
of visitors expanded (e.g., to allow, as indicated earlier, for people with prior criminal histories
to visit). Lastly, we should note in this regard that the COVID-19 pandemic has already forced
corrections to rethink how visitation can be done. While initially the default reaction was to go
into lockdown, many have subsequently started experimenting with adopting and implementing
online visitation policies. Online visitation is clearly a step forward, especially useful when
distance/travel is an issue. Here we advocate for its use as a supplement to, not replacement of,
in-person visitation, especially because families may lack the appropriate computer equipment
and broadband internet access. As it has become obvious during the pandemic, virtual
connections are no substitute for in-person connections.
Challenge Area # 4: Function of Community-Based Centers Used in Pre-release
Many of the challenges involving pre-release surround the community placement component when in
use. Here we take the view that inclusion of community placement as a way of gradually transitioning
incarcerated individuals to full release is desirable and should become the standard for all prison
releases. However, the use of community-based placement, at least as implemented the US, is
fraught with many issues. These issues to a large extent may explain the mixed research findings on
their effectiveness, with some studies finding that releases through community centers have higher
recidivism rates than releases to supervised parole (Pennsylvania Department of Corrections, 2013).
Thus, “getting” the community placement “right” is critically important, especially when considering
the scale to which it happens in jurisdictions that rely on it. For example, in Pennsylvania, US, half of
parole releases are through CCCs (Nakamura, 2018). Similarly, pre-release community placement is
the norm in the federal jurisdiction (Ellis & Henderson, 2017).
One of the main issues is whether community placement institutions should be operated by the
government/correctional systems, or privately managed and operated. In the US centers run by
private contractors have attracted a great deal of negative views, especially involving for-profit
facilities. Criticism ranges from accusations of mismanagement, corruption involved in getting the
contracts, lapses in security, and higher recidivism rates (American Friends Service Committee, 2016).
Admittedly, there are exceptions, with some reporting, for example, positive outcomes in terms of
reincarceration likelihood for private halfway houses in New Jersey (Hamilton & Campbell, 2014). But
as the authors suggest, this is an occurrence “uncommonly observed”.
In our experiences, accounts from interviews with parole agents indeed yielded salient criticisms
regarding the operation of community-based facilities (Vîlcică, 2016). A general complaint involved
how the role of such facilities is conceptualized versus how it is carried out in practice. Thus, although
in theory such centers are supposed to serve as pre-release placements, in practice they are often
used to alleviate prison overcrowding. Additionally, from the agents’ perspective, the centers provide
limited ability to deal with persons assigned to their supervision, with coordination between the
supervision agents and CCCs’ staff generally lacking. This conflicting overlap in responsibility for
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supervision and service provision often results in a gap in services for individuals housed in CCCs.3
When CCCs are indeed used as intended to help with the transitioning process, a major source of
concern relates to their ability to provide and maintain a living environment for its pre-releasees that
foster successful reintegration. More generally, the centers are lacking in resources and programming
to address the vocational, social services, and behavioral health needs of their populations. The
discussion above outlining limitations with resources for programs accessible to people in prison
apply equally to resources needed once they move to a pre-release and subsequently post-release
status.
Possible Solutions:
The path forward regarding pre-release placement in community centers is not as much a matter of
re-envisioning their role as much as ensuring that they are staying true to the original vision guiding
their adoption. If the “in-reach” or “import” models for any correctional programs were to be adopted
widely, as we recommended above, the thorny question of whether or not the centers used for prerelease community placement should be privately operated becomes less of a concern. This being
said, it is readily apparent that:
• There is a great need for ensuring accountability that CCCs do not stray from their mission of
serving their pre-release transitional populations. All of the following can help achieve this
goal more meaningfully: a) adoption of cross-system stakeholder oversight; b) regular program
reviews and audits; c) reliance on data-driven decision-making regarding all operations; d)
contracting only with licensed service providers; and e) training of staff involved in both security
and service provision (e.g., similar to what we recommended above for the institutional staff
regarding promoting changes in their own attitudes).
• In line with the recommendation for ensuring greater accountability, correctional agencies
should delineate clearly the responsibilities of each agency involved in the custodial and
community supervision and provision of services as a person is transitioned from the prison
setting to the pre-release community placement and any subsequent post-release supervision
and services.
• We discussed the need for increased resources above. We also think it deserves explicit
acknowledgement that the funding of services needed for reintegration purposes are outside
of the scope of what the corrections can unilaterally accomplish. Government support must be
examined to fully address the specific and manifold needs of the reentering population - and
views of the correctional system’s role re-envisioned to emphasize its crucial role as an agent of
rehabilitation and reintegration.
Discussion & Concluding Thoughts
Common to all the challenges discussed in this paper is the important need for effective and
meaningful coordination between community-based placement institutions and the prisons, on one
hand, and the other supervisory and service provision agencies that may be involved in the subsequent
3

In contrast to such misgivings, views among parole supervision staff were positive that CCCs can be useful when serving
as “halfway back” centers for parole violators, to adjust the supervision regime without having to place parolees back in
prison.
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release in the community, on the other hand. This can be achieved through several strategies: a)
development and maintenance of cross-system real-time data and communication channels regarding
the supervised correctional population (e.g., adoption of integrated case management systems that
track individuals through the gradual succession toward full release from the institutional setting to
the pre-release status to post-release supervision/services) (Vîlcică, 2016); b) building the information
and agency linkage capacity across program/service providers, with real-time immediate response
ability (for example, to match an individual’s needs to programs designed to address those needs
that have immediate availability); and c) development of coordinated pre- and post-release program
plans that involve various stakeholders, and efforts to assure “mission alignment” between public
safety and public health agencies (Taxman & Belenko, 2012). Implementing these strategies may not
be easy. However, given the responsibilities of correctional systems to ensure successful reentry
and reintegration of returning citizens, while also safeguarding the safety of the public, information
sharing and data building capacity should be a priority.
Implementing new programs in the criminal justice system, particularly those that require buy-in from
different systems and services sectors, is a difficult and complex process. The field of implementation
science has emerged providing new conceptual frameworks and interventions to facilitate innovation
and organizational change. These can also inform correctional innovation (Van Dyke, 2020; Zielinski
et al., 2020). For example, research has shown a positive impact for local change teams – interagency
teams of stakeholders who work in structured ways to identify and achieve goals using data-driven
decision-making (Belenko et al., 2017).
In the context of this paper’s theme, failure to consider the challenges of improving pre- and
post-release services, and developing strategies to facilitate linkages among key agencies and
stakeholders, can undermine the impacts of reform. Issues such as poor coordination or information
sharing, particularly at the transition “gap” as inmates move from prison to pre-release to postrelease supervision, as well as the need for mission alignment need to be addressed to foster
successful implementation of the innovations suggested here. For example, co-training and shared
workforce development can help improve collaboration across agencies, while ensuring that staff
share common language and knowledge base. By focusing on these organizational- and staff-level
issues, correctional systems can move toward developing a “seamless system of care” for returning
citizens that supports individual change and improves both public safety and public health (Taxman &
Belenko, 2012).
To be sure, we are not the first to underscore the critical importance of interagency coordination and
planning when it comes to successful reintegration of returning citizens. In fact, virtually every report
evaluating any correctional program and reentry services laments the lack of or improper/insufficient
coordination among stakeholders. To us, the continued need for calls for improvement in this area only
serve to underscore the importance of prioritizing such efforts in the future—if corrections are to get
to a place where we do not have to repeat ourselves when taking stock of progress every ten years
and envisioning the way forward.
We were eager to contribute to this issue of Advancing Corrections, focused on envisioning corrections
in 2030 by placing the reintegration mission at their core. We argued that successful reintegration is
predicated on meaningful and effective preparation for reentry of the returning population, and better
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collaboration with community agencies. We proposed solutions that require broad-range systemic
changes, as well as societal shifts that go beyond what corrections alone can do. This may be overreaching, but it is fitting. The expression “envisioning the future” evokes ideal aspirations - ambitions
that may be loftier than what the present time warrants but providing visions of a better future. Thus,
we would like to conclude with a quote by Barack Obama as he ponders in his memoir on the purpose
of pursuing wide-range reforms in the face of great obstacles (Obama, 2020):
“How useful is it to describe the world as it should be when efforts to achieve that 		
world are bound to fall short?” (p. 366), to arrive at the answer that “Our history has always
been the sum total of the choices made and the actions taken by each individual man and
woman…It has always been up to us.” (p. 371)
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Abstract
This article discusses the current and potential future use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in prisons. In a
quickly digitalizing society, prison systems are also being rapidly digitalized, and the latest examples
of this development are AI solutions implemented for security technique and offender management.
A literature review and a survey to 20 jurisdictions globally are summarized in this article. We will
also discuss the possible side effects of AI being implemented and the ethical questions related to its
future use in prison context.
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Introduction
The term Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been used to describe projects and prototype systems since
the second half of the 20th century. In general, we can speak of AI when machines do the kind of
things that only people used to be able to do. It refers to “systems that display intelligent behaviour
by analysing their environment and taking action — with some degree of autonomy — to achieve
specific goals” (European Commission, 2018). Where ‘artificial’ (delivered by machines) is the most
straightforward parameter to assess whether a system is AI or not, the word ‘intelligent’ makes it
much more complicated and ambiguous since intelligence is a loaded concept, hinting notions such
as consciousness which is part of the uniqueness of a human being. However, the capabilities of
AI are still extremely limited relative to human intelligence (Andrew, 2017), and AI is currently not
able to do more than the simulation of human intelligence processes like visual perception, speech
recognition, decision-making and translation between languages (Tucci, Burns & Laskowski, 2020).
The development of AI is more about a revolution in computational statistics than a revolution in
intelligence (Fry, 2018).
To distinguish between the different interpretations of the word intelligence, the typology of “AI
triad” is made in literature. Based on the ‘level of intelligence’, we can talk about Artificial Narrow
Intelligence (ANI) where machines are capable to execute a specific task or limited set of processes.
Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) refers to machines that come closer to simulating or even
achieving human level intelligence. Artificial Super Intelligence (ASI) could be used when talking about
AI exceeding human intelligence. Where experts disagree about a lot of AI topics, there is a common
agreement that current AI is still on the level of ANI. We are currently not even close to AGI and far
away from ASI. In this article we will use the term AI in the meaning of ANI.
Machine Learning
It is mainly thanks to four self-reinforcing trends that AI has really taken off: the availability of
increasingly large amounts of data, the accessibility of cheap and enormous computational power, the
transformation of ever more places into IT-friendly environments (e.g., domotics, and smart cities) and
the development of more sophisticated statistical and probabilistic methods (Cath et al., 2018). In this
context, investments and interest in AI boomed as it enabled the successful application of the most
popular and widespread AI technique to this day, which is known as machine learning or supervised
learning.
Machine learning is a powerful automated statistical technique that works by identifying patterns in
available data (=learning) and then applying this knowledge (algorithms) to new data. The larger a
data set is, the better AI can learn and discover even subtle relations in the data. Algorithms improve
their performance in a given task when more data becomes available, so they learn by themselves
to be more accurate. Besides machine learning, AI’s most common applications are natural language
processing and understanding, computer vision, speech recognition, planning and scheduling actions,
optimization, robotics and expert systems (Pietikäinen & Silvén, 2019). Machine learning itself is
broadly used in most of these applications like predicting phenomena, planning, optimization and
pattern recognition needed in computer vision, speech recognition and natural language processing,
robotics, optimizing the function of large systems (e.g., energy consumption) and improving expert
systems.
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Artificial Intelligence in Prisons
In a quickly digitalizing society, envisioning prisons in 2030 can hardly be done without the projection
of what we know or assume will be available in AI in the future. AI is currently seen as one of the
highest forms of human development and a sound outcome of human achievement to date (Dahal,
2019). AI’s current implementations have already generated remarkable impact on individual lives as
well as our society as a whole. It presents a multitude of challenges and ethical concerns, many of
which are being actively considered by organizations, research institutes and governments (Green,
2018). The most fundamental ethical and moral concerns are related to the man-machine relationship,
and whether and how far we will go into trusting algorithms and robots in the future.
There are many different underlying techniques that can be categorized under AI, from rather basic
programming using logic, if-then rules, over more enhanced, obtuse statistical techniques towards
deep learning and the use of neural networks. However, in the context of this article it is more
important to have a look at the application of those techniques in practical solutions in prisons. The
two main areas where AI in prisons is implemented are: (1) operational technology mainly focused on
security and surveillance, and (2) software applications to support information management such as
offender management systems, healthcare, finance etc. In this article we will analyse how AI is and
could be used in the prison setting, and how its capabilities and challenges are related to its usage in
this context1. We will also highlight the ethical concerns of AI in prison setting and what is needed to
assure that it will support and improve our future correctional practices in line with its purposes.
Methods
We conducted a literature review about the use of AI in prisons and ethical questions regarding its
use. We used both academic journal resources and other available online sources like news platforms
and congress websites. The Finnish Criminal Sanctions Agency’s (CSA)2 submitted in 2020 a survey
about the use of AI in correctional services to EuroPris member countries by EuroPris’ Knowledge
Management System (KMS).3 CSA submitted their proposal for questions, and EuroPris created the
actual digital survey and sent it out to the member countries. Each member country’s agency has
an appointed KMS focal point, who is responsible for submitting the survey inside the agency to
those specialists that are responsible for the specific topic in question. Countries submitted their
answers back to EuroPris to collect the results for CSA. Besides the 13 EuroPris member countries,
one Australian, two Asian and five North American jurisdictions answered the same survey. The
North American responses came from an internal request throughout the Corrections Technology
Association4. The Asian and Australian jurisdictions were asked and responded directly on the authors’
request.
The survey had the following questions:
1. Do you currently use AI in your correctional system? How?
2. Are you planning to use AI? How?
3. Are you planning / discussing the use of AI with your agency’s management?
1

In this article we will not talk about AI’s usage in probation or community corrections context.

2

Author Pia Puolakka is working as a Project Manager in CSA.

3

European Organisation of Prison and Correctional Services: www.europris.org. EuroPris submits several KMS surveys

4

Author Steven van de Steene is a member of the Corrections Technology Association: www.correctionstech.org

annually reporting their results on their website.
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4. Do you have concerns regarding risks or ethical questions connected to the use of AI?
5. Have there been any new policies or legislation developed to support the current and future use
of AI in your organization?
Results: Literature review
Security Techniques
The literature review revealed that the majority of AI applications in the prison context are in the
realm of security technique. The most advanced applications are currently seen in Asian countries
like China, where a “smart” surveillance system is designed to monitor prisoners at every moment,
including while they are in their cells. The network of cameras and sensors are capable to constantly
track inmates and feed into an AI system that uses facial identification and movement analysis
technologies to monitor each individual inmate, producing a daily report about each one and flagging
any unusual behaviour (Yan, 2019).
The same kind of surveillance systems are also used in Hong Kong, where a “smart” video surveillance
system includes cameras with analytic monitoring functions that can detect unusual behaviour —
such as an inmate hurting themselves or collapsing — and alert officials. Another application is
related to the use of data coming from a tracking wristband comparable to fitness wristbands on the
market. This wearable wristband will keep track of inmates’ vital signs and whereabouts – namely
biometric data, alerting officials if it notices anything amiss, including signs that the inmate may have
injured themselves (Houser, 2019). In South Korea robots are used to monitor violence and suicide
risks of inmates to help reduce the workload for human guards (BBC News, 2011). Hong Kong prisons
are also using robotic arms that shift through inmates’ feces for smuggled items like drugs (Houser,
2019).
Another example of AI in security techniques is the mass-monitoring system of inmate phone calls
in US prisons in New York and Alabama (Cassens-Weiss, 2019). This system uses speech-recognition
technology, semantic analytics and machine learning software to build growing databases of
searchable words that can flag suspicious calls that might include threats like planning crimes,
smuggling of drugs into prisons and other incriminating information. Image and pattern recognition
technologies are used increasingly in CCTV camera systems in general such as the AI-based video
analytics platform currently implemented in some prisons in India (Digit News Desk, 2019) or
focused on specific locations: a prison in Liverpool (UK) uses security cameras monitored by AI to
stop smuggling of drugs, phones and weapons into prison, and detect other suspicious behaviour
(McGoogan, 2016).
Currently AI-driven technologies like these are developed and marketed rapidly and changing the
way prisons monitor their inmates. Suspicious human activity recognition from surveillance video
is especially an active research area of image processing and computer visioning. Many security
technique AI solutions can contribute to staff capacity enhancements, but prison services also
mention paying concern to the ethical questions related to these solutions, which we discuss later in
the article.
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Offender Management5: Risk Analysis and Recidivism
With the advent of big data analytics and AI, both the assessment of risk and the operation of criminal
justice systems are becoming increasingly technologically sophisticated (Zavrsnik, 2020). This is also
happening in prisons where the most common applications of AI technology are evident in the context
of risk assessment tools (Pereira, 2020), which were the first AI applications in prisons. Most of
these models are based on the original and still dominant risk-need-responsivity (RNR) model of risk
assessment (Andrews, Bonta, & Hoge, 1990). To support this model the adoption in many jurisdictions
of standardized instruments for risk and needs assessment is one of the most important, widespread,
and continuing developments of the last 20 years in offender management (Raynor, 2019).
The ambition of using AI in the context of offender management lies in the desire to improve decision
making related to finding the best trajectory for the offenders regarding their needs and minimizing
their risks. For example, the Hong Kong Prison department states they are actively developing AI
technologies for persons in custody self-management in order to enhance the efficiency of penal
operations and even the effectiveness of rehabilitation programmes (Houser, 2019). A recent project
in the Finnish Criminal Sanctions Agency is developing an AI application for offender management.
RISE6 AI will be a ‘recommender’ system that recommends rehabilitative services to offenders during
their sentences based on the available offender background information, like various criminogenic
risk factors. This application will complement the risk and needs assessment tools currently in use,
thereby improving the accuracy of service recommendations made to offenders. Here ‘accuracy’ is
referring to meeting offenders needs and reducing their risk for re-offending (Puolakka, 2020).
AI-driven analysis of risk factors and estimates of reoffending are based on statistical algorithms
that become more accurate by machine learning that analyses large amounts of data of individual
risk factors and their relationship to reoffending. However, at the same time these analyses are being
criticized. One study finds that statistical algorithms are no more accurate than laypeople’s estimates
of recidivism (Dressel & Farid, 2018). This study was replicated and extended with nearly identical
results, with humans and algorithms performing comparably (Lin et al., 2020). However, the same
study noted increased performance gaps between humans and algorithms when the information
provided for predictions includes a more complex set of parameters (an enriched set of risk factors)
suggesting that algorithms can outperform human predictions of recidivism in “ecologically valid
settings” (Lin et al., 2020.). However, the challenge remains to define what is the meaning of this
‘ecologically valid’ setting, and how far those algorithms can be trusted in decision making processes
that potentially have a huge and pervasive impact on an individual’s life like the length and conditions
of a prison sentence or a release.
The proponents of algorithms claim that AI-driven analysis and decision making can correct the biases
that are present in human decision making without allowing heuristics, stereotypes, emotions and
other irrelevant but “human” factors interfere with objective analysis, arguing that algorithms can
overcome the harmful effects of cognitive biases (Sunstein, 2018). However, evidence shows that
algorithms can also easily be biased and start to repeat the same mistakes humans are prone to
5

Offender Management is a term that is used in this context to describe the information management of the individual
offenders. This includes information related to all aspects of their life during their journey: from initial intake, assessment
& classification towards surveillance, planning & programming and supporting care and rehabilitation.

6

RISE is short for Rikosseuraamuslaitos, which is the Finnish name of the agency.
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make. This shouldn’t be surprising considering that AI is only using the data and weightings defined
by humans and can’t do much more than simulating human (statistical) decision making. Studies also
show many problems with the data itself like lack of enough clean, accurate or well documented data
(Dhasarathy et al., 2020). AI-relevant data is often not accessible by systems across organizations, and
aging infrastructure with a multitude of different systems makes it difficult to implement AI solutions
(ibid). Therefore, designing an algorithm for use in the prison context requires thinking deliberately
about what it is that we exactly want to achieve and a solid understanding of the human failings
they’re supposed to be replacing (Fry, 2018).
AI in Rehabilitation - Better than Human?
While decision making algorithms are already hotly debated, the use of robotic systems is really the
crossing of a fundamental barrier for many people. Today, robots are already used for specific tasks
besides security tasks in different prisons in China and Hong Kong. Some are discussing the possibility
of using AI to address the solitary confinement crisis in the US by employing smart assistants, similar
to Amazon’s Alexa, as a form of ‘confinement companions’ for prisoners. Even if these ‘companions’
could alleviate some of the psychological stress for some prisoners, the focus on the ‘surface’
of the problem of solitary confinement conceals the debate about the aggravating harm of such
confinement, since these companions might actually contribute to the legitimization of solitary
confinement penal policy instead of questioning it (Završnik, 2020).
Considering that AI chatbots and virtual assistants are already used to some extent in civil health
care, it is a relevant question to ask if and how these solutions could be used in a meaningful and
rehabilitative way in the prison setting. A good virtual companion is perhaps a better solution than
a bad physical one: one of the risks in high-risk offender units where rehabilitative practices are
competing with a negative prison culture amongst prisoners.
This brings us to one of the biggest concerns as it comes to the implementation of AI and robotics in
society: occupations will disappear while AI is taking over the job humans used to do in a faster and
more accurate way. A counter argument states that AI is also bringing new occupations. One such
example is shown in a pilot in Finnish prisons, where prisoners were training in use of AI algorithms
(Newcomb, 2019), which also shows the possibility to provide prisoners with new job-related and
digital skills to help them successfully re-enter into the modern society and labour market.
Ethical Questions
The literature review revealed that the ethical questions regarding AI are being extensively discussed,
and it is necessary to evaluate each implementation of new technology in depth in the prison setting
as well. Nellis (2019) refers to this by expressing the need to apply an ‘ethics of technology’ to
avoid emerging technologies such as AI reinforcing the development of even more punitive penal
interventions. An increased use of AI in monitoring technologies has the potential to enhance its
capabilities and transform its role as a security technique making monitoring even more extensive
and constant than currently. Without proper analysis on what its effect would be on the entire prison
environment and culture, the risk is that AI simply generates more monitoring, control and even
other negative side effects. Constant surveillance can increase a person’s stress and anxiety levels
and decrease their trust in others (Houser, 2019). Prison agencies have to make decisions not only
based on the quantity of monitoring, but also on the intrusive character of the monitoring sensors:
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where they are placed (in cell, on the body, in community areas), when they are used, what they are
measuring (location, movements, heartbeat, breathing), how this is measured (signal type like sound,
picture, video, specific digital monitor signal) and how long the data are kept (real-life monitoring
with immediate deletion, anonymization or kept for longer periods for future analysis and evidence
gathering). Additional effects of the new digital monitoring and their possible ethical issues will be
revealed in time.
Regarding use of AI in offender management, as we are today very far from having correctional
systems that can prevent re-offending, we should be careful in trusting systems that are trained
based on data generated from our current prison environments. If there are cognitive biases in the
way we analyse offenders’ risks and needs, these biases can be easily repeated in algorithms and
in the worst-case scenario even further justified in this process. At this stage, we would suggest
AI should play a more modest role and to use machine learning techniques to help us improve our
understanding about what works, learn from our mistakes, and play only an advisory role in decision
making processes.
The use of AI and robotics in rehabilitative practices in prison has the potential to replace humans in
some tasks. However, we don’t yet know how replacing existing tasks or jobs by machines is affecting
culture and environment in general or the quality of the interventions in prisons. Face-to-face contact
and human-centred rehabilitation are part of the core values of the modern prison concept.
The development of a set of guiding AI design principles supporting the prison’s vision and strategy,
including rehabilitation objectives, would help in shaping AI as trustworthy for the prison context
(Knight & Van De Steene, 2020). To gain this trust, the technology should be predictable, responsible,
verifiable, respect fundamental rights, and follow ethical rules. The development of such principles
and policies can only be done in the broader national and international context where prison
authorities are operating. Public authorities and international organisations have only recently started
reflecting on these fundamental rights and challenges (European Union Agency for Fundamental
Rights, 2020). The European Ethical Charter on the use of AI in judicial systems and their environment
(European Commission, 2018) contains the following five principles:
• Principle of respect for fundamental rights: ensure that the design and implementation of AI
tools and services are compatible with fundamental rights.
• Principle of non-discrimination: Specifically prevent the development or intensification of any
discrimination between individuals or groups of individuals.
• Principle of quality and security: With regard to the processing of judicial decisions and data,
use certified sources and tangible data with models conceived in a multi-disciplinary manner, in
a secure technological environment
• Principle of transparency, impartiality and fairness: Make data processing methods accessible
and understandable, authorise external audits.
• Principle “under user control”: Preclude a prescriptive approach and ensure that users are
informed actors and in control of their choices.
Though comprehensive, these principles do not yet describe how it can be assured that AI
technologies contribute to the broader safety, offender management and rehabilitation objectives
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in prisons. As argued elsewhere, the construction of an additional ethical model for the prison
environment would be needed to guide the implementation of AI-driven technologies. This would
need a shift from a retro-active assessment towards a more pro-active assessment of how these
technologies could improve interventions in prisons.
AI in Prisons Survey
The majority of the correctional services that answered the questionnaire indicated they were not
using AI currently (question no. 1). The only European exception was UK, where natural language
processing on case notes and free text is used to identify national and local themes and issues and
some actuarial risk scores as part of their risk management processes. However not yet in use,
the role of AI in supporting offender management and decision making related to assessments
and sentence planning processes is an area that currently sits on the radar of a majority of the
respondents. In the UK, machine learning is also used to estimate the rate of violent incidents in
prisons, which brings us closer to an area where AI is currently already is use in jurisdictions like
Singapore and Hong Kong. The majority of the respondents indicated having plans to investigate the
use of AI in the prison operational context as a correctional security technique.
With the exception of Hong Kong and Singapore, besides the still vague plans to use AI and some
initial ideas, most of the countries do not give any real planned examples of possible projects
(question no. 2). However, the need for and interest in AI solutions in the future was acknowledged
by all respondents. Those results are also reflected in the responses on the interest from the
management level (question no. 3). Respondents mentioned the presence of some discussions on
the management level where AI is seen as an opportunity that might come into application in the
future, once the digitization of prisons proceeds. The possible benefits of AI to workflows, offender
management, security and value of discovering hidden patterns in large data-sets to help decision
making and analysis was acknowledged. The jurisdictions who have the most concrete plans and
implementations (Hong Kong and Singapore) also mention a formal and strategic vision on the use of
technology like AI, which is driven from broader national digital strategies on data-driven government
(Singapore) or Smart Cities (Hong Kong).
The ethical concerns mentioned (question no. 4) include biased data-sets leading to wrong or
inaccurate decisions, fairness, transparency, privacy, and GDPR questions. Ethical guidance for the
development and delivery of AI solutions is seen as very important. Regarding the translation into new
policies and legislations (question no. 5) from the European and North American respondents, only
the UK mention that ethical guidance was built upon the Office of AI and Government Digital Service
which was under development. We also see here that the respondents with the largest experience in
AI (Hong Kong and Singapore) have developed and implemented formal policies and regulations as
well as evaluation methods and principles to govern the use of this technology.
Discussion
Based on the literature review we can say that the evidence related to the implementation of AI in
prisons is almost completely absent. Furthermore, based on the results of a survey in 20 jurisdictions
globally, it would seem the use of AI is not much further developed than some basic trials and pilots.
Although the use of AI in the prison setting is still rather limited, it is to some extent used in both
correctional security and offender management. AI is mostly used in prison security technique, but in
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the upcoming years, prisons will undoubtedly move towards using AI more for other tasks as well.
AI can contribute to corrections in many different ways if used in an ethical and human-centered
manner to improve safety, security and the well-being of individuals in the prison. AI could be
used to improve the quality of information and enhance the insight in correctional professionals’
decision making. It could be used to rationalise and support more efficient and economic workflows,
surveillance and risk mitigation. It could help in saving human resources by allowing them to do more
meaningful work while AI is doing the more routine work tasks. Using AI for surveillance might free
the time of prison staff for more face-to-face contact and rehabilitative practices. However, we should
consider carefully what are the tasks that we can and will trust to the machines. This is a complex
exercise in which we need to analyse the use of technology outside its pure instrumental value, in the
broader context and culture of prisons and offender management.
Polarized man or machine discourses will not facilitate the nuanced analysis of this technology and
its implementation in the prison environment. Different kinds of combinations are to be seen in the
future where AI assists human workflows and tasks without replacing them. Human interaction is
of fundamental value in a prison where the offenders should not merely be treated as an object,
but as an individual and a citizen with rights and responsibilities. Recent policies are helping us to
assess and assure that the implementation of digital technologies, including AI, will not violate those
rights and keep humans in the driving seat. For this exploration, we have chosen to limit the scope
of our discussion to the prisons setting. Where we expect some similar results would come out from
an analysis how AI is being adopted in probation and community corrections, we also expect some
important differences. As we see how the use of technology and in particular electronic monitoring
has played an important role in the way we manage offenders in the community, analysing how AI is
used in this particular context merits a dedicated research project.
Between now and 2030, AI will further develop both inside and outside the prison. AI could enhance
human agency and intelligence and augment level of performance in many ways that are still
unexplored (Cath et al., 2018). We can expect to see better information retrieval and recommendation
systems, natural language interfaces starting to work better (chatbots) and better functioning robots
like drones and cars (Roos, 2020). Maybe we will see AI entering in the field of prison education –
both for staff as for offenders: humans training AI and AI training humans. We will probably see more
smart-automatization, hopefully benefiting both staff and offenders in prisons as well (Cath et al.,
2018).
The impact of AI will depend on how we will or will not use its power and even more on which
direction we want our correctional systems to evolve. We have argued that policies and ethical
frameworks – currently under development – are needed to assure emerging technologies like AI are
helping us to achieve our objectives. However, this will not happen without active engagement, proactive analysis and anticipating potential side-effects. It is up to the human to engage and make sure
that technology will make good things better instead of making bad things worse.
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Abstract
Recognizing the opportunity to fundamentally change the way technology is supporting corrections,
the Correctional Service of Canada (CSC) is undergoing a modernization of their Offender Management
System to enhance offender management throughout the correctional process. With technology and
the business as strategic partners, CSC has been able to drive transformation by bridging business
challenges with technology solutions. This paper will explore the sequence of events that led to CSC’s
business investment, the conditions that must be in place for successful transformation, and explore
some illustrative examples of potential emerging technologies that could be used to augment the
capabilities of OMS in 2030, including case management, sentence calculation and cell placement.
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Introduction
Digital transformation is a process wherein digital technologies create disruptions within the business
processes of an organization (Vial, 2019). Digital transformation is a reality that every organization
is facing, with the rise of cloud-based collaboration platforms to enable work during the COVID-19
pandemic being a tangible example of the transformation taking root (Bartsch et al., 2020). Harnessing
digital transformation in such a way so as to trigger strategic organizational responses, remove
barriers, and optimize benefits realization from digital transformation is a significant undertaking
in any industry, and corrections is no exception. Around the globe, advancements in information
technology (IT) have posed both opportunities and challenges for correctional jurisdictions to
modernize the execution of their mandates (Jackson et al., 2015). Digital opportunity across the
correctional system exist all around us; from automating offender intake assessments to using virtual
reality to orient offenders preparing for release. However, for digital solutions to be truly impactful
for business operations, it cannot be a singular investment in technology (Kane et al., 2015). To fully
leverage IT, corrections must look at all of its operations, programs and services and envision how
they can be delivered differently, and how the output of digitally enabled processes can drive greater
correctional outcomes. It is only by fostering a strategic partnership between IT and the business that
transformation can take place, and that true digital transformation can be harnessed to reimagine
correctional operations.
Recognizing the opportunity to fundamentally change the way technology is supporting corrections,
the Correctional Service of Canada (CSC) (Correctional Service Canada, 2016) is undergoing a
modernization of their Offender Management System to enhance offender management through
the correctional process (Correctional Service Canada, 2019). With technology and the business as
strategic partners, CSC has been able to drive transformation by bridging business challenges with
technology solutions.
By analyzing the capabilities of CSC’s Offender Management System, and marrying their associated
business processes to available and emerging technologies, a picture of the future of corrections in
the Canadian jurisdiction is becoming clearer. This is a future where manual, disparately connected
functions such as sentence calculation, cell placement, and case management are connected through
a unified digital platform.
Background
CSC’s Offender Management System (OMS) is the department’s core mission-critical system. It is
an amalgamation of applications, systems, and business processes that contains extensive and
detailed information about all offenders under CSC’s care and custody. CSC depends on the OMS to
manage information on federal offenders throughout their sentence, and is therefore dependent on
its performance and reliability. Custom developed beginning in 2003, the OMS is based on a legacy
platform and has evolved over the years to integrate a number of key business functions through a
set of discrete extensions and improvements. However, many of the components in the system are
nearing end-of-life due to unsupported software (e.g., Windows Server, 2008) or exodus of corporate
knowledge (e.g., legacy application programmers retirements), resulting in barriers for future business
improvements.
CSC has been recognized internationally for its development and delivery of structured evidence140
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based correctional programs that reduce recidivism rates and improve correctional outcomes (Motiuk
& Vuong, 2016). Within this model, there is a greater need placed on OMS to capture accurate,
accessible and more structured information. The OMS is currently underpinned by a complex
information configuration in which enhancements take an average of six months to complete. This
model has challenged CSC’s ability to ensure that OMS can rapidly respond to changing business
demands and ever-evolving policy. Moreover, CSC must be cautious about making changes to the
current OMS to avoid disruptions to ongoing operations. Meeting legislative changes and facilitating
information sharing with criminal justice partners is a key priority for CSC and further emphasizes
the need to ensure operational reliability. For example, sentence management-related data must be
shared with the Parole Board of Canada (PBC) to ensure that parole hearings are held in a timely
fashion. Given the age and complexity of OMS, it is increasingly difficult for CSC to upgrade OMS in an
ad hoc fashion, while also ensuring that public safety and correctional planning is managed efficiently
and effectively.
In 2016, CSC recognized that continuing to augment or refurbish the existing system was no longer
tenable; IT could no longer purely play the “automation” function. Recognizing the challenges of the
current system, CSC took the opportunity to re-examine its approach to managing offenders with
a view on leveraging modern technologies to improve the efficiency, effectiveness, and flexibility of
case management. A business case was established to undergo a top-to-bottom modernization of the
OMS that would improve efficiency and effectiveness of the system, providing more time dedicated
to the reintegration of offenders with the goal of realizing outcomes faster, or to a greater degree. By
aligning the strategic priorities of the organization with the business drivers for OMS Modernization,
CSC has been able to articulate a vision for the future that justified a long term investment. This
new way of teaming business and IT together would not only act as a precedent-setter for other
corrections jurisdictions, but could also act as a catalyst for business transformation in order to meet
the evolving demands of legislature and the Canadian public, as well as meeting the needs of a diverse
offender population. Today, the OMS Modernization project is undergoing massive transformation to
prepare it for the correctional environment of the future.
This investment into an enterprise-driven program will begin with understanding and evolving
business requirements, and marrying them to efficient, effective, and flexible technologies and
methods that are informed by the following business drivers:
• Seamless effort required to manage data and processes, with more effort focused on effectively
assisting the offender with their safety, rehabilitation, education, and recovery during their time
in CSC’s custody
• Increased agility and opportunity in implementing enhanced and streamlined business
processes in support of efficiency and effectiveness of operations
• Single source of reliable data providing a foundation for improved evidence-based case
management and decision making
The expected outcomes of the OMS modernization project, which simultaneously act as guiding
principles to ensure that decisions are made with a unified context in mind are:
• Improved effectiveness in processing and managing offenders
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• Increased efficiency in the delivery of new, modern and transformed offender management
practices
• Enhanced flexibility to provide the ability to adapt to the needs of stakeholders and emerging
business requirements; allowing the solution to easily integrate with evolving technologies over
time.
CSC recognizes the need to balance effectiveness and efficiency in order to optimize the future
OMS, hence their separation in the guiding principles. Overreliance on one over the other has the
potential to maximize one while undermining the other (e.g., maximizing efficiency to its utmost will
handicap effectiveness). Understanding the needs of stakeholders is also critical to ensuring enhanced
flexibility. This understanding has been achieved through a robust and ongoing requirements
gathering process that applies a strategic change management approach to engagement.
To oversee the investment effort through the lifecycle of the project, CSC developed a specific
governance framework with clearly articulated roles and responsibilities to ensure that forward
momentum on the project is maintained, and all parties involved are informed and engaged as the
project progresses. The shift in focus from technology to business requirements led to the need
for a multi-tiered governance structure that was inclusive of all areas of the organization. Although
philosophically related to, and informed by, the “Needs Based” approach articulated by Van De
Steene and Knight (2017), CSC’s aforementioned strategic change management approach informed
the manner in which the governance framework was constructed. By understanding the needs of
both business and technology from a people-focused perspective, and establishing ownership
and sponsorship of the OMS project through a partnership-oriented relationship by assigning
responsibilities, CSC created a governance model that drives accountability, breaks down silos, and
ensure vested interests are represented.

Figure 1: CSC Governance Structure

CSC’s existing governance was a traditional model for the Canadian public sector; it involved two
bodies for funding and decision making. The central body was represented by Canada’s Treasury
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Board Secretariat (TBS), which holds a government-wide view of investments (See Fig. 1). While, CSC’s
Executive Committee (EXCOM) takes a departmental view to funding and decisions, and operates in
partnership with guidance provided from TBS. Reporting to EXCOM, the purpose of the OMS Business
Transformation Committee was revised to ensure representation from leadership in both operations
and technology, who would make decisions and set direction with a unified, enterprise view of the
organization’s needs. Entirely new to the governance structure was a set of working groups that
represented various areas of subject matter expertise. This innovative structure ensured that the
OMS Project Team was developing and delivering in alignment with the needs of the business. For
information, please refer to the “Approach” section of this article.
As mentioned, realizing the notion of strategic partnership through governance helped establish both
commitment and oversight between the technology and business representatives involved in the
OMS project. The decision to approach the OMS modernization as partners has been integral to the
future success of the project. By continuing to build on and reinforce this partnership, CSC is ensuring
that this aspect of the organization’s transformation remains a priority. Transformation, as a concept,
can be broad and overwhelming for any organization, and the appetite for transformation may also
be variable, depending on the priorities of the day. CSC’s own experience in the transformation space
has proven the need to ensure that tangible results which demonstrate benefits for the organization
are consistently communicated to maintain support for transformation at all levels of the business.
For example, the previously mentioned emergence of cloud-based collaboration tools have enabled
“borderless” working groups where possible within CSC’s workforce. By leveraging digital tools,
CSC is changing its culture with respect to hiring practices. In a digital world, candidates from across
Canada can fulfill positions within CSC working groups regardless of their physical locations. These
benefits have been realized through digital, and are helping to build the case for the value of digital
transformation.
As such, a component of CSC’s broader transformation agenda is to seek out strategic opportunities
for technology and business to collaborate on initiatives that have the potential to utilize technology
to modernize the business. One such initiative was the implementation of Structured Interventions
Units (SIUs) in 15 pilot institutions across the country, including five women’s institutions. The
SIU implementation was borne of the Canadian federal government’s proposed bill to eliminate
administrative segregation, Bill C-83. This bill has created an opportunity for CSC to better meet
business and legislative demands through the use of technology as an enabler of the business.
Through cooperation and collaboration between the business and technology houses of the
organization, the solution derived by CSC pioneered the use of mobile devices and Wi-Fi in pilot
institutions. The utilization of mobile devices by corrections officers, connected to in-institution Wi-Fi
infrastructure was a first for CSC. While these technologies have been available in the market for
some time, their application to meet the needs of the business within this context can be considered
revolutionary due to the novel nature of their utilization. The requirement that the business and
technology work together to deliver the SIU solution further illustrates the value of technology
and business as strategic partners, and the need for alignment across the organization to meet the
demands of the future. Through this partnership, CSC was able to realize a solution that readily
available, cost effective technology, while meeting operational requirements such as security and
stability. Regarding SIU as a case study for other capabilities within the OMS suite suggests that
modernization is not only attainable, but within the realm of realization by 2030 if a given corrections
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organization positions itself correctly.
Approach
Before embarking on their OMS journey, CSC conducted a robust requirements gathering phase which
included an environmental scan to learn more about other correctional agencies’ OMS, efforts to
modernize, available vendor capabilities and gather best practices. Investigation of the current and
desired capabilities of the OMS, when analyzed through the lens of the environmental scan, revealed
that some business capabilities are more standardized globally (e.g., offender grievances), and some
are unique to Canada due to specificities of the demographics (e.g., case planning). By categorizing
the OMS capabilities in this fashion, CSC determined a hybrid ‘buy/build’ approach composed of
a combination of solutions available in the market (‘buy’) that are married to in-house developed
solutions (‘build’) would be best suited to provide the business and technical capabilities CSC requires.
This ‘buy/build’ approach minimises the customization required by focusing on capabilities that are a
strong fit for vendor products. CSC’s real world findings in regards to pursuing a ‘build/buy’ approach
align to industry research that suggests external partnership can accelerate transformation (Gill &
VanBoskirk, 2016).
Subsequent to the environmental scan, CSC determined that an investment into the quality,
governance, interoperability (the exchange and utilization of information between applications
or computer systems) and accessibility of CSC’s offender data was a critical underpinning to the
modernization of operations. CSC launched the Data Foundations project which aimed to improve the
quality of data, and the capability of CSC to share more accurate data in a timely manner. To improve
data quality, CSC is undergoing three sets of activities:
• Data Analysis & Correction – CSC is documenting the business rules, profiling the data quality,
and correcting inaccurate or missing data in active offender records through manual data entry
or database scripts based on the business rules and priorities;
• Data Synchronization – To improve consistency, CSC will identify and resolve discrepancies in
the databases through data synchronization to ensure that the most accurate and up to date
data is available to users at institutions and facilities, as well as CSC’s correctional partners; and
• OMS Data Quality Module – CSC is developing and deploying new OMS capabilities to allow
local and regional resources to correct inaccurate data closer to the source, resulting in more
efficient data management processes.
The processes and technologies introduced by Data Foundation will permit CSC to overcome many
of its operational hurdles and will provide building blocks on which to implement the next generation
of offender management capabilities. Rapid, reliable, affordable access to quality data, which is
proactively managed and maintained through governance, will allow for trusted evidence based
decision making and is critical to ensuring that the OMS Modernization program is successful. Many of
the assumptions made regarding the benefits that would be realized over the long-term by the OMS
Modernization Programs are directly tied to improved decision making, which is in turn dependent on
CSC’s ability to index, retain, and recall offender data.
OMS data is currently segregated by region and then replicated to central databases for consolidation
and internal/external data sharing. For OMS modernization, a library of Application Programming
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Interface (API) connections will be used to support the exchange of information between systems.
The API layer, in layman’s terms, is a set of programing code that enables data exchange between
software products. It allows different components (applications or capabilities) to act as one through
accessing common data. The API layer promotes reuse and sharing of data allowing for OMS to be
comprised of various unique data elements. Data access in the current suite of offender management
applications is very tightly coupled with the application logic, limiting reuse and making integration
of new business requirements complex and time consuming. The API layer will allow various
components of the OMS to exchange data and interface on a unified platform, providing flexibility to
CSC in terms of the technology platform that OMS modernization is designed and delivered upon.

Figure 2: API Integration Layer as a Connector in OMS

CSC has positioned itself to be successful for the correctional world of 2030 by exploring the
possibilities of technology to enable delivery of correctional outcomes, including those related to
OMS, through the fostering of partnerships with leaders in the field of corrections from around the
globe. The new OMS will allow CSC to respond to the nature and demands of today’s corrections
reality, such as the need for real-time data to be available on-demand for both legislative and
community safety purposes, and will leave the door open to new possibilities for how CSC manages
institutions.
With this said, as with any major endeavour, there are risks inherent to this approach. The constantly
evolving nature of technology suggests that any transformation may be “out of date” by the time
an undertaking as large as an OMS modernization is complete. This possibility is yet another reason
that the partnership between business and technology is integral to the success of the project. By
understanding the evolving needs and complexities involved in achieving the desired outcomes of
the business, technology must act as an ally, connecting applications and tools strategically to a
unified platform that can enable the business. Additionally, like any major change, there is always
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potential for an organization to fall back on “tried and true” practices to ensure operational continuity.
The demands of the present often occupy the capacity of critical resources, which can result in
reliance on the methods of this today. To maintain forward momentum, it is critical to continue to
engage stakeholders, and once again rely on the partnership relationship to signal the benefits of
transformation for all involved in the change.
The OMS of Today, and the OMS of 2030
Although CSC is still in the initial stages of its 10-year OMS modernization program, the
aforementioned exploration of strategic opportunities for transformation has led to results that help
solidify a speculative future. By exploring some illustrative examples of how emerging technologies
today can augment the potential capabilities of OMS in 2030, a picture of the evolution of corrections
operations becomes clearer.
The comprehensiveness of the opportunity that OMS provides in terms of enabling a digital
operating reality within corrections cannot be overstated. For CSC, the nature of its OMS means that
modernization can realize the potential of digital strategy on a department wide level. Although the
shift to digital can occur in pockets, and much of the technology already exists to enable the shift,
OMS modernization as a large-scale project is the best way to realize the value of the shift. By having
the various components of the OMS connect and interface on a unified platform, CSC is expecting
to realize its desired outcomes. More specifically, increased efficiency in the delivery of offender
management services; improved effectiveness in processing and managing offenders; and enhanced
flexibility to meet evolving legislative needs (such as the elimination of administrative segregation)
and the demands of stakeholders.
The anchor used by the business in determining how efficiently, effectively, and flexibly, CSC can
deliver their desired correctional outcomes is the “offender journey”. CSC’s offender journey is a
roadmap that outlines the major events that an offender will experience in the correctional system,
from intake to release and beyond. The milestones in this journey can be mapped to capabilities of
the OMS, which can in turn be aligned to technologies related to the digital landscape that will lead
to CSC’s desired outputs. While the emerging technologies exist today, viewing the OMS through
the lens of digital provides an illustration of how technology application in the future can be used to
improve business operations and thus correctional outcomes.
Upon entry into a correctional services’ institution today, offender data, including personal
information, health information, and descriptive details such as height, weight, and hair colour are
manually recorded and logged in the OMS database for record. This process takes an average of
70 to 90 days to complete. In the world of OMS 2030, by using a combination of Robotic Process
Automation (RPA) technology1 and a Cloud based platform that connects data from databases around
Canada, an offender’s information could be tied to a Social Insurance Number, Driver’s License,
Health Card, or almost any other proof of identification. If these data are stored in a Cloud-based
database, an RPA application can automatically fill in a set of information fields in a matter of minutes.
1

RPA, in a nutshell, is the application of technology to automate a business process as dictated by business logic. A very
simple example would be an out-of-office message for an inbox, triggered by an incoming email while the owner of the
inbox is away. More complex RPA applications that exist today include having a program read the information from a sick
leave form and then copy the information into an enterprise resource planning database.
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Extending this scenario further, artificial intelligence (AI) could verify the information across a series
of databases. This future state scenario has the potential to find time savings by eliminating manual
entry, enhance accuracy by reducing the potential for data entry errors, and ensure security and
privacy of offender information through a standardized Cloud platform.
Today, when offenders are admitted into custody, cell placement is also a manual process. Cell
placement can involve a number of factors, including the type of offense associated to the offender,
location of the offense, the religious or spiritual rights of the offender, types of resources available at
the institution to aid in the offender’s rehabilitation, and more. Finding the appropriate space for the
offender can be a time consuming process that involves balancing these factors and others, alongside
finding an appropriate physical location with adequate space and facilities. In OMS 2030, AI can aid
in the decision making around cell placement. By inputting the variables of the decision that needs
to be made regarding an offender’s cell placement, an AI can efficiently output a number of available
options, enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of the cell placement decision. Once a decision
about placement has been made, it can once again be logged in a database in the Cloud that can be
accessed across institutions, ensuring that offender information is available to all parties that may
require access to it.
Once admitted into the custody of CSC, an offender’s sentence calculation today is conducted
manually. Tracking and administration of key dates for an offender (e.g., release dates, less time
served), may be tracked at an institution level, using a variety of tools and processes depending on
the institution or facility or region. Given the variety of methods used to track sentences, this data
may not be available on demand at a national level. In OMS 2030, by leveraging RPA and Cloud-based
technologies, the execution of sentence calculation and management could be made more efficiently
and effectively, and could centralize the process to ensure nation-wide consistency and access to
information by corrections professionals. Appropriately deployed RPA could quickly and accurately
account for the dependent variables in a sentence calculation, and flag milestone dates. The power
of Cloud computing could be leveraged for the processing of RPA calculations, and Cloud storage
could be used to centralize data storage. Further to the sentence management capability, there
are many instances within the offender journey where offenders’ location data is required. During
releases, absences, transfers or even movement between location in an institution or facility, offender
location data is logged and stored manually, in decentralized locations today. By leveraging the
aforementioned RPA and Cloud technologies, offender movement in OMS 2030 could be managed in
using the same methods as sentence calculation. RPA algorithms could generate offender location
data based on inputs that are provided to a centralized, Cloud-based data management system.
The case management of an offender is an ongoing process that includes assessing and supervising
offenders throughout their sentence. Today, CSC has developed structured tools to assess both
static and dynamic risk factors to prioritize, deliver, and report on the interventions assigned to
offenders. The extent to which these tools have been incorporated into daily business practices, or
have improved performance, however, has been limited by the current capacity of record and case
management in OMS. In addition, the current OMS has a limited capacity to facilitate information
sharing with criminal justice partners, restricting CSC’s capacity to obtain and maintain key official
documents required for the ongoing assessment of public safety risk and correctional planning.
In OMS 2030, API layers will support CSC’s ability to respond to evolving policy and business
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requirements. The flexibility of the system will allow staff to be more efficient in their roles, through
the removal of unnecessary process and other redundancies, and to focus more time on offender
management instead of administrative duties. Moreover, CSC will be able to query and extract data
easily from the system based on structured questions that allow comparability of performance
over time, and that help inform risk and process decision making to ensure offenders are provided
opportunities commensurate with their progress towards reintegration into society.
Many of the examples discussed have a shared theme of access to data. In today’s OMS, data is
often stored in a decentralized manner. When information is required for legislation, at the Auditor
General level, or by public sector partners, it is not always available within the timelines demanded.
Infrastructure upgrades that align with digital, such as Wi-Fi installations, will allow for a level of
connectivity that will enable better communications and improved real time decision making. In OMS
2030, Wi-Fi equipped institutions and facilities with centralized data repositories will be able to share
information almost instantaneously. A combination of appropriately indexed and stored data, RPA
processes, and AI support will enable fast, accurate analysis and delivery of reporting. For example,
if an inmate escapes an institution, instant communications will be available to correctional partners
such as law enforcement, with up to date information on the offender that will aid in recapture. Mobile
technology enabled by Wi-Fi and 5G, such as smart phones and tablets, will ensure that information
on the escapee is at the fingertips of all necessary corrections employees and partners to coordinate
the recapture effort.
Connectivity will have positive impacts for driving rehabilitation outcomes as well. In today’s
institutions and facilities, health and education programs are primarily delivered in-person on site.
This method of delivery may limit the types of educational opportunities offenders have access to,
or offenders may be subject to wait times for non-urgent health matters. In the Wi-Fi enabled future
of OMS 2030, these barriers may not exist. Through virtual video delivery of education programs,
offenders could have access to on-demand education. Offenders would have the flexibility to attend
the educational programs of their choice, either through delivery of pre-recorded video, or through
live video-based learning where the only limitation would be time zones. The potential cost savings
of having education programs centralized could result in investment in diversification of education
options. The same could be true of health programs. Cost savings for non-urgent care through
telehealth or video-health programs could mean more frequent access to health care professionals.
In fact, video delivery could also be utilized for visitation, providing offenders with more opportunities
to connect with family and friends, regardless of their physical location. Visitation is a proven
strategy for reducing recidivism, and increasing access to visitation through technology may yield
positive results for rehabilitation and reintegration (Duwe & McNeeley, 2021). CSC’s enhanced ability
to provide educational and health programs, and accommodate visits through video, may have the
potential to aid in rehabilitation efforts.
The benefits of digital extend past administration and the offender experience, to all aspects of the
business. Today, training for correctional officers occurs in a traditional manner. Correctional officers
receive a combination of classroom and scenario-based training before being deployed to facilities and
institutions. However, the digital enabled future of OMS 2030 has the potential to offer a much richer
experience that will prepare correctional officers for any scenario they may face. Through the use of
Virtual Reality (VR) technology, correctional officers in training could experience a variety of everyday
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and emergency scenarios from the safety of a classroom. VR technology could offer the ability to
simulate situations that correctional officers in training may only experience while on the job. While
these scenarios may be described to correctional officers currently, in the future they will be able to
experience them. This will lead to better prepared staff, which in turn will lead to safer institutions
and facilities, facilitating rehabilitation efforts.
While this speculative future of 2030 is within grasp, there are elements that must be considered
here and now to ensure that the technology deployed is actually supporting correctional outcomes in
a fair and responsible manner. Today, there are many ethical concerns in relation to use of technology
in any context wherein sensitive data is handled (Knight & Van De Steene, 2019). There are moral
and ethical issues of using technology in corrections. It is the responsibility of all correctional
organizations to maintain and safeguard the privacy of their employees and the offenders within their
custody. This means that the Cloud-based storage methods of 2030 must be thoroughly investigated,
with appropriate policies in place around their usage. Other referenced technologies like AI or RPA
have been shown to contain biases inherent to the systemic or humanistic parameters that exist
around their architecture. It is the responsibility of correctional organizations to ensure that these
biases are curbed or eliminated to ensure the results of potential automated processes such as
sentence management calculations can be trusted. In turn, this leads to the larger question of trust
in technology. Any technology or technological methods deployed for OMS 2030 must be consistent
and reliable for the integrity of corrections systems. CSC is exploring, and working to mitigate, these
issues by continuing to engage with other jurisdictions and external vendors to ensure best practices
are being leveraged, or established, through the realization of their OMS modernization project.
Conclusion
The digital-first future for corrections, wherein correctional outcomes are better enabled, costs are
saved, institutions are more secure, and data critical for decision making is available, is within reach.
While OMS modernization is in its infancy, CSC has invested in the foundation that is necessary
for successful transformation; a committed leadership, a compelling vision and a case for change.
Beginning with an in-depth environmental scan, CSC developed a comprehensive business case that
positioned the reshaping of the business as necessary to enable response to a constantly changing
and increasingly complex environment. Moreover, the rigorous project management clearly defined
the outcomes, scope and business requirements necessary to enable effective decision making and
risk mitigation to ensure the desired outcomes and benefits are achieved. As CSC continues to embark
on this journey, we look forward to sharing our developments with the rest of the correctional
community. Change of this nature is unlikely to occur organically. The “new normal” of digital will
require advocacy, investment, and a clear vision of what digital means in the context of the business of
corrections. The potential for benefits realized over time by adopting digital could reshape corrections
as we currently understand it. However, the organization must remain cognizant of both the constant
evolution of technology and potential to continue its digital maturity for benefits realization, and the
need to explore the ethics of deploying technology within the corrections context.
For more information or for questions, CSC invites readers to reach out to its Chief Information Officer,
Simon Bonk at simon.bonk@csc-scc.gc.ca.
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“WHAT MATTERS IS WHAT WORKS?”: THE USE OF EVIDENCE IN CORRECTIONAL
SETTINGS
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Abstract
In this paper we consider the value of different types of ‘evidence’ from the perspectives of a
correctional agency research director and a university researcher. We discuss both the feasibility and
the desirability of collecting the type of evidence that has largely informed correctional policy and
practice and argue that there is a need to broaden our methodological frame to address the gaps that
exist in our current knowledge base and the problems that inevitably arise when trying to translate
research findings into practice.
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Foreword
This paper, presented by Jennifer Galouzis and Andrew Day, captures a unique conversation and
perspective from the head of research from Corrections New South Wales, Australia’s largest
corrections jurisdiction, and one of Australia’s leading academics on correctional practice research.
Both agree we know quite a lot about ‘what works’ in terms of offender rehabilitation program
design. The challenge remains how to operationalize this knowledge in the complex and artificial
environment that is a prison. Knowledge about what works has primarily been underpinned by
evidence derived from scientific studies of criminogenic programs. The authors question the limited
attention researchers have been able to give to the context or environment in which these programs
and services are delivered. They argue a narrow definition of evidence-based practice can hinder
correctional administrators’ ability to understand what it takes to implement programs at scale, to
be able to replicate good practice and to achieve a measurable impact on a correctional system. The
authors suggest that what may be needed in 2030 is multi-factorial sources of evidence, including the
considered application of academic theories, elevating practice wisdom and placing greater weight on
the knowledge of stakeholders and communities.
As a Correctional Administrator, I am challenged every day by increasing rates of incarceration, ageing
infrastructure, competition for shrinking public sector budgets and the social and economic impact
of imprisonment. I would suggest that in the next decade researchers, policy makers and correctional
administrators will increasingly need to pivot away from an over reliance on tertiary services
(incarceration) to alternate smart justice programs and services, especially those that are community
based. Program and policy direction in such an important area of public protection, however, cannot
simply be guided by bright ideas. What Jennifer and Andrew highlight is that such efforts need to be
underpinned by multi-factorial sources of evidence.
- David Brown (Chief Executive, Department for Correctional Services, Government of South
Australia).
Introduction
When we saw the call for submissions for this special issue, we were immediately inspired to
prepare a response. Not only was the invitation to speculate on where we might all be in 2030
rather tempting, but the theme resonated strongly with some conversations we have been having
about the different ways that ‘evidence’ can - and should - be used to shape correctional policy and
practice. Although we come to this topic from different places – one of us is a research director for
a correctional agency; the other an academic psychologist and criminologist – we find ourselves
agreeing that apparently simple questions about the very meaning of the term ‘evidence’ will be key
to achieving progress in each of the ICPA strategic focal areas.
From the outset we would like to affirm our commitment to the goal of ‘evidence-based practice’
which we understand to mean “the conscientious, explicit and judicious use of current best evidence
in making decisions” (Gray & Webb, 2009; p. 172). Although we suspect that this is a goal that is
best viewed as aspirational when it comes to correctional policy and practice, we are nonetheless
very aware of the commitment that many correctional practitioners make to achieving the very best
outcomes for those who receive their services – and strongly believe that the best way to achieve
this is through embracing those approaches that have been shown to work. We are mindful of the
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important role that evidence plays in ensuring accountability in correctional practice and even, at
times, its legitimacy. We see considerable danger in implementing policies and programs that are not
based on (or at least informed by) evidence but rather on ‘lay’ theories about what we think might
work (see Latessa, Cullen, & Gendreau’s [2002] discussion of what they famously referred to as
‘correctional quackery’) and would argue strongly that those assumptions and values that sit behind
the judgments of even the most experienced practitioners require careful examination before they
are put into practice (see Day, Tamatea, & Geia, 2018). And yet – in different ways – we have become
increasingly interested (and, at times, concerned) about the challenges that arise so regularly in our
efforts to collect robust evidence and translate research into meaningful service delivery. In this
paper, we discuss this challenge by sharing some personal reflections from our careers in corrections
in Australia – and, where possible, make reference to recent Australian research that has attracted our
attention.
The Correctional Research Director’s Perspective
I have always viewed my role as connecting theoretical and empirical evidence with the practice of
corrections. Yet, my approach and understanding of how to best facilitate this connection has evolved
over the past 20 years. Over this time, I have seen an increase in the primacy afforded to evidence
that directly contributes to operational decision-making as the emphasis has become firmly placed on
research and evaluation that can improve, challenge and redefine the possibilities for effective service
delivery.
As a director of an in-house correctional research team, the focus of much of my role is on building an
evidence base to support two key correctional functions: the delivery of safe and secure correctional
environments; and the rehabilitation of people who are in prison or under the supervision of
community corrections. In my view, both areas reflect the primary goals of correctional services - to
incapacitate and to ‘correct’ or ‘reform’1. However, the evidentiary strategies and thresholds for these
two goals are notably distinct:
• Evidence relevant to ensuring the safety and security of the correctional environment has
typically been derived from standardized operational metrics and associated reporting
mechanisms (e.g., the Report on Government Services, 2020). The routine collection of robust
and relevant indicators of operational performance has improved as increasingly sophisticated
measurement strategies have been applied to identify a range of factors associated with better
performance (see, for example, complex multilevel models described by Galouzis, Meyer, &
Day, 2020 and Howard, Corben, Raudino, & Galouzis, 2020). While these models are largely
atheoretical, they have come to play an essential role in assisting with the interpretation of
operational metrics and providing guidance about where, and how, organizational performance
can be improved.
• Evidence about ‘what works’ in the rehabilitation of offenders has been driven by a more
experimental approach, with controlled evaluation studies of specific programs and services
becoming the cornerstone of evidence-based practice (e.g., Blatch et al., 2020; Morony et
al., 2019; Ooi, Poynton, & Halloran, 2020). Yet, the translation of evaluation evidence into
1

Deterrence and punishment are best viewed as goals of the broader criminal justice system rather than those that are
specific to corrections.
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rehabilitative practice remains a significant challenge; too often evaluation findings signal the
end of discussions about program effectiveness rather than part of a systematic or iterative
process of continual refinement and adjustment (Weiss, 1998). This has been exacerbated by an
over-reliance on evidence derived from a specific methodology that attempts to create pseudo
randomized control trial (RCT) conditions in a correctional environment (Pawson, 2006; Pease &
Laycock, 2018), most commonly via statistical methods where groups are considered equivalent
except for the treatment administered and narrow and binary outcomes such as ‘reconviction’
or ‘rearrest’ are used (McNeil, 2012). While this type of evidence addresses the question of
whether or not something works, it does not necessarily contribute to our understanding of
how, when or where something works. As ecological theorists observe “’Does it work?’ provides
a limited basis for advancing understandings and practice” (Adair-Stantiall & Needs, 2018,
p.757). The complexity of correctional systems and institutions requires evidence that guides
practitioners on how programs and services, and the contexts in which they are delivered, can
be replicated, modified or enhanced in order to improve outcomes.
The University Researcher’s Perspective
It all seemed so simple nearly 20 years ago when I co-authored an article (subtitled ‘Evidence-Based
Practice Comes of Age’) which heralded the advent of the ‘what works’ (RNR) approach to offender
rehabilitation in the 1980s and 1990s (Day & Howells, 2002). The paper reflected the zeitgeist of
the times. It adopted a confident and optimistic tone in describing how correctional practitioners
can successfully apply evidence about effective programming to the design and delivery of the
rehabilitation programs that would lead to socially significant change. And yet, nearly 20 years later,
I find myself regularly writing about the limitations of so much of the evidence that exists that is
relevant to core practice issues such as how to assess risk reliably (Day & Tamatea, in press), how to
treat those who have perpetrated violence (Day & Fernandez, 2020), and how to instill institutional
climates and cultures that promote personal change (e.g., Galouzis, Day, Ross, & Johns, in press). In
some areas of practice, the evidence has remained surprisingly thin.
• Take, for example, the evidence to support the delivery of specialist rehabilitation programs
for violent offenders. Even though nearly half of all people in prison in many jurisdictions will
have been charged or convicted of violent offenses, a recent meta-analytic review by Papalia,
Spivak, Daffern, and Ogloff (2020) identified only 27 studies worldwide that had evaluated
the outcomes of violent offender treatment in a methodologically robust way and around half
of these had been conducted in forensic mental health rather than correctional settings. The
overall conclusion was that specialist violent offender treatment programs are worthwhile
but that we should expect the effects to be fairly modest. Even in the very best programs
only around 1 in 15 people will change as a result of participating in this type of treatment
and so, in my view, we cannot conclude that these programs – at least on their own – offer a
comprehensive and evidence-based approach to rehabilitation.
• At other times, of course, the evidence-base is conspicuously absent. In Australia – the country
where I live and work – we routinely use risk assessment tools to manage distinctive cultural
groups (such as people from the Torres Strait Islands), despite the lack of any substantive
validity data to support the accuracy of these predictions and classifications (see Day &
Tamatea, in press).
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Of course, we do know quite a lot about ‘what works’ in relation to both of these topics, but my
point here is a simple one; that significant challenges arise in efforts to even consolidate ‘what we
know’, let alone operationalize this knowledge into more practical questions about ‘what to do’ in
specific circumstances. And often researchers are simply unable to provide the type of evidence that
correctional managers and policy makers require to guide decisions in everyday practice.
What are the Issues?
The term evidence-based practice originated from the field of medicine and gained political currency
in the late 1990s (Davies, Nutley, & Smith, 2000). It aimed to signify a modernizing approach to
government by replacing ideologically driven politics with more rational decision making. The
evidence used to inform policy and practice has generally been evaluative, in that it sought to identify
the interventions that are most effective in achieving public policy outcomes – “Does intervention
x have a better outcome than intervention y in terms of achieving outcome z?” (Davies et al., 2000,
p.295). For a policy or program to count as ‘evidence-based’, it has to fulfil certain conditions.
For example, it has to have been evaluated using an empirical, scientific approach – preferably a
randomized experimental design – to determine whether a target population fares better or worse
under a specific intervention than a comparison group does without it. If it does, then the program can
be said to ‘work’ and can then be rolled out to more people. This type of evidence sits at the top of
what has been called the ‘evidence pyramid’, while observational and ethnographic evidence is often
given less weight in informing public policy (Davies, et, al, 2000; Rosner, 2012).
In the correctional context, two different issues arise when seeking to apply this type of approach.
The first relates to the extent to which the approach is feasible and the second to whether or not it
is desirable. As noted above, there are often practical (and sometimes ethical) challenges that arise
in any attempt to conduct a controlled experimental study in any correctional setting. While it is far
from impossible to overcome these (see Bucklen, 2020) it is nonetheless fair to say that it can take
considerable time to collect this type of evidence and, of course, conducting this type of study is often
well-beyond the resources of correctional agencies. This results in a heavy reliance on evidence that
is collected in other settings (sometimes outside of corrections) or in other countries. The problem
here is two-fold. First, given that criminal justice and correctional systems operate in different ways,
questions arise about the transferability of knowledge. Take, for example, research evidence about the
impact of administrative segregation (see Haney, 2018); it is clearly problematic to apply the findings
of research in this area conducted in the supermax system of the USA to the use of segregation
in other countries. Second, the practical challenges associated with conducting randomized trials
means that the resulting knowledge base is inevitably going to be limited and somewhat fragmented.
It would, of course, be desirable to have a globally coordinated strategy for conducting multi-site
experiments of different types of policy and programs but, at present, funding structures make this
unlikely (even in a federated country such as Australia, cross-jurisdictional research projects of this
type are rare). Thus, although it can be argued that experimental designs offer the strongest evidence
of ‘what works’, the goal of building correctional programs around a series of such studies is probably
infeasible (see Adair-Stantiall & Needs, 2018; Pawson, 2006; Pease & Laycock, 2018) – even if we can
assume that studies of this type will produce clear and compelling evidence to support particular
practices.
Questions about the desirability of the approach go beyond the practical issues associated with
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conducting research in applied settings. A particular criticism that has been levelled at criminal
justice research, for example, has been the privileging of knowledge that is derived from certain
methodological and disciplinary approaches (Nutley & Davies, 2000). Hope (2005) has argued
that relying on evidence that is derived from experiments is inevitably problematic in guiding any
response to a social problem or when a wide range of personal and social factors determine the
outcomes of any intervention. This suggests that it is desirable to also derive knowledge about what
works within correctional services from a broader range of methodologies, including ethnographic,
phenomenological and exploratory evaluations. There is, however, still considerable uncertainty about
whether or not evidence from these methodological approaches can be meaningfully integrated with
traditional scientific or experimental approaches or indeed how to go about doing this (Maruna &
Mann, 2019). We would argue that as qualitative research is both process-focused and individualized, it
complements experimental approaches to gathering evidence by providing greater insights into how
and why certain people change and under which conditions (Akerman & Geraghty, 2016; Williams, May
& Wood, 2008), as well as how the experience of prison and other forms of punishment will influence
particular outcomes (Aresti, 2011; Schinkel, 2014).
A further challenge for evaluating evidence about what works is that correctional settings are
complex social institutions in which proximal cause and effect relationships between specific practices
or interventions and outcomes (assumed in experimental designs) are unlikely (Adair-Stantiall &
Needs, 2018; Pawson, 2006; Pease & Laycock, 2018). The concern here is that we can place too much
emphasis on the methodology (the tools and processes used to understand and describe the world)
used to collect evidence and neglect the development of comprehensive theories of the causal
mechanisms that operate within the complex systems in which correctional services operate (Pawson
& Tilley, 1997). It has been suggested that evidence of what works in correctional settings has been
slow to embrace more ecological approaches to theory formulation and investigation (Galouzis et
al., in press), even though other areas of public policy, such as health and education, have adopted
these approaches to better articulate those mechanisms of change that operate within each of the
multiple layers or systems in which policy and practice operate (La Salle, et al, 2015; McLeory et al.,
1988). An ecological framework requires researchers and practitioners to consider evidence of what
works at the intrapersonal, interpersonal, institutional and macro-societal levels and this, in turn,
will require the use of different methodological approaches to gathering the type of knowledge that
will be useful for correctional practitioners. When evaluative efforts incorporate both qualitative
and (quasi-) experimental evidence, policy makers and practitioners are, we would suggest, able to
better distinguish between intervention effects (or lack of effect) that are related to individual or
localized factors and those that are associated with theorized mechanisms of change. As Pease and
Laycock (2018) argue, evidence derived from experimental designs, such as randomized control trials,
offer ‘sensible starting points’ but they do not provide sufficient understanding of the conditional
probabilities of particular outcomes occurring at a particular time or place (p.44). In this way, efforts
to develop evidence-based practice require that we understand the causal mechanisms that produce
certain outcomes and the context or conditions in which these mechanisms are enabled (or inhibited).
The main point that we want to make in this article though is that, in a very real sense, terms such
as ‘evidence’, ‘best practice’, ‘effectiveness’, and ‘success’ will inevitably mean different things to
different people and it is important to always be aware that there are other forms of knowledge (and
ways of knowing) that may be critical to the ongoing development of correctional practice. These
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would include cultural and gendered knowledge of course, but also what has been termed ‘practicebased wisdom’ (Letendre & Mogro-Wilson, 2016) or when we use the local knowledge and experience
of practitioners as an epistemic and legitimate resource to re-frame knowledge in ways that allow us
to become more responsive to a local reality (Pillay, 2017). ‘Evidence’ of this type connects well with
the pragmatism displayed by staff on a daily basis and yet is not always considered to represent a
legitimate source of knowledge in the development of correctional policy.
Corrections in 10 (or maybe 30) Years’ Time
So, what might this all mean when we look forward to the corrections of 2030? We think that there is
a need to adopt a more multilayered, systematic, and pluralist approach to collecting and curating the
various types of knowledge and evidence that is used to inform policy and practice. We envisage an
approach that increasingly embraces the articulation of apparent causal mechanisms and the contexts
in which they seem to work; an approach that is predicated on evidence that is derived from a range
of methodological approaches. This would include evidence derived from both process and outcome
evaluations, analyses of the ways in which criminological and rehabilitative theories might be applied
to solving everyday problems, the practice-based wisdom of experienced practitioners, and the
knowledge of key stakeholders from both within corrections and from the families and communities of
those who receive services.
We would further suggest that the development of an ecological framework for integrating evidence
should be a priority for all correctional agencies. This would – we suspect – allow them to engage in
a more meaningful way with a much wider range of stakeholders than they often do. This might even
allow correctional agencies to make a greater contribution to solving some of the bigger issues that
face the criminal justice system more broadly (such as over-incarceration and the over-representation
of certain sections of society, how to respond to difference and diversity, and how best to influence
some of the underlying drivers of incarceration, such as inadequate housing and under-employment).
Broadening our theoretical and methodological frame would allow correctional researchers to
produce new knowledge about the relationships between social factors, adversity, trauma, and power
in ways that lead to innovation across the sector.
A second direction for the future relates to the need for evidence to be collected that promotes
greater agility across the correctional sector. Those who work in corrections often have to
be pragmatic in finding ways to respond to problems in circumstances where resources and
infrastructure are limited and options are few. As a result, they have to integrate and apply different
types of knowledge on a daily basis in a context in which they have to react quickly to competing
drivers of policy - be they political, financial, or in response to critical incidents. They need to be
responsive and often cannot access and apply research that might be relevant to everyday decisionmaking (see Wener’s [2012] work on preventing prison violence). Who would have predicted, for
example, the disruption caused by the COVID pandemic throughout 2020 or the relatively recent
imperative to develop specialist responses for those who have been convicted of offenses related to
terrorism? Researchers are only now beginning to publish studies that speak to some of the issues
raised by these events. For us then, the solution here has to go beyond simply commissioning and
conducting new research to provide the evidence to fill gaps in the current knowledge base.
Our vision for 2030 then is a more integrated approach to evidence that constructs the prison
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experience as a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts. We hope that we will have found
ways to think differently about what we understand evidence to mean and more clarity about how
to better integrate the various types of knowledge that might be relevant to providing safe and
secure environments and promoting rehabilitative success. In short, the compartmentalization of
evidence along the ascribed goals of incapacitation and rehabilitation will no longer exist as we better
understand the social and operational contexts in which our programs and services are embedded.
Conclusion
When we think about the gaps in our current knowledge base and the problems that arise when
trying to translate research findings into practice, we have both found ourselves thinking more
critically about what the term ‘evidence’ actually means. This inevitably relates to some core beliefs
that have been implicit in our respective research trainings: that it is possible to find evidence to
inform practice; that certain evidence is stronger or better than others; that the effectiveness of
interventions can be established; and that interventions can be reliably replicated across different
settings or parts of the world (see Gray & Webb, 2009). In this paper we have suggested that while we
have succeeded in collecting evidence to support some areas of correctional practice, this is – by itself
– likely to prove an insufficient basis for truly evidence-based practice and that a reframing of what we
require from evidence is now required. The questions we are now asking are framed less around ‘what
works’ and more around ‘what do correctional systems need to be like in order to fulfil their role for
our community’. Thinking in this way has helped us -- in our respective careers -- to better integrate
some of the different types of knowledge that are relevant to continuous improvement across
corrections and, hopefully, to develop a more constructive approach to the collection of evidence
going forward.
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Abstract
This article argues that if we want to fully understand how the future of prisons will unfold, we must
critically interrogate the “new normal” of the evolving Pandemic State and associated advanced
technological tools and trends, toward digital surveillance, digital authoritarianism, polarising new
media and community policing. Moreover, this article argues that carceral citizens, and the low
socio-economic communities they come from, will be disproportionately affected by social and
economic inequalities aggravated by the COVID-19 crisis and its aftermath. Here in Australia, access
to safe, secure and affordable housing will continue to be a particular hot spot issue, due in part to
neoliberalist Australian government policies and funding cutbacks that have left the disadvantaged,
especially women, exposed to illness, violence, poverty and homelessness – thus, increasing their
risk of (re)incarceration. At the same time, evolving, digitised tracking and compliance means and
methods are extending the reach of the Pandemic State into the lives of the most vulnerable and “at
risk” communities, including the formerly incarcerated and yet to be incarcerated. New theorisations
will be vitally necessary to fully explain these evolving interconnections in a neoliberalist future which
will be both after prisons and after pandemics, and thus this paper deploys (im)mobility theory as a
tool to explain this global, social and cultural shift toward “security” as the dominant value of the new
“lockdown” society – trends which may continue long after the virus is under control. This paper also
provides illustrations from film and popular culture, particularly through the science fiction metaphor
of “Pre-crime” or anticipated crime, to render these theorisations and the cultural shifts they capture
more accessible for a wide audience of academics and practitioners. This paper concludes that it is
especially important for corrections education to critically scrutinise the evolving applications and
impacts of mobile and digital technologies over carceral citizens – technologies which can facilitate,
as well as impede, the physical and social mobility of vulnerable persons in the emerging unequal,
punitive, lockdown society.
Keywords: COVID-19; After Prisons; Carceral citizens; Surveillance; Lockdown society; Mobility Theory
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Introduction: After the Prison, After the Pandemic, in the Carceral Web
For millions around the globe, the COVID-19 crisis has brought fear, anxiety, contagion, closed borders
and a surreal “new normal” which seems more akin to science fiction fantasy than lived reality. Here in
Australia, the island nation originally founded as a penal colony, which also has a long and tumultuous
history with national border security, local commentators, sporting celebrities and members of the
public have recently compared the COVID-19 quarantine experience to being imprisoned. For those
of us who actually work with incarcerated students, who have seen the true pains of imprisonment
at close range, this “treated worse than prisoners” or “prisoners in our own home” complaint is one
metaphor too far in contemporary popular and media discourse. Nonetheless, there is a hint of truth in
the uneasy feeling that the boundaries between “inside” and “outside” are blurring in the workings of
the (post)modern criminal justice system, especially as the simultaneous emergence of the Pandemic
state seems to have accelerated and disseminated new tools and trends toward technology facilitated
surveillance, compliance and management of the poor. Again, those of us who work with carceral
citizens already sense who will be most vulnerable in the shift toward new digitised, automated forms
of control and containment which will not only come after prisons but reach far beyond the prison
gate. It is the incarcerated, the formerly incarcerated and their communities who are most at risk from
the economic inequalities aggravated by the Pandemic – it is the poor who will pay the price for a
zeitgeist cultural shift toward the global, security or “lockdown” society.
“Stone Walls Do Not a Prison Make”: Post-Prisons and Pre-Crime in the Digital Age
To return to the (stranger than) science fiction motif, these still evolving, complex, cultural trends can
be explored in a more accessible way through the stories, myths and memories of popular culture.
Film in particular is a popular art form which can not only take the psychological/social temperature
of the times and encapsulate common cultural anxieties, but can help us to imagine current and
future scenarios and possibilities which are still too new and raw to be explained by existing academic
research alone. Personally, when thinking through the as yet unknowable future of prisons, my
imagination is haunted by the American science fiction film Minority Report (2002), particularly
its fictional construction of a “Precrime Division” which polices crimes that haven’t yet happened
– within a wider dystopian, punitive digital web which essentially hunts out and penalises risk. In
this science fiction fantasy, based on the short story by Philip K. Dick, the Precrime Unit employs
“astounding technology” to identify and locate yet to be criminals before they commit their crimes,
and thus enables the “perfect” criminal justice system to function most efficiently in a crime free
utopia, or rather, what turns out to be a surveillance state dystopia (Minority Report 2002). Again, film
fantasy is not so far removed from lived reality and future visions of the punitive lockdown society, or
how it will function through digital surveillance, long after more expensive, brute, bricks and mortar
prisons are finally closed.
On autoethnographic reflection, from my relatively privileged position “outside” the prison, I already
feel somewhat “stuck” in a digital web which watches me and empowers me at the same time. Going
back to the future, in a sense, I am also reminded of the classic line from a poem written in the 1600s
by Richard Lovelace: “Stone walls do not a prison make, nor iron bars a cage.” In the future our prisons,
I suspect, will be made of digital data, while the smart, mobile technologies which are synonymous
with freedom and power for some, will mean punitive, class-specific, control, containment and
immobility for others.
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While we work from home in relatively COVID safe environments, the digital web certainly offers the
promise of both convenience and security for some middle-class professionals in the new Pandemic
age. For Carceral citizens, however, personal privacy and it’s unspeakable other (public humiliation),
is becoming an increasingly pressing issue, thanks to astounding and constantly evolving surveillance
technologies available to both state and private agents. As Hayes and Luther (2018, p. 49) have
pointed out, social media is increasingly used by law enforcement to both solve and anticipate crime
today: “The impact on law enforcement is that they can track our activities more easily in the name
of public safety.” Moreover, the use of camera phones, social media sites and the rise of what Hayes
and Luther (2018, p. 52) refer to as “citizen journalism,” means sometimes unqualified but very active
new media users and members of the public may post or repost information about crimes or criminals
without due attention and respect to the rights and reputations of the accused and often vulnerable
persons involved. Thus, the interconnecting web of both public and private surveillance of vulnerable
citizens continues to collapse into what Gurusami (2019) calls a “Carceral Web,” weaved around
incarcerated, formerly incarcerated and yet to be incarcerated disadvantaged persons. Thus, today, it
seems the fictional Precrime police state of science fiction, where would-be or “at risk” criminals are
imprisoned in a virtual reality (Minority Report 2002), raises very real and timely questions about the
limits of state power in a new media age of advanced communication and surveillance technologies.
Using disturbing but insightful (and almost arachnophobic) metaphors and images (which call to mind
a Hollywood horror film), Gurusami (2019, p. 436) characterises the “spider” of the “Carceral Web” as
the two-headed, interconnected state-corporate predator that preys on formerly incarcerated people
and treats them as “disposable pests.” Although she writes in 2019 and from Canada, Gurusami’s
powerful critique of the predatorial approach to Carceral citizens and their communities is just
as timely and applicable in post-COVID Australia today. Here also, the principles and practices of
predatory capitalism have been incorporated into state “services” which disproportionately impact
Carceral citizens, not just through neoliberalist funding cutbacks to the Welfare state, but through
virtually predatorial practices which “manage” the poor by hunting and hounding them, to find jobs
that may no longer exist, to pay debts they may not actually owe.
Hunting and Hounding the Poor: When Technology is Not Your Friend
An Australian example of this wider political and socio-economic trend is the recent “Robodebt”
scandal and class action against the Australian Federal government which involved a digitised,
automated, dehumanised welfare “recovery” scheme run rampant. When more expensive human
oversight was removed to be replaced by more “efficient” digitised data matching and intersecting
compliance systems (the horrific carceral web of entanglements in action), hundreds of thousands
of the most vulnerable people in Australian society were apparently wrongly pursued by the State,
(the federal Australian government), with demands to pay back debts they apparently did not owe
(see Doran, 2020). Vulnerable welfare recipients are still dealing with the stress, anxiety, economic
and emotional fallout of this particular digital “innovation,” which apparently wrongfully clawed back
over AUD$700 million from Australian citizens on welfare since 2016 (Doran, 2020). Thus, ironically,
the Welfare state, which was once charged with providing a protective safety net for the vulnerable
(which includes, of course, the formerly incarcerated, their families and communities) has now taken
a punitive turn to focus on surveillance and management of the poor, through new depersonalised,
digitised methods comparable to the suffocating “Carceral Web” (see Gurusami, 2019). The number of
citizens (especially indigenous persons) incarcerated in Australia for unpaid fines (see Guardian, 2014)
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is yet another example of state and corporate power working together to pursue and lockdown (and
perhaps even profit from) those least able to afford it. This kind of neoliberalist, punitive politics was
also anticipated by Wacquant (2009) who rightly termed it, “punishing the poor.” Or more specifically,
to return to the Pre-Crime science fiction motif, this is a digital ecosystem of interconnected platforms
for punishing “crimes” that have yet to be committed, in the name of security and public “safety”, but
mostly in the interests of the already advantaged.
This conceptualisation of the digital net of entanglements and intersections which makes vulnerable
people even more susceptible to (re)incarceration (Gurusami, 2019), has also been extended by
William G. Martin and Joshua M. Price (2016, p. 130) in their American analysis of decarceration
processes, in a future after prisons: “The re-entry task forces, undertaken in the name of community
wellbeing and public safety, ensnare the formerly incarcerated in a baroque net of service providers,
law enforcement and sundry other community organisations.” Martin (2016, p. 3) also makes the point
that although more research needs to be done on decarceration (and punishment after prisons), in
practice, this trend has meant public devolving and disinvesting in criminal justice systems, while
simultaneously extending the reach of the State through expanding and interconnecting forms of
community based supervision, surveillance and policing: “Far from retreating, our research indicates
that the State has moved to insert itself ever deeper into the very communities from which most
incarcerated persons come - further impoverishing and disenfranchising both rural and urban
communities.” Indeed, the current dominating global focus on monitoring, tracing and enforcement
brought by the COVID-19 pandemic is poised to accelerate such trends further and with a host of
new and emerging surveillance digital technologies now available to governments to control the
spread of the virus. Thus, like the creeping spider of the Carceral web, it is not mere science fiction to
imagine a future where such technologies erode the privacy and other human rights of the formerly
incarcerated and their “at risk” communities, long after the virus is under control. At the time of
writing here in Australia, the Queensland state government, for example, is considering the use of GPS
tracking devices for juvenile offenders, despite human rights experts suggesting such compliance
moves may create further marginalisation and stigmatisation for vulnerable youth, and the money is
probably better spent on addressing youth homelessness in any case (see Riga, 2021).
Housing and Other Hot Spots: Locking Down the Towers
Certainly, homelessness and access to affordable housing continues to be another persistent problem
which not only disproportionately affects Carceral citizens and their communities, but is already
being aggravated by COVID-19 fallout. Even before the COVID aftermath, neoliberalist cutbacks to
government spending on public housing, combined with government incentives which have further
accelerated unaffordable house prices in this country, have aggravated a housing crisis, especially for
single and mature age women with little or no income or superannuation to fall back on. Moreover, as
O’Sullivan, Rahamathulla and Pawar (2020) have pointed out, the impact and implications of COVID-19
in Australia are class-specific, and not just in the immediate sense that those without stable housing,
resources and adequate space to self-isolate are more heavily exposed to the virus. Disparities
in access to digital technologies within low socio-economic households and communities is also
increasing vulnerable people’s disadvantages in employment and education. Once again, the human
rights of Carceral citizens and their communities are most likely to be on the losing end of expanding
state powers. A recent, rushed, lockdown of public housing towers identified as a potential COVID
hotspot in Victoria, Australia, for example, was “a deeply traumatising” experience for residents,
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who felt they were treated, “like criminals” – evidently also a potential State powers overreach that
“breached human rights” (see ABC News, 2020). In a new lockdown society (focused on the aggressive
and strategic management of “risk”), it is too easy, it seems, for perceptions of COVID “hot spots” to
blend into perceptions of “crime hot spots.” As Martin (2016, 9) sees it, from the American context,
the supervisory state is reaching further into the neighbourhood, streets and families of the formerly
and yet-to-be incarcerated poor, enlisting not only police but teachers, landlords, support workers and
community members into the incarcerating complex.
On the Run or Mobility Theory for Emancipatory Education: Stickiness vs. Stuckness
While explaining the characteristics of the Carceral Web, Gurusami (2019) refers to its “stickiness”
as the internet’s habit and function of rendering criminal histories “inescapable” or impossible to
shed, thus making the formerly incarcerated susceptible to further humiliation, pain, exploitation and
ultimately (re)incarceration. I would add that, in the lockdown society, part of this stickiness is also
about being “stuck”, or rendered immobile and unable to move in both a literal and figurative sense.
This is why, I suggest, mobility theory and mobility justice are more relevant than ever to creating
better alternative futures for Carceral citizens. Now, more than ever, social mobility (or the ability
to progress beyond one’s origins) is dependent on actual mobility, or the means to move, to escape
further entanglements and entrapments and pursue opportunities. Yet, the true meaning of mobility
has always been a classed issue, just as the mobile technology which has meant freedom for the
privileged, can also mean restraint(s) for the least advantaged. In contemporary postmodern and
post-COVID societies, mobility capital, the capacity to move freely (onwards and upwards, as well as
from point A to point B), is emerging as another key product and producer of social class, marking and
exacerbating existing social inequalities (see also Urry, 2007). Indeed, it is difficult to imagine more
immobile members of the lockdown society than those who have been locked away as punishment
within prisons. As Farley & Hopkins (2019), Hopkins (2015) and Anonymous (2018) have explained,
lockdowns within prisons, because of security concerns or staff shortages due to funding cutbacks,
can compound the multiple obstacles incarcerated students face in completing their educational
programs, impeding their access to teachers, materials, technologies and safe learning spaces. While
individual student-inmate engagement and commitment may remain as high and positive as ever
(see also Rand, 2013; Farley & Hopkins, 2018), today the COVID-19 Pandemic is further compounding
their many contextual disadvantages, by preventing visits from university teachers and other outside
professionals for example. Teaching and learning is fundamentally changed post-COVID, inside and
outside the prison, and will thus require new theoretical frameworks and future visions. Technology
alone is not the answer – technology is only a tool, which reflects a rapidly evolving political and
economic COVID context. Rather, we must recover the value of the human and the value of the
humane, especially for the most disadvantaged of students; the traced, the trapped and the stuck.
Conclusion
While it is right to recognise the commendable efforts of corrections educators and their industry
partners to pull prisons into the digital age, bringing technology and tablets alongside digital
literacy learning inside Australian prisons for example (see Farley & Hopkins 2017, 2018), this digital
literacy must now include preparing Carceral citizens for the kind of digital predation they will
disproportionately encounter after prisons. It is not just that, as Anonymous (2018) points out, from
his/her standpoint as an incarcerated student inside the Canadian prison system, that the formerly
incarcerated will not be adequately prepared to face a digital web of smart phones, social media and
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online finances – but, as Gurusami (2019, p. 435) points out, Carceral citizens also need critical digital
literacies as a matter of “self-defence” against the digital reach and privacy invasions of predatory
capitalism and state-corporate convergence. As we are learning here in Australia, beneath the shiny
sales pitch of American Big Tech companies, like Facebook (and their rhetorical promises of freedom,
devolution, democracy and global connections) there is another reality of potential misinformation,
surveillance and information monopolies which may leave the vulnerable even more exposed,
exploited and disadvantaged (see also Gurusami, 2019). While the rather dystopian visions anticipated
in this article may not be the kind of digitisation and decarceration to which we, as educators, would
aspire, the post-prison future is currently trending toward further neoliberalist disinvestment in
vulnerable communities, coupled with new technology facilitated controls of “at risk” individuals and
communities (see also Price & Martin, 2016). To turn this around, we will need to recover the values
and priorities of emancipatory and enabling education, over and above the dominant economistic
priorities of employability, neoliberalist values of economic efficiency and the Pandemic State’s
overriding preoccupation with “security”. Into the future, we must keep moving, beyond the stuck
inertia and beyond the repressive conservatism of the punitive past.
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Abstract
Although ‘evidence-based approaches’ have become a hallmark for good practice in correctional
services, we cannot fall into stubborn minimalism that may ignore realities on the ground. Especially
for violent extremist offenders (VEOs) in conflict-inflicted areas, where scientific evidence is scarce,
there is an urgent call for practice-based approaches that embrace an integration of practice-evidence,
multi-stakeholder collaboration, and a focus on empowerment. This article, along with a telling
example made by a NGO, discusses a potential solution to such demand in the field of deradicalization
and reintegration of VEOs, and aims to fill in the hole of the universal norm.
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Introduction
Terrorism has been a grave concern in the world for the past few decades, and among the issues to
deal with, the reintegration of violent extremist offenders (VEO) may be one of the most challenging
problems. Scientific evidence should guide humanity to better outcomes and learning for the
future, and it is comfortable to believe that such evidence has been growing steadily. However, at
the same time, there is no denying that many practical fields all over the world reproduce failures,
and one such example is radicalization in prisons, where coercive unilateral re-education inciting the
convicts’ grievance against the conventional world, or isolation of the marginalized people from the
community, have become the prevailing approaches. Thus, the whys and wherefores of this gap must
be addressed and understood.
This article aims to make contributions toward filling the gaps between evidence and practice. The
first section attempts to illustrate challenging issues in following evidence-based approaches,
especially in an area of unceasing conflict. A possible solution to tackle such malfunctions, is the
practice-based approach. This will be discussed in the following section by describing a practice
developed by an NGO, which coordinates action in the field of peacebuilding and Countering Violent
Extremism (CVE). An innovative three-step framework, called the RPA model, aims to enhance the
capability to excel in mobility, reach, and authenticity; and this model also adapts efficiently to difficult
circumstances that may characterize any one country, such as the influence of religion and culture.
Finally, the paper concludes with the necessity and importance of on-the-ground evidence in difficult
and constantly-changing areas, which will strengthen the normalized evidenced-based approach, and
potentially empower individuals through rehabilitation from their troubled past.
Before moving forward to discussing the issue, delineating the conceptual definition of violent
extremism would be helpful. Despite its recognition as a serious challenge across the world, violent
extremism and its relevant concepts are not easily defined. In an attempt to capture the core aspects
of this issue, the current article follows Bak, Tarp and Liang (2019), who proposed that “Violent
extremism is a violent type of mobilization that aims to elevate the status of one group, while
excluding or dominating its ‘others’ based on markers, such as gender, religion, culture, and ethnicity.
In doing so, violent extremist organizations destroy the existing political and cultural institutions
and supplant them with alternative governance structures that work according to the principles of a
totalitarian and intolerant ideology (p. 8).”
The Flawless Norm in Jeopardy
As the world has abhorred the practice of terrorism for many years, a number of organizations have
documented quite a few practical approaches to rehabilitation (GCTF, 2012; IIJ, 2015; OSCE, 2020;
RAN, 2017; UNODC, 2016). Apart from ensuring safe and humane environments that precondition any
successful rehabilitation and reintegration, most frequently mentioned are as follows: 1) structuring
appropriate goals and evaluation systems, 2) making appropriate and ongoing risk-need assessments
of each case, 3) taking rehabilitation and reintegration measures with proper focus and dosage, 4)
mitigating stigmatization and educating the community, 5) developing a multi-agency strategy, and 6)
ensuring quality and competence of agents (Lloyd, 2019; Barret & Bokhari, 2008; Marsden, 2015).
Evidence must be translated for use in each practical context with varying relevance and constraints.
Despite the large volume of evidence formulated to guide practitioners, they are at times surrounded
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by uncertainty and unpredictability. Especially, the field of VEO rehabilitation and reintegration faces
larger gaps than other fields of corrections.
First, it is unusually tough to create evidence on VEO rehabilitation and reintegration. Not only do
VEOs account for a small portion of the offender population, they also are often deprived of the
possibility of rehabilitative interventions. Such a situation may be a consequence of their tendency to
defy existing norms and laws, their experience of solitary confinement due to the apprehension from
prison authorities that they would radicalize other inmates, and many more issues.
Furthermore, external factors can ruin the grounds for good practices. Especially in an active conflict
zone, existing armed terrorist groups can possibly target authorities and staff members contributing
to deradicalization and reintegration of their members and ex-members, subsequently paralyzing the
criminal justice system. Intermittent armed uprisings, prison riots, or lack of any legal framework, can
also deter the implementation of intended programs.
Even if the offenders have fortunately benefitted from well-intended programs, the programs are
not necessarily based on quality evidence. As VEOs usually have multiple, complicated challenges in
their re-entry, an integrated, holistic approach is favorable toward successful rehabilitation, naturally
requiring multiple agencies. However, not all agencies are always familiar with or loyal to the applied
program, which can increase the uncertainty of scientific investigation typically requiring systematic
observation and controlled intervention. Therefore, holistic approaches tend to risk internal validity.
In addition, the effects of the treatment might be difficult to generalize against other VEOs. Their
intention toward violence is usually based on a conflux of socioeconomic, religious, and political
factors, which is specific to the contexts of their individual environment. Thus, in the field of VEO
rehabilitation, sufficient and generalizable evidence is not easy to accumulate.
Utilizing evidence is as painstaking as creating it. A common example is that public sentiment deflects
away recommendations from scientific evidence. VEOs and their actions can cause such extensive
damage to the society, that civil societies react with emotions of significant negativity, especially
when conflicts endure in the society. It is imaginable from the research on punitive attitude (CôtéLussier, 2016) that many citizens prioritize retaliation to satisfy the sense of justice, or public safety
through incapacitation measures, resulting in the application of further punitive and restrictive
policies. Science cannot ignore the public’s voice when making recommendations, regardless of
whether they are evidence-based or not.
Goal setting is an issue overarching these challenges of creating and using evidence. Each relevant
stakeholder of VEO rehabilitation (such as ex-convicts, their families, their communities, victims,
opponents to one’s eyes, etc.) would find it difficult to agree with what goals they would embrace.
Rehabilitation is supposed to help the target population lead an independent life in the democratic
society (RAN, 2017). However, societies with long-lasting conflict are not necessarily capable
of embodying a democratic society. If the criminal justice system malfunctions due to unstable
administration and corruption, people of the society would not trust its integrity, and they will
thereby be less likely to abide by laws. In such cases, it is more plausible to set a goal towards
alleviating frictions caused by disagreeing needs among people living in different conditions.
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Practice-Based Evidence: Re-define, Prepare, Action Model
Practical experience tell us that it is almost impossible to structure a reasonable working model
before starting to work in the local context, where practitioners must care for the whirling needs of
people. Within the hustle, heaping up practical experiences by a trial-and-error approach is the only
way to generate a set of knowledge. One such example is demonstrated by Accept International1, a
Japanese NGO mainly operating in Somalia’s prisons where violent extremism, led by Al-Shabaab2, is
seriously rampant with ongoing and difficult conflicts. From 2018 onwards, Accept International has
been working in the Mogadishu Central Prison in Somalia and they have realized deradicalization and
reintegration of 89 former Al-Shabaab prisoners.
Bearing in mind the sensitive and diverse factors leading to violent extremism, Accept International
has developed the “Re-define, Prepare, Action” (RPA) model in pursuit of the deradicalization and
reintegration of ex-VEOs. Speaking against the “one-way, one-fits-all” approach, the RPA model
intends to collaborate with an individual to realize his/her new life and build upon the mutual trust
between relevant people.
This model was designed through considerable time with people in the radicalization hotspots
worldwide. After taking peacebuilding actions for two years, Accept International began tackling a
Somali gang issue in Eastleigh, Nairobi, Kenya, in 2013. Eastleigh, known as Little Mogadishu, is one
of the busiest local business areas in Kenya, inhabiting thousands of Somali refugees and immigrants
who have coalesced after being displaced by the three decades of war in Somalia. Between 20112014 in Eastleigh, young Somali gang groups that connect with other criminal groups in the region,
as well as anti-governmental armed militias in Somalia, were critically active in committing various
crimes. As Accept was operating a peacebuilding project in Eastleigh, the organization was fully aware
of the situation, thus watching their activities carefully. In 2013 and 2014, the conflicts between the
strongest Somali gang group, Super Power, and local police became intense. The government decided
to start a thoroughly controversial aggressive crackdown in Eastleigh. However, the gang members
became more insidious and active in response to the crackdown.
At that time and site, Accept International reached out to the gang members by utilizing a local
network, knowing full well that such a one-sided approach could generate negative impacts on the
deradicalization of such youth gangs. Around the ages of 20, left behind from their family and Somali
clan system, the youth joined in the group to protect themselves and their friends. They were hustling
on the street, out of school, and losing hope on the ground, which led them to have firm hatred and
disappointment with society and the government. Backed by the global trend of youth empowerment
in the world, the NGO realized that the gangs themselves should be regarded as forgotten youth at
risk. After half a year of hearing from the gang members and discussion about what should be needed
for their restart as youth and people in the area, the NGO began a 3-day workshop and 3-month skill
training that was tailor-made to individual needs, for them to get their lives back as youth. The project
1

Accept International is a Japanese NGO working in the field of peacebuilding and CVE, through mainly deradicalizing and
reintegrating disengaged combatants of VEOs, as well as local gang members. Current operations are held in Somalia,
Indonesia, Kenya, and Yemen. More information can be found in https://accept-int.org/en/.

2

Al-Shabaab (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen) is a jihadi insurgent group having ties with Al-Qaeda, that has been
holding violent extremist activities in Somalia and increasingly in neighboring countries. The group is feared to be one of
the most destructive organizations currently operating in Africa.
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implemented various approaches, such as problem analysis workshops, conflict resolution skill
training, social actions, motivational lectures, and practical skill training to make them realize their
identity and potential as a youth. The number of participants for the project was gradually increased,
reaching 100 members in 2016, followed by a dissolution of one of the Somali gang groups.
From the latter half of 2016, Accept International expanded such activities to defectors and prisoners
formerly involved with a violent extremist organization in Somalia and Indonesia. In both sites,
the prison authorities had forced their values on prisoners, without providing moments of warm,
careful, and supportive listening. No one wants to listen to their enemies, let alone VEOs whose
thinking is described as dichotomizing, tending to divide the world into good and evil, right or wrong.
Accommodation of new ideas is less likely to emerge in any relationship where there is lack of mutual
trust and understanding. It can result in reinforcing beliefs that authorities are enemies, which may
lead to more radicalization underwater, especially in prisons of conflict-affected areas where injustice
is prevalent. In Indonesia, when ex-terrorists in a special prison are ordered to sign the Pancasila
(i.e., the official philosophical theory of the Republic of Indonesia), some of the inmates firmly
refuse signing it. Moreover, spending time with such incarcerated populations and people released
from prison, it has been seen that few of them change their minds and thoughts. Their hatred and
dissatisfaction with the government remains unwavering.
To successfully deradicalize and reintegrate these individuals into society, the NGO started the project
similar to the one for Somali gang members in Kenya, featuring numerous flexible arrangements
based on poor conditions and unforeseen problems. Step by step, positive impacts have been seen,
enabling Accept to pave the way for the establishment of the RPA model, so that deradicalization
and reintegration is accomplished. This model puts significant emphasis on empowerment to
create opportunities for beneficiaries to understand their potential and possible bright future. The
model does not expect to bring forward the evolving evidence nor establish an academic theory of
rehabilitation; rather it is a set of fundamentals extracted from practices by the NGO. Nevertheless,
its work has unknowingly assimilated the spirit of the Good Lives Model, elaborated by Ward and
colleagues (e.g., Ward, Melzer, & Yates, 2007).
The first step focuses on “re-defining” an individual’s identity that is congruous and integral to one’s
own life and is incompatible to terror and violence. Prisoners tend to feel diminished, depressed,

Figure 1: RPA model
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angry, and hopeless, especially in states with poor governance and poor regard for human rights.
With a feeling of emptiness, grievance, and disappointment against the perception of the conventional
world that has never cared about them, there would hardly be any bonds to hold them back from
radicalization. Redefining is the first step to give meaning to prison life, where they are encouraged
to do something productive for their future lives. Most VEOs have their own stories behind their
radicalization. For example, there is the case of a 25-year-old ex-Al-Shabaab incarcerated prisoner
who had spent 11 years in prison already. When he was in high school, someone in the Somali police
killed his young brother for unclear reasons, and then he was furious and decided to go to Al-Shabaab
for advice. He was persuaded by them to be a soldier to make a retaliation attack for his justice.
Eventually, he attacked some police with grenades. The important thing here is to accept his original
sadness and vengeful thought while carefully listening to his sincere problem awareness that was
behind his anger, such as deep grief for the death of the brother and strong anger about the injustice
of the death. It is critical afterwards to utilize such problem awareness to allow him to think about
what he should do in response to unbearable injustice in his life, followed by considering what only
he can do to change this problematic society, country, and the world together. After some sessions
to help re-define his identity, he successfully began to look forward proudly and remembering the
hardship in a proper manner.
Rather than a therapeutic approach to “heal pathological attitudes,” the RPA model is a democratic
approach where everyone at the round table would seek a way to realize what they value without
causing harm to others. Emphasis is placed on mutual respect and care for each individual, building
partnerships, realistic investigations for problem-solving, and life from that day onwards. Typically,
counseling and group discussion are introduced to build relationships with warmth and mutual trust.
Throughout the intervention, the participants are not asked too many questions about static risk
factors (e.g., position in the violent extremism organization and prior history of military operations)
but mainly about their motivations—what drives them and what they value.
The “re-define” step emphasizes identity and attitude of the individual VEO, which is supported
by academic literature. Reducing recidivism in general offender populations involves the cognitive
approach, such as changing attitudes favorable to criminal conduct (Pratt et al., 2010). Some
desistance researchers have theorized about the role of ‘self’ in leaving a criminal lifestyle
(Paternoster & Bushway, 2009). In the same line, existing extremism risk assessment tools often
include identity/attitude factors (Lloyd, 2019). To evoke re-defining within the VEOs, the model
provides respectful communication toward problem-solving, which is known as one of the core
correctional practices (Dowden & Andrews, 2004). In more specific terms, without naming it, the NGO
has been following the spirit of motivational interviewing, an empathic and collaborative style of
treatment to induce clients’ own motivation to change (Miller & Rollnick, 2012).
The next step stresses “preparing” for challenges VEOs will possibly encounter in the community
to reintegrate. Based on a new positive and pro-social identity, beneficiaries are encouraged to build
the necessary capacity to realize the identity. The efforts are made to equip persons with knowledge
and skills helpful to lead an independent life. It may cover specific vocational skill training (e.g.,
welding and smartphone repair), general life skill training (e.g., money management training and Lean
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Canvas3 framework training), or more tangible support (e.g., providing letters of recommendation and
CV) as well as basic knowledge training (e.g., basic math education and interactive Islamic seminar).
Resources are allocated to meet the unmet needs depending on the practical context. If vocational
training is already well-provided, the NGO seeks to cover other domains. The structured life revolving
around legitimate routine is the set of contingencies where prosocial attitudes and behaviors are
reinforced, which leads to dissociating from violent extremists and fostering self-efficacy. In the
literature of crime desistance, employment is one of the most noted factors to leaving a criminal
lifestyle (Laub & Sampson, 2001; Giordano, Cernkovich & Rudolph, 2002), with the theoretical premise
being that a strong ‘stake in conformity’ will dissuade a person from reverting to crime.
Also, individuals are guided to prepare themselves for disillusionment that might occur in real life.
Being detached from the community for a long time, some people become too pessimistic about
their future. They are encouraged to oversee the possible challenges they must deal with and
the resources they can utilize, with an emphasis on the problem-solving factor -- one of the core
correctional practices (Dowden & Andrews, 2004).
The final step calls for “action” to lead an independent life as a society member. Even with the
redefined identity and tangible skills to sustain a decent work life, it is an ongoing process to stabilize
one’s life in the world of hardships. At the release phase, a certification, emergency contact list, and
$300 USD reinsertion money are provided in exchange for their signature on a unique written oath
describing five articles: (1) To keep in touch with us. When you face a difficulty, don’t take it all on
yourself, (2) Under the sense of human rights and ethics, resort to conversation and cooperation,
not fight and guns, (3) When you think about something serious, let’s think about it together, (4) To
have your new life with confidence, (5) To utilize what you have learned in our program. Furthermore,
continuous follow-ups with regular counseling and monitoring after their release from prison are
designed for each individual.
The RPA model encourages participants to hold accountability as a youth, a father of children, a
Muslim, or whatever they mean to be. As such positive roles are formed only through interactions
with others in the community, the model invites people of different positions, such as family
members, community leaders, and religious representatives, to join the reintegration process in order
to reinforce the prosocial relationship.
Accept International’s positioning as an NGO serves to build a forward-looking, cooperative, and trustbased relationship. Unlike the formal criminal justice mechanisms characterized by power, authority,
restriction, and punishment, the aims of the RPA model are meant to be realized not by investigation
and surveillance, but by listening and maintaining positive regard. While it is common that some
ex-VEOs change their phone numbers and/or share fake phone numbers to hide from the authorities;
this positioning invites the participants to seek help from the NGO whenever they want or need. This,
thereby, leads to continuous communication, through phone calls and WhatsApp, which is critical for

3

A simple, one-page business framework designed to enable its user to visualize an entire business plan at a glance. It is
acknowledged as one of the necessary tools to summarize and analyze business models, often taught in business schools.
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recidivism prevention. The NGO has succeeded in keeping communication with 75 of 89 ex-offenders4.
Looking back on the development of the RPA model, creating evidence and getting involved into the
local context are hardly separable elements. Practitioners allocate most of their efforts towards the
ecological validity of evidence in local contexts that are diverse in policy, religion, and culture, so
they can manage the shifting situations. As opposed to assimilating the situation into only the rigid
methods of science, existing evidence, or established theories, practitioners should be ready to jump
into the field and learn from trials and errors; it is through such innocent devotion that they can cleave
a path to reach people, facts, and lessons that would not be discovered otherwise. This can greatly
benefit science for its mobility, reach, and authenticity.
Another lesson from RPA is that correctional services should always link with other fields that reflect
the complexity of conflict with violent extremism. In Somalia, where many appropriate conditions
(e.g., safety, security, integrity in prison) are missing, correctional services in prison are simply a small
part of countless actions needed by individuals to realize their new life. Society is absolutely not
ready to accept former Al-Shabaab persons for many reasons such as ongoing conflicts, extremely
high unemployment rates, and Al-Shabaab looking for ex-members for retaliation or re-recruitment.
Therefore, their ‘correction’ should be connected with other adjunct domains: such as reconciliation,
transitional justice, general conflict resolution and peacebuilding. Such linkage preconditions ex-AlShabaab members’ deradicalization and reintegration.
The success of RPA model is explained in line with the concept of practice-based evidence (PBE).
As discussed much in health-care literature, PBE is described as a range of treatment approaches
and supports that are derived from, and supportive of, the positive cultural attributes of the local
society and traditions (Isaacs, 2005). In contrast to rigid research methods, it is a more ecological
approach that embraces complexity and interdependency of various factors. It usually takes a form of
collaboration through taking actions, ensuring structures for participation by relevant stakeholders,
including researchers/practitioners, recipients of service, and community representatives (see
Viswanathan et al (2004) for example). One of the remarkable benefits of PBE is its potential to
ensure participation. As researchers devote themselves to engage in the field and make efforts
towards deep understanding, it can lead to higher participation rates and lower drop-out rates. As
in the case of RPA in Somalia, it can create the evidence that would never have been discovered
otherwise.
Conclusion
The present article discussed the approach to fill the gap between evidence and practice of VEO
rehabilitation and reintegration. The previous research had indeed created tangible guidelines for
practitioners (e.g., core correctional practices), building upon the evidence accumulated by research
studies that principally revolve around psycho-social theories of crime. However, working with VEOs
in shifting situations reveals difficulty in creating and using evidence. Also, the act of correction for
VEOs cannot stand on its legs without due cares for adjunct domains (e.g., reconciliation, transitional
4

The RPA model is mainly targeted for the incarcerated former VEOs for two years, the first before their release in prisons
and other facilities, and the other directly after release, where consulting and other supports are continued to monitor
any indication of re-radicalization. The result ‘75 out of 89’ is the number of released former VEOs that responded to such
monitoring. Overall, the RPA model has deradicalized and reintegrated 219 former VEOs as well as 171 gang members.
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justice, conflict resolution, peacebuilding). In Somalia, the ongoing military operations constrain the
feasibility of good practices. The national government itself is not currently capable of providing the
effective deradicalization and reintegration measures. The political situation and physical insecurity
have caused reluctance in leading the relevant programs. Incidentally, the uncertain and unsustainable
funding has further complicated the deradicalization and reintegration efforts. Against this backdrop,
the RPA model was constructed. Placing its emphasis on empowerment, intrinsic motivation,
collaboration, and ecological validity, it demonstrated positive results for VEOs in the most difficult,
shifting situations. Although specific treatment components can vary across different local contexts,
it typically incorporates dialogue sessions to re-define VEOs’ identity, life-skill training, employment
support, regular counseling, and follow-ups. The model did not intend to bring pre-determined
answers into a practical field, rather to involve all the concerned parties in finding common causes,
goals, and values.
In today’s correctional literature, as much as other social science fields, many tend to pay attention to
research studies with rigid scientific methods, aiming to test hypotheses, isolate causal relationships,
and confirm effectiveness of programs. Evidence-based practice should and will be the mainstream
for correctional services in 2030 and onward. Alongside, however, and based on the success of RPA,
a telling example of deradicalization and reintegration of VEOs, we envision the growing saliency of
practice-based approaches for correctional services, especially being mindful of their capacity to ‘undivide’ practice, evidence, corrections, and para-corrections. Key implications are summarized in three
points as follows.
First, instead of being tenacious of rigid scientific methods, practice-based approaches should
prioritize ecological validity. Researchers, who also need to be thoughtful practitioners, should make
strenuous efforts to blend in the practical field and create evidence that reflects the authentic reality.
This strategy functions more effectively in an under-researched area and shifting conditions, such
as VEO correctional services, as in most cases a priori hypotheses or established programs are not
available. Rather than confirmation of existing knowledge, researchers need to surf on the changing
situations, while opening their senses to discover newly arising questions and potentially important
issues throughout the practice/research.
Second, practice-based approaches should not divide focal factors and other unfocused factors. As
opposed to the reductionist tendency to isolate factors from ecological settings, PBE proponents
would embrace the complexity of the human being and interdependency of relevant factors so they
can recognize phenomena through the lenses of local reality. This would incorporate the perspectives
of various stakeholders (e.g., service providers, recipients, criminal justice agencies, and community
representatives) and at different levels from micro-individual to macro-society involving adjacent
fields (e.g., reconciliation, transitional justice, conflict resolution, and peacebuilding). Such a framework
helps researchers/practitioners cultivate their openness to new discoveries.
Lastly, practice-based approaches should unite the goals of VEOs and others. An important lesson
from Somalia’s case is that, in the most difficult situation, the act of ‘correction’ should have an aspect
of empowerment. Borrowing key concepts from the Good Lives Model and motivational interviewing,
if not knowingly in its development, RPA explicitly demonstrated the necessity of engaging VEOs
themselves to their correction. They are not regarded as problems to solve, but as one of essential
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agents of positive change to resolving the issues. Prerequisites for ensuring the sustainability of
the project are mutual trust and active engagement of each party, which are achieved by working
together with all actors, including the groups furthest behind, listening to their voices, and advancing
step-by-step. This should lead to the actual ‘correction’ of the left out. For such development to thrive,
practice-based evidence has an indispensable role, linked to the accomplishment of the SDGs, with the
slogan ‘Leave no one behind’. We pledge that no one will be left behind, and it should be true for the
most difficult cases in the field of correctional services.
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CONTINUOUS INNOVATION IN CORRECTIONS
Charles Mautz & Todd Ishee
North Carolina Department of Public Safety

Abstract
In 2020, North Carolina Prisons established an internal team known as the Innovation Institute,
comprising an Administrator and multiple staff positions. The Innovation Institute serves to research
and review evidence-based practices, innovative concepts, and varying correctional initiatives with
the intent of generating recommendations that may further North Carolina Prisons’ ability to achieve
strategic goals. Projects will focus on a variety of subject matters including technological advances,
safety and security improvements, staff support and development, programming and treatment
opportunities, and more. The Innovation Institute seeks to become a premier thought leader in
corrections locally and globally.
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Introduction
Like many correctional systems or large government agencies around the world, North Carolina
Prisons operate amidst an evolving landscape. Our system faces an ever-changing population of
incarcerated individuals, a dynamic and diverse staff, rapid advancements in technological capabilities,
and both internal and external pressure to make meaningful improvements. In an exciting initiative,
the North Carolina Division of Prisons now has a new tool at its disposal to focus on meeting these
challenges. This tool was born of the recognition not only that Prisons can and should change,
improve, and better serve their citizens, but, that Prison staff can play an active role in researching
and advising based on national and international best practices, modern uses of technology, and
conceptual re-imagination of correctional facilities overall. In an effort to focus resources and invest in
advancement, North Carolina Prisons introduced its first internal Innovation Institute in 2020.
Perhaps it’s fair to suggest that innovation is born from the recognition that regardless of how well
we operate today, sustained focus on advancement and growth only brings us closer to realizing our
potential. If we are unwilling or unable to advance and adapt to our rapidly changing world, we will
likely find ourselves less efficient or less capable. However, in corrections, many of our colleagues
have gone about their business and been very effective for a number of years and perhaps might
argue that consistency has been one of their most potent tools. In many ways, we tend to agree.
A phrase often heard in our business is ‘firm, fair, and consistent.’ While we support that spirit, we
would ask those colleagues, what adjustments have you been forced to make in order to be ‘firm, fair,
and consistent?’ What improvements have you seen through the course of your career that led to
decreased violence, diminishing infractions, improved recidivism rates, less contraband, better health
care for medically and mentally ill individuals, improved staff morale and cohesiveness? In essence,
what have you seen that’s been innovative?
We offer three related perspectives. One, we’ve all likely seen the need for improvement and the
suggestion of reasonable, creative, or data-driven changes. It’s not uncommon for correctional leaders
to impress upon staff that we’re making improvements; and, many of our colleagues throughout their
careers have been part of these efforts, offering expertise and diligence to see new initiatives take
hold. Two, a lot of the time these efforts work! Not everything and not all the time, but many new
projects or operational changes have positive, lasting impacts. Some changes improve security, others
education and training, and others still healthcare treatment or re-entry and transition processes.
And three, correctional initiatives in security, healthcare, programming, education, and other topic
areas have commonly been informed by scholarly literature and scientific study. Literature focused
on prison populations, otherwise justice-involved populations, or other similarly at-risk populations
abounds on a variety of media, from which system leaders may draw information to advance their
policies or decisions. So, ultimately, it is reasonable to say that correctional professionals can be
consistent, operate within standards and protocols, abide by policy and procedure, but, we can learn,
change, and be innovative!
The Innovation Institute, then, will not be the sole source of innovative work in North Carolina prisons.
Rather, it is a team of dedicated professionals tasked with supporting numerous efforts across the
system through the review of literature and best practices, evaluation of programs and operations,
and perhaps most importantly, collaboration with prison staff and stakeholders. It will support the
creativity and initiative of staff within our ranks, as well as learn from and advise based upon national
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and global best practices, benchmarks, and correctional vision.
We recognize that we want to get better, smarter, faster, safer, you name it. We recognize we have
experienced professionals among us who do as well, and they’ve been a part of it before. We further
recognize that in the modern era, peer-reviewed scholarly resources and published works from
subject-matter experts are at our fingertips. The Innovation Institute is an approach to these realities
as a means to invest in ourselves, pull not only from our own ranks in North Carolina but also from
the knowledge of researchers and experts around the globe. It’s a team empowered to expand its
focus beyond just one facility, one practice, or one discipline. Its mission is a concept. That concept
can manifest itself through so many avenues: staff working-groups, research studies, improved data
analytics, training and staff development, program evaluation. But, its work revolves around one
commonality: innovation.
With broad reach and a broader mission, the North Carolina Prisons Innovation Institute exists to
meet the realities of our profession and ask, “how can we improve it?” or “what can be done better?”
or “where does the evidence lead?” These questions and the willingness to ask them are not new. As
we’ve said, our colleagues and others around the world have asked them before. So, what makes this
different? This team exists to focus on them intentionally and repeatedly. Rather than joining these
workgroups or project developments in addition to primary duties, these questions and the inherent
processes they require are the duties.
Joining the World of Innovation
As exciting as the establishment of our Innovation Institute is, we recognize that the concept of a
dedicated innovation-focused group is not new. Around the globe, significant resources have been
and are currently devoted to facilitating innovation and encouraging research, improved practices,
and collaboration. The National Health Service (2017) in England operates a National Innovation
Accelerator, a resource specifically geared toward supporting “Fellows” (researchers, professionals,
or scientists who apply to the Accelerator) in advancing subject-specific learning and expertise more
widely as well as scaling innovative concepts to benefit larger populations. The Cambridge Innovation
Institute (n.d.), based in Massachusetts in the United States, is a network of leading scientific
researchers and business experts focused on advancing technologies and strategic opportunities in
rechargeable batteries and information technology. Similarly, the Cambridge Healthtech Institute (n.d)
focuses on connecting scientists, innovators, and various professionals to advance pharmaceutical,
biotech, and related health technologies. Even locally in North Carolina, the Duke Institute for Health
Innovation (2020) focuses on transformative innovations in healthcare and even entrepreneurship in
health systems.
Suffice it to say, we have not invented this concept of an innovation hub, but to our stakeholders we
might ask: why not corrections? What stands in our way as correctional professionals from adopting,
learning from, and utilizing many of the same intentional efforts of these or other innovation-focused
organizations? Perhaps we need only turn to the concept of innovation to respond to this question.
Innovation is a fluid and dynamic stream of advancements. It attracts those who choose to catalyze
the potential to improve their system, their profession, perhaps the treatment of others, or more
globally, their impact on the world. One needs only turn to a brief internet search to retrieve reports
and recommendations for correctional innovation from governmental groups like the United States
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National Institute of Justice, research organizations or entities, and academic institutions (Harne,
2017; Jackson et al., 2015). These and other similar groups bring focus to similar concepts that we at
the Innovation Institute pursue: advancements, improvements, and innovative initiatives specific to
criminal justice and correctional systems.
As we empower this Innovation Institute, we intend to join the conversations started and modeled by
these groups, to learn from their resources, and to develop contributions to the field of corrections
from which not only our system will benefit but others may as well. We believe there is a place for
correctional professionals within systems like our own to join this arena, to tap into the work both as
contributors and recipients. Further, we are focused on contributing to and benefitting from this work
through a dedicated team not otherwise bound to a facility or program. With the freedom to expand
its scope and perspective to fit the needs of our system, the Innovation Institute can pursue a number
of meaningful contributions both early in its existence, and in the future.
The Innovation Institute in Action: Early Examples of Our Work
Initiated in late-2020, the Innovation Institute is a young team with a current main priority of setting
a foundation for what impact it may have over time. Conceptualizing, developing, and operationalizing
its vision is a set of processes we expect to be time-consuming and at times, challenging. We must
be willing to invest our time and effort into not just one project or task, but into the creation of a
team that will have sustained and meaningful impacts in the years to come. However, the Innovation
Institute is hitting the ground running, having named an Administrator, begun recruitment and hiring
efforts for its staff, and engaged with current project initiatives.
The Innovation Institute is involved in an ongoing research study focused on the evaluation of a
behavioral health-focused step-down program for incarcerated individuals with mental illness in
restrictive housing. This program, employed in what are known as Therapeutic Diversion Units (TDU),
has been created, implemented, and began maturing within the past five years in North Carolina and
the Innovation Institute is immediately committed to an active role in assessing efficacy. Specified
outcomes of interest include rates of disciplinary infractions, rates of self-injurious or suicidal
behavior, and rates of admission to inpatient psychiatric units for high-acuity stabilization. This effort
is an ongoing collaboration between the Division of Prisons Behavioral Health Services, the North
Carolina Department of Health and Human Services, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
and now the Innovation Institute.
Development of and support for the TDU research project has involved an understanding of literature
that indicates the over-representation of offenders with mental illness in Restrictive Housing at the
same time as the deleterious associations between Restrictive Housing and individual behavioral
health (ASCA-Liman, 2018; Beck, 2015; Cloyes et al., 2006; Lovell, 2008). Support for this program
and its study also involved acknowledgement that diversionary programs are not specific to North
Carolina; for example, the states of New York, Florida, Virginia, and Colorado are among those in the
United States utilizing treatment programs targeting similar populations (Glowa-Kollisch et al, 2016;
Hagar, Ludwig & McGovern, 2008; Vera Institute for Justice, 2020). Study of TDU programs in North
Carolina Prisons aims not only to rigorously investigate the efficacy of these programs in its own
facilities, but to contribute to scholarly literature regarding their impacts so that others may draw
from this knowledge and potential evidence base for diversionary treatment. The research team is
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currently seeking peer-reviewed publication of work detailing the initial evaluation results; further,
follow-up analyses for additional anticipated peer-reviewed publication are underway. Findings and
implications born of these projects are also provided directly to Prisons leadership with specific
recommendations for further use of Therapeutic Diversion resources.
The Innovation Institute is also involved in the development of a newly-piloted Peer Observer Program
(POP) wherein trained incarcerated individuals are assigned the task of observing others currently
on suicide watch status. This program is designed to reduce burdens placed on already taxed staffing
patterns while simultaneously providing meaningful and valuable work to trained Observers, all of
whom volunteer, interview, and are selected for their role. A similar program has been utilized in the
United States Federal Bureau of Prisons with documented success considering reductions in the
length of time offenders remained on suicide watch, as well as reduced burden on frontline staff
(Junker, Beeler, & Bates, 2005). At present, the Institute supports efforts at several North Carolina
prisons to develop and implement pilot Peer Observer Programs, involving staff education and
training, development of specific facility protocols that align with statewide Peer Observer Program
operational guidelines, and considerations for documentation and program monitoring practices.
Similar to our intentions relative to TDUs, the Institute anticipates engaging in an evaluation study of
Peer Observer Programs in pilot-phase to provide meaningful and targeted data and recommendations
for future use, perhaps building on the study completed by Junker, Beeler, & Bates (2005).
The Innovation Institute has also taken responsibility for the oversight of the Prisons Strategic
Plan, including creating and maintaining regular reporting mechanisms, providing leadership with
status updates and reports, and linking strategic efforts with Prisons’ larger governmental agency,
the Department of Public Safety. Similarly, the Institute is currently developing mechanisms to
increase frontline staff involvement in strategic decisions; for example, an electronic suggestion box
is a relatively simple but direct means of allowing interested staff to identify problems and offer
solutions. The Institute is currently piloting this project.
Although each example of our early work has its unique focus, all align with the core purposes of the
Innovation Institute. National and international literature as well as subject-matter expert knowledge
can be utilized. Transparent evaluation of current and piloted programs is underway, utilizing scientific
study and multi-organizational resources. And, the Institute is not the sole source of any individual
project or accomplishment; rather, all involve multidisciplinary staff support and engagement in order
to succeed.
Sustained Focus on Advancement
As we empower our own Innovation Institute and look beyond these early examples of our work,
several concepts and ideals arise for consideration regarding what the Institute should be and how it
should operate. The Innovation Institute must embody various characteristics which may generally
align with similar innovation-focused organizations and projects.
First, we have to be willing to ask the right questions in order to find meaningful answers. Dedicated
work toward innovation necessitates curiosity, open-minded thinking, and a desire to learn not only
what our goals or needs are, but what it may realistically take to achieve them. Similarly, we must
not resist honest and realistic approaches to research and communicating. We must transparently
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understand our needs for growth, our limitations, our areas of focus, our opportunities, and how best
to utilize our strengths to achieve our goals.
Second, we have to be willing to learn and know the needs of our system, our staff, our incarcerated
population, and our community in order to understand the context of our actions. We will advise
leadership on systemic changes, programs, and trends that may ultimately be funded by our citizens,
that will affect incarcerated individuals and the communities to which they return, and that may
change the daily lives of our staff and their families. We must recognize that change does not occur
in a vacuum; thus, subject-matter experts and stakeholders throughout our system must be given a
seat at the table. We must ensure that both the input toward and the benefit received from our efforts
comes from and goes to those multiple avenues and disciplines of invested groups.
Third, we must recognize that no matter the magnitude and impact of a single initiative, project,
or change, there will be more work to do tomorrow. Innovation is not a stagnant occurrence. It is a
process. Innovation should continually press our system to improve, to streamline, and to affect the
re-imagined correctional landscape we pursue.
Fourth and finally, we must seek, understand, and utilize evidence. In order to provide meaningful and
realistic benefit to our prison system, the Innovation Institute must respect the processes of scientific
study and the contributions made to relevant fields of literature and practice locally, nationally, and
globally. While we enter the arena of intentional innovation, we choose to do so aided by data, expert
knowledge, scientific literature, and vast networks of professionals both at home and across the
world. Fortunately, all of these are at our fingertips in the modern era.
Decisions must then be made about who comprises the Institute’s core staff. This is not a one-person
initiative and this is not a team comprised of staff otherwise employed in correctional facilities. This
team will operate from a central location, considering prison operations statewide, while reporting
to the Prisons’ Director of Performance and Standards. These staff will operate with measures of
autonomy and creativity as their full-time assignment will be to the Institute. However, the team itself
will serve as but one element of the overall effort to improve our system as a whole.
A college basketball coach was once interviewed regarding the modern culture of player recruitment
in the United States, noting that highly-touted high school athletes often enter college as ‘one-anddone’ players with dreams of jumping swiftly into the professional ranks after a single collegiate
season of play. Often, this leaves the college upperclassmen ranks full of perhaps less-awe-inspiring,
but more seasoned and experienced players. I recall during this interview the coach making the point
that while some coaches like having superior talent and can accept high turnover, others prefer
having experience and can accept the lesser-known names. Oversimplified as this may be, it is not a
far-fetched assertion. Some put all their efforts into signing the single-season five-star phenomenon,
while others achieve success through developing the less-overwhelming but hard-working and gifted
athletes over time. The coach paused at one point, then told the interviewer he’d rather just have
experienced talent. Sounds somewhat like a best-of-both-worlds answer: ‘I’d prefer to have both.’ Not
a terrible idea.
Therein lies perhaps our ideal combination of correctional professionals ready to dedicate their work
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to innovation. We, like you, have talent. We have motivated, educated, smart, hard-working and creative
professionals. Many of them are eager to make positive impacts on the incarcerated population, on
the system, and in their community. And we, like you, have experience. Our institutions are full of
seasoned, knowledgeable, and tested staff throughout their ranks who also have left meaningful
marks on our system over time. In reality, many of these overly-simplified categories of staff
comprise the same individuals. We can easily recognize that many staff are dedicated, hard-working,
experienced professionals who are also quite creative, motivated, and talented. In establishing the
Innovation Institute, perhaps we are best served to provide the opportunity for our own experienced
talent to lead the way. Who better to serve in this role than a group of veteran professionals who
have seen diverse and challenging experiences, made difficult choices, been on the lines, and those
who have the desire to press ahead, to learn and advance their field, and to ask the tough questions?
In other words, who is our experienced talent? That coach, by the way, is in the Hall of Fame and has
won three National Championships.
Looking to the Future
North Carolina Prisons leadership describes the Innovation Institute as a team that will research and
review evidence regarding a variety of correctional initiatives, programs, and practices with a paired
focus on advising and making recommendations to leadership. As we’ve said, we anticipate this effort
taking time to solidify; however, we envision multiple forms of effortful infusion of the Innovation
Institute into corrections in North Carolina. These forms may best be thought of as vehicles
with which we can achieve sustained impact and from which our impacts will lead to continued
advancement.
One form involves strategic planning. North Carolina Prisons’ current Strategic Plan was developed
over months of collaborative input and contains both far-reaching and bold intentions. From front-line
staff of numerous disciplines and backgrounds to section Directors and administrators, roughly 600
North Carolina prison staff contributed concepts and knowledge to craft it. The Innovation Institute
has been tasked with oversight of progress toward stated goals, striving to support cross-disciplinary
collaboration and communication at the same time as accountability and transparency. Within the
Strategic Plan lie Prisons’ core Goals, including matters of safety and security, of communication,
of staff development and support, of healthcare provision, of programming and re-entry efforts,
of accomplishing system-wide American Correctional Association accreditation, on improving
infrastructure and physical resources, and more (North Carolina Department of Public Safety,
2020). The Innovation Institute is in a primed position to evaluate the needs and efforts of various
sections within the larger division and support their work both uniquely and collaboratively as they
seek to achieve these Goals. In our early work, this position may yield stronger linkages between
Prisons sections, improved efficiency or focus on commonly-prioritized efforts, or accountability in
performance monitoring. In the years to come, this position may materialize into a hub from which
strategic planning incorporates national and international best practices, modern and advanced safety
and security practices, infrastructure development, and human services initiatives.
A second form involves dedicated communication and interaction with line staff, facility staff, and
supervisors across disciplines. The Innovation Institute will dedicate resources to having a frequent
presence with staff to understand the unique challenges faced in implementing division-wide policy
and procedure, as well as unique facility or section operations that become a reality in such a large
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organization. Concurrently, these connections will serve to seek out the creativity, the front-line
experiences, the problem-solving, shall we say the innovation of staff throughout the state. At the
same time as the Innovation Institute will support staff implementing organizational priorities, those
same staff will see their voice amplified in engaging leadership in the discussion about improving
practices in their disciplines.
A third form likely will become the Institute’s defining feature and be present across its efforts. The
Innovation Institute will strive to become the Division of Prisons’ central resource for review and
assimilation of best-practices, scholarly literature, and evidence-based correctional initiatives. This
focus will support not one program, section, or facility, but the needs of the agency as a whole.
Further, this will not be limited to one or two staff, but will become a common thread of the overall
mission of the Institute. Dedicated to increasing knowledge and expertise relative not only to trends
and evidence reviewed from external sources, but relative also to our own programs and initiatives, the
Innovation Institute will strive to support practical, realistic, and evidence-based strategic planning,
program implementation, and the overall work of our correctional professionals. We aim to become a
hub of knowledge and data from which our system may advance.
Finally, a fourth form of our work must involve a greater awareness of the vast global correctional
landscape. The Innovation Institute will seek out and engage with entities not only locally, but
nationally and internationally to broaden the perspective of how North Carolina prisons can operate.
While fundamental shifts in the structure of law enforcement and government that encompass
corrections may not be in our immediate grasp, we intend to develop an understanding of creative
alternatives, differing perspectives, and ‘outside-the-box’ concepts. In essence, we remain grounded
in the reality that change and advancement will take time, deliberation, and teamwork; but, the
Innovation Institute can provide context for our practices through identified benchmarks, best
practices, and governing principles of varying correctional systems.
This team and its core concepts are not novel to the world of corrections, to government agencies,
or to human beings. Innovating is generally a part of human existence. Our lives are filled with the
latest technological advances from our phones and computers, to our vehicles and mobility, to our
healthcare provision, to our social media and communication platforms. Innovation is not new. Yet, as
we see similar groups and teams in industries around the globe focus on innovation and disruption,
creation of this Innovation Institute is an opportunity for our organization to dedicate substantial
resources to fostering, facilitating, and advancing the innovative work being done specifically in
corrections. Simply put, we won’t invent the concept, but we will strive to harness it.
Our focus will not be singularly on any individual facet of the field of corrections. We will adapt
resources and efforts to meet the needs set out by our organizational leadership, as well as provide
meaningful consultation and recommendations to inform their directions. At the same time as we
serve the prison system, we also provide its leaders with evidence-based possibilities, creativity, and
innovative concepts to advance its work overall. Inasmuch as we have stated that we will strive to
harness the concept of innovation, we will dedicate our work to unleashing it.
Our work will not occur in a vacuum, devoid of input, collaboration, or transparency. We are stewards
of the resources granted to us by our governing body, and by extension, the citizens of our state. We
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sign onto these roles in the Innovation Institute dedicated to the responsibility we have to our state.
Our agency’s mission involves protecting the public and operating safe correctional facilities. The
Innovation Institute’s work falls directly in-line with these tasks and it will do so through seeking out
expert knowledge, data-driven approaches, novel and innovative programs, opinions and experience of
staff and other stakeholders. It will further provide direct and informed reviews and recommendations,
transparency in processes, and an openness to adaptation through time.
Conclusion
We’ve established several things. Innovation is not new. Innovation Institutes or other innovationfocused hubs aren’t either, nor are the concepts of researching correctional programs and practices
or attempting to provide evidence and data to guide strategic planning. However, what this Institute
sets out to achieve, in part, is to realize the potential of dedicated and experienced staff in corrections
harnessing and utilizing knowledge to inform and support advancements specific to our profession.
In other words, while we may not be the first, we choose to join the community of innovators and
contribute from within our ranks. As correctional jurisdictions around the globe consider these
concepts, we are hopeful that the motivation for and the framework of this emerging team resonates
with their needs, their challenges, and their interests. Through our work, we hope to support further
development of teams like our own where staff and leadership alike can utilize focused resources to
inform their unique decisions, share information, and advance new and creative concepts. We also aim
to strengthen our connections with invested stakeholders and subject-matter experts with whom we
share common goals and interests. We aim to learn from their advancements and their challenges
alike. Similarly, we hope to share the specifics of our work, as well as its potential implications,
through scholarly publication, conference presentations, or direct consultation. We recognize our
ideas, research findings, and recommendations likely won’t all be unique to this Institute; but, we
expect our contributions to support safer, more efficient, and more beneficial practices. Perhaps our
contributions will then encourage more to come.
Looking ahead to the future of corrections, perhaps this focus toward innovation will contribute to a
larger field of professionals making more data-driven decisions, forming and revising policies tailored
to their needs, and considering continually modernizing technological resources to maintain safety,
security, programming, staffing, and communication. Perhaps the future in corrections contains more
interconnected networks, both among facility staff and their innovation hubs, as well as between
those hubs across jurisdictional lines. We hope these aspirations become reality and we hope to play
a role.
We look forward to a bright future involving numerous projects and opportunities to serve our
state specifically. We will contribute to the advancement of safety and security measures in our
prisons through the study of violence-reduction strategies. We will support the deliberate and
pragmatic increase of various uses of modern technology like offender tablets and digital educational
and treatment programming. We will investigate ongoing programs and initiatives surrounding
restrictive housing and related diversionary efforts, with focus on supporting evidence-based efforts,
accountability, and safety. We will seek out and engage with our staff to learn and better-understand
issues of diversity, inclusion, opportunity, and equality. We will study and support efforts to retain and
develop our workforce, supporting leadership’s effort to invest in its greatest strength: its staff.
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With our mission provided, our resources and investments made, and our sights set on the future, the
Innovation Institute will open doors to re-imagining corrections in North Carolina, in the United States
of America, and across the globe.
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that may not be suitable for the publication may nonetheless be posted on the ICPA Web Site or
included in the ICPA Newsletter for the information of ICPA members.
Please note that we will not accept papers that are submitted after the deadline for a given
Edition of Advancing Corrections. We will also not accept papers that simply attempt to promote
a particular product or market a particular method or service without supportive evidence of
effectiveness. Advancing Corrections is not a marketing vehicle. It is a professional Journal
intended to broaden our knowledge base in corrections.
If you believe that evidence and facts should be the drivers for change in corrections rather than
ungrounded opinion or ideology, please support our Advancing Corrections Journal.
Sincerely,

Frank J. Porporino, Ph.D.
Editor Advancing Corrections and Chair, ICPA Research & Development Network
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GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS
-- For publication in ADVANCING CORRECTIONS -JOURNAL OF THE INTERNATIONAL CORRECTIONS AND PRISONS ASSOCIATION
Aims & Scope
Advancing Corrections is a peer-reviewed publication that provides an interdisciplinary and
international forum for the dissemination of new research, policies and practices related to advancing
professional corrections worldwide. The aim is to provide an opportunity for both researchers and
practitioners from a wide range of disciplines (criminal justice, psychology, sociology, political science,
economics, public health, and social work) to publish papers that examine issues from a variety of
perspectives in a unique, interdisciplinary forum. Your paper could be an evidence-informed discussion
of an important issue related to the theme of our next ICPA Annual Conference, a summary of some
new research findings and their implications for practice, a description of an innovative program or
approach, or an informed commentary on some aspect of managing a key issue in corrections.
Review of Manuscripts
Article contributions will only be considered provided they have been edited and are ready for
processing, namely: language edited, stylistically polished and carefully proof read in following
the technical format and referencing guidelines as provided below. In submitting a paper author/s
acknowledge that it is their own original work and that all content sourced from other authors and/or
publications have been fully recognized and referenced according to the guidelines for authors.
Manuscripts will be submitted to referees (in a double blind review process) for evaluation and
they may be altered or amended in the interests of stylistic consistency, grammatical correctness
or coherence. The ‘refereeing’ process will be anonymous and the identity of referees will remain
confidential. It remains the prerogative of the editors to accept or reject for publication any
submission and their decisions are final. They will not enter into any debate or correspondence
regarding any decision made. Evaluators agreeing to referee articles are requested to provide, where
possible, critical and constructive feedback on the work of their peers.
Apart from scientific shortcomings or inconsistencies, the following evaluative criteria will be
considered:
•
•
•
•

The theme of the paper is significant and useful (timely, important, in need of addressing);
The paper addresses (unpacks) themes logically, consistently and convincingly;
The paper demonstrates an adequate understanding of the literature in the field;
The paper demonstrates a critical self-awareness of the author’s own perspectives and
interests;
• Conclusions are clearly stated and they adequately tie together the elements of the paper;
• The standard of writing (including spelling and grammar) is satisfactory and the style of writing
is practitioner-oriented;
• Sources consulted are sufficiently acknowledged (included in a list of references).
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Guidelines for Authors

Manuscripts that are submitted to Advancing Corrections should be accompanied by a statement
that they have not been (or will not be) published elsewhere in the same version as submitted to
Advancing Corrections. ICPA does not wish to curtail authors from publishing their work in other
scholarly and academic journals or publications. However, the paper submitted to Advancing
Corrections should be an original piece that will not be duplicated elsewhere without permission from
ICPA. Prospective authors for Advancing Corrections should also register as Basic Members of ICPA
so that their address is available for ICPA to forward a complimentary copy of the printed version of
the Journal. Basic Membership in ICPA is available at no cost although authors are also encouraged to
become Full or Professional Members.
Submission of Manuscripts
Manuscripts should be submitted electronically to Dr. Frank Porporino, Ph.D., Chair of the ICPA
Research and Development Network and Editor of Advancing Corrections (fporporino@rogers.com).
A copy should also be forwarded to the ICPA Communications Officer, Alex Petrov, at the ICPA Head
Office (alexpetrov@icpa.org).
Papers that are submitted for consideration should adhere to the following minimum standards and
technical and formatting requirements:
1. All parts of the manuscript, including referencing, should follow standard American
Psychological Association (APA) format; the paper should be double-spaced, with margins of at
least one inch on all sides and with manuscript pages numbered consecutively. Suggested page
length is from 7-15 pages, double-spaced (about 2000 to 5,000 word-count). Each paper should
be summarized in an abstract of not more than 100 words;
2. The title of the article (in Sentence Case, i.e. displaying words to be intentionally capitalised) and
the author’s full first name and surname, designation, institutional affiliation, address & contact
email should appear on the first page;
3. Font: Times New Roman 12 ;
4. Page numbers: are also TNR 12 font and centered in the footer section of each page;
5. Spelling: Please make use (choose this as your default option) of the North American spellcheck
and NOT the UK one;
6. Use of quotes and italics: Long quotes are placed in a separate paragraph and must be indented
from both sides.
ICPA wants to encourage authors to include references with their papers in order to allow readers to
do follow-up reading on the topic in question. Manuscripts, including figures, tables, and references,
must conform to the specifications described in the Publication Manual of the American Psychological
Association.
Examples for Referencing:
Journal: Beck, A. T., Epstein, N., Brown, G., & Steer, R.A. (1988). An inventory for measuring clinical
anxiety: Psychometric properties. Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 56, 893-897.
Book: Wechsler, D. (1987). Wechsler Memory Scale- Revised. San Antonio, TX: Psychological
Corporation.
Contribution to a Book: Chow, T.W., & Cummings, J.L. (2000). The amygdale and Alzheimer’s disease.
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In J.P. Aggleton (Ed.) The amygdale: A functional analysis (pp. 656-680). Oxford, England: Oxford
University Press.
Other Documents: African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child. (1999). Available at: http://
www.umn.edu/humanarts/africa/afchild.htm (accessed [or retrieved] on: 14 January 2005).
Mashaba, S. 2008. State intensifies war against drug abuse. Sowetan, 23 June: 5. Available at: http://
www.sowetan.co.za/PrintArticle.aspx?ID=1147429 (accessed on: 25 June 2008).
Illustrations:
Illustrations submitted (line drawings, halftones, photos, photomicrographs, etc.) should be clean
originals or digital files. Digital files are recommended for highest quality reproduction and should
follow these guidelines:
• 300 dpi or higher;
• sized to fit on journal page;
• EPS, TIFF, or PSD format only;
• submitted as separate files, not embedded in text files.
Images should be submitted as separate files, where the filename matches the reference in the text.
Embedded graphs and tables are acceptable if they follow the resolution guidelines.
Tables and Figures:
Tables and figures should not be embedded in the text, but should be included as separate sheets or
files where possible. A short descriptive title should appear above each table with a clear legend and
any captions or footnotes suitably identified below. Figures should be completely labelled, taking into
account necessary size reduction.
Authors should not refer to images or graphs as ‘above’ or ‘below’ within the article but use
references where needed, e.g. Figure 1, Table 1, etc.
If you have any questions regarding submission of your manuscript, please contact the ICPA Head
Office at alexpetrov@icpa.org.
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